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I. INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken by the Science and Technology Project at the request

of the Subcommittee on Science and Technology of the Legislative Coordinating Commis

sion and the House Select Committee on Energy. Representatives Gordon Voss and Ken

Nelson and Senator Wayne Olhoft were the principal legislators responsible for

determining the direction and scope of the study as well as the questions that were

sent to interested persons, regulatory agencies, and electrical utilities.

The study was limited to electrical utilities and designed to examine how ad

ministrative and regulatory processes factored a wide variety of concerns into their

decision-making. These concerns include environmental and technological variables,

questions of equity for all parties, state policies, and how the public, which is

defined as non-governmental, non-utility people for the purposes of this study,

interacts with the decision-making process. The study was not designed to evaluate

the appropriateness of any particular variable (e.g., the value of nuclear over coal

power, etc.). Rather, the study evaluates the process to see if the variables and

concerns of all parties are given due consideration.

The study is divided into four parts. Part one looks at the energy issue at a

broad level on a national and Minnesota basis. In addition, a look at how Minnesota

regulates utilities from a consti.tutional and economic perspective is provided.

Finally, a section summarizes the role of the federal government in energy policy by

examining,laws and regulations governing supply, demand, equity, health and environ

ment, conservation resource control, and others. This first part is designed as

background information for reviewing the way in which Minnesota regulates electrical

utilities.

The second part reviews how Minnesota presently regulates electrical utilities.

This is accomplished by reviewing the laws and regulations affecting the various

parties. These parties include the electrical utilities, the Minnesota Energy Agency,
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the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board, the Pollution Control Agency, and other

pollution control departments such as the Department of Health and Department of

Natural Resources, the Public Service Commission and its related agency, the Office

of Consumer Services, and how the various publics interact in the regulatory pro

cesses. The second part is designed to be descriptive in nature and is provided as

background to the process issues discussed in part three.

Part three examines those issues that the principal legislators determined to

be the most pressing. The legislators concluded after extensive discussion that

the study should include the following process issues. First, the certificate of

need process should be examined to determine how conservation policy ~d forecasting

techniques affect the determination of need. Second, environmental and health fac

tors and considerations of alternative technologies should be examined to see how

they affect the decision on size and type of a proposed generating facility. Third,

the way in which environmental and health factors affect the decision for determining

the location of the proposed facility should be analyzed. Fourth, how the rate

structure can be affected by the question of equity within the rate structure, by

the desire to minimize new facilities, and by technological and environmental variables

should be reviewed. Finally, how the public may be limited in impacting on the process,

should be examined by looking at the public's traditional entry points into the process

such as judicial review and hearing stages and at time limitations or other factors.

The final part of the paper was designed to offer ideas, which may act as a cata

lyst for legislation, oriented towards focusing debate on specific proposal for change

and recommending areaS for future study. Some specific types of proposals were re

quested by the legislators. These include issues involving restructuring the decision

making process, imposing time constraints, defining criteria to be included within

_specific parts of the decision-making process, increasing the information flow to all

parties, and increasing or improving public participation.
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In addition, the principal legislators requested that the study conduct a sur

vey of all parties including interested persons, regulatory agencies, and electrical

utilities to see if a consensus could be arrived at on any issue. The survey was

not designed to resolve differences, but to get input on the nature of the various

problems within the existing process, on the potential solutions, and to determine

if there is any unanimity on the nature of the problems or their solutions by those

surveyed.

II. THE SURVEY DESIGN

The survey questions were designed to accomplish two purposes. The first pur

pose is to get factual information from the utilities and state agencies relating

to practices and procedures on how they arrived at their decisions, descriptions of

their functions and resources (staff, etc.), and projections for new facilities,

rate requests, etc. for the future. The second purpose of the survey is more sub

jective in nature. A series of questions w~s designed to identify specific problem

areas where the parties to electrical utility regulation proceedings (the interested

persons, agencies, and utilities) believed the process was inadequate or skewed in

one direction or .the other. In addition, the questions were designed to elicit

suggested changes in the process.

The questions were reviewed and approved by the principal legislators before
,

the survey was distributed. As may be noted, many of the questions were rather

specific in terms of offering options for suggested process changes. Many of the

survey questions were the result of informal discussions with agency personnel and

others who identified many thoughts and suggestions that had been floating around

with regard to the process. As noted above, one of the purposes of the survey was

to determine if a consensus on the problems or solutions could be established. Con

sequently, the questions were purposefully designed to be specific where possible,

in order to ascertain if a consensus did indeed exist on these thoughts and sugges-

tions.
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Five sets of questions were designed. Many of the questions were repeated in

each set .. One set of questions was sent to interested persons. These were indi

viduals or groups who have participated in electrical utility regulatory proceedings

of one sort or another. The names were derived from lists kept by the Secretary of

State's Office, the Minnesota Energy Agency, the Environmental Quality Board, the

Public Service Commission, and others. Between 350 and 400 questionnaires were sent

out to interested persons.

The second group surveyed was state agencies. One questionnaire was sent to

the Pollution Control Agency, the Department of Natural Resources, the Department

of Health and the Environmental Quality Board. Another questionnaire was sent to

the Public Service Commission and the Office of Consumer Services within the Commerce

Department. A final questionnaire was sent to the Minnesota Energy Agency.

The final group surveyed was the electrical utilities. All utilities including

investor, cooperative, and municipal utilities were surveyed. One hundred and eighty

seven questionnaires were sent out in this group.

III. THE SURVEY RESULTS

Of the 350 to 400 questionnaires sent out to interested persons, only 18 responses

were received. All state agencies that in one fashion or another regulate utilities

responded. Only 9 of 187 questionnaires sent to the electrical utilities were re

turned. The results from the public and utilities (about 5%) are disappointing. How

ever, most major utilities did respond.

Ten questions asked of nearly all recipients of the questionnaires are summarized

in the following 10 tables. The responses to the questions and many comments are pro

vided. References are provided on each question number from each questionnaire group

ing and for each respondent. The specific responses to the questionnaires are con

tained in section four of this report. The questionnaires are included with the

responses and located just prior to them (see table of contents).
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The following comments and conclusions are drawn from the limited responses

receiveq. The conclusions are not" valid in the statistical sense, nor was the

questionnaire designed with statistical analysis in mind. Rather, as noted pre-

viously, the survey was designed to determine if a consensus existed on the problems

or solutions to them.

Table 11-1 shows that 4 of the 6 people who responded to the question believe

that health and environmental factors should override the type of facility.

Table 11-2 indicates that 15 of 16 who responded to the question feel that

location factors can affect size and type decisions. The most common specific fac-

tors include environmental effects, availability of cooling water, and the ability

to utilize district heating.

Table 11-3 indicates that many interested persons and the regulatory agencies

feel that size, type, and location decisions should be made by the regulatory

agencies. The utilities felt that they should make these decisions. Nobody felt

that the legislature should decide. Two interested persons felt the public should

decide. There were 14 responses to this question. Most respondents felt that en-

vironmental, health, economics, and land use factor should be included in these

decisions.

Table 11-4 shows that 4 of 9 respondents felt that size, type, and location

should be considered together. Of 9 respondents, 6 felt size and type should be

considere~ independent of need. Only the MEA liked the present situation (size and

type with need, independent of location). One felt that size, type, and location

should be considered with need, and one felt that size, type, and location should

not be decided by the government.

Table 11-5 shows that 8 of 23 feel that the E1S should be done before need.

Another 8 of 23 feel that the E1S should be done after need, but before the siting

decision. Only 7 of 23 agreed with the present system which is that the E1S be done
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after need and after siting, but before permits are issued. One respondent thought

no EIS should be done. There was no unanimity within any group. However, 15 of 23

felt that the EIS should be done earlier that is now the case.

Table 11-6 shows that the majority of respondents to the survey feel that the

EIS process should cover more than just location. Of 17 respondents, 11 felt that

size and type should be included with location in the EIS. Other respondents felt

that alternative technologies should also be included in the EIS process. Of these

10 respondents, 4 felt that alternative mechanisms such as price incentives and con

servation should also be included. Others felt that economics (2), human lifestyle

(1), social (1), and transmission lines (1) should also be included in the EIS. The

Supreme Court stated that the MEQB should develop some independent expertise for

evaluating any EIS.

Table 11-7 shows that of the 9 who responded, about half feel that the position

papers required to be submitted under M. S. § 116H.13 are inadequate for determining

health and environmental effects of a proposed facility.

Table 11-8 shows that about 40% (6 of 15) believe that an EIS should be done on

total end use energy requirements for Minnesota.

Table 11-9 shows that 10 of 17 respondents believe that the public should be

funded, at least to some extent, in order to participate in the decision-making pro

cess. Of 13, 10 respondents felt, they should participate at the EIS stage. Of 8 re

spondents~ 4 felt they should participate in court. Of 18 respondents, 16 felt they

should participate at the hearing stage. Two suggested the rulemaking stage, 3 the

planning stage, and 2 not at any stage.

Table 11-10 shows that no respondents (13 of 13) felt that the government should

operate the utilities.

IV. THE SURVEY RESPONSES

Below are the responses to the surveys with the appropriate questionnaire pro

ceeding them.



TABLE 11-1

QUESTION: IS THERE ANY FACTOR THAT SHOULD OVERRIDE THE TYPE OF FACILITY? *
(This is question I of the public group, question 4 of the MPCA group, question 3 of the PSC group,
question 13 for MEA, and question 6 of the utility group.)

GROUP--
Public
Government
Utilities

NUMBER RESPONDING

4
I
1

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE

14
6
8

RESPONSE:

GROUP YES NO

Public Supreme Court (AI)
CACWU (A2)
J. Haelti (AS)
J. Meissner (A17)

Government MPCA (Bl)

Utilities UPA (C1)

IF YES, {mAT

- Non-proliferation of power lines
- Public attitudes towards the technology
- Safety and human health
- Safeguarding the environment

- Human and environmental effects

- Demonstrated health effects

I
'-.l
I

* The original question stated: "How should the type of facility be determined? What criteria
should be used? Is there any factor that should override the type of facility?" The responses
to the first two parts of this question are reserved for Part I of this report.



TABLE 11-2

QUESTION: CAN LOCATION FACTORS AFFECT SIZE AND TYPE DECISIONS? HOW? SHOULD THEY?
(This is question 2 of the public group, question 3 of the MPCA group, question 3 of the PSC group.
question 12 for MEA, and question S of the utility group.)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:

NUMBER RESPONDING
B
3
S

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERHINATE
10
4
4

YES
Supreme Court (Al)

GROUP
Public

Government

Utilities

CAam

J. 1-1aelti
M. Walton
MN Dept. Ed.
G. Lynne

MPCA
MEQB
MEA

UPA

CPA

Kandiyohi
Runes tone
lo:lUA

(A2)

(AS)
(A6)

.(AIO)
(All)

(Bl)
(B4)
(B7)

(Cl)

(C2)

, (C3)
~ (C6)

(C7)

NO

D. Wendt
N. Bodin

(AI4)
(AlB)

COMMENT
- Human impact, environmental impact, relia

bility, and cost
- Availability of cooling water, transmission

distance, transportation distance, environ
ment (air, water, land), public health,
district heating, land use priorities, cri
tical areas, farmland, public attitudes

- Environmental effects
- Ground water supply, use district heating
- Avoid taking farmlands
- Air, population density, land use needs

should override

- Size and type predetermine location, no t
vice-versa

Air &water constraints, district heating
- Air &water constraints, district heating
- Air &water constraints, district heating

- Cooling water, fuel availability, trans
mission distance

- Cooling water, fuel availability, air,
transmission distance~ land use

- Size - no; Type - fuel availability
- Ecology, scenic and historical sites
- Population center or wilderness area

I

cr



TABLE 11-3

5 of the PSC group,question 12 of the MPCA group, question
utility group.)

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
13

3
4

NUMBER RESPONDING
5
4
5

WHO SHOULD MARE THE FINAL DECISION ON SIZE, TYPE, AND LOCATION DECISIONS? THE UTILITIES? THE GOVERN
MENT? THE LEGISLATURE? OR THE PUBLIC? WHY? PLEASE RANK ORDER THE FACTORS YOU FEEL SHOULD BE CONSI
DERED IN MAKING THE FINAL DECISION.
(This is question 3 of the public response,
question 16 for MEA, and question 24 of the

QUESTION:

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:
GROUP
Public

UTILITIES GOVERNMENT LEGISLATURE

M. Walton (A6)
MN Dept. Ed. (AlO)
D. Wendt (A14)

N. Bodin (AlB)

PUBLIC
CACWU (A2)

W. Bradley (A15)

COMMENT
- If 50% or more opposed and no not util

ize 50% of facility with geographic re
gion, then no facility on community,
county, or regional level
No comment
Protect farmland
No comment
Local community
No comment

, I
'1.0

I

Government MPCA
MDH

MEQB
MEA

(Bl)
(B2)

(B4)
(B7)

- Health, air, water, economics, land
Engineering, demand, health, environ
ment, economics, social

- No rank
- Economics, environment, technology

availability, fuel availability, power
deficit

Utilities UPA (Cl)
Kandiyohi (C3)

Crow Wing(C4)
Federated(C5)
Runestone(C6)

~ Cost, environment, reliability
- Economics, energy conservation, fuel

supply, environment, cost and availa
bility of land, land type, transmission
line acceptance, rates

- No comment
- No comnent
- No comment



QUESTION: WlIAT SHOULD AN EIS COVER? SIZE? TYPE?
MECHANISMS TO MEET DEMAND (CONSERVATION,
(This is question 8 of the public group,
question 22 for MEA, and question 13 for

TABLE 11-6

LOCATION DECISIONS? ALTERNATE
PRICE INCENTIVES, ETC.?)
question 10 of the MPCA group,
the utility group.)

TECHNOLOGIES? ALTERNATIVE

question 9 of the PSC group,

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

NUMBER RESPONDING
10

3
4

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
8
4
5

RESPONSE:
ALTERNATE ALTERNATIVE

GROUP RESPONDENT SIZE TYPE LOCATION TECHNOLOGIES MECHANISMS OTHER
Public Supreme Court (Al) X - MEQB should have

independent exper-
tise

CACWU (A2) X X X X X
J. Waelti (A5) X X X X
M. Walton (A6) X X X X X I

P. Gersmehl (A9) X X X - Economics & social ....
IV

MN Dept. Ed. (AlO) X X X I

G. Lynne (All) X X X X X - Human lifestyle
P. Mead (A13) X X X X
D. Wendt (A14) X X X X X - Economics
J. Meissner (AI7) X X X X

Government MPCA (Bl) X X X X X - timing, transmission
lines

MDH (B2) X X X X.
MEA (B7) X

Utilities UPA (CI) X
CPA (C2) X
Runes tone (C6) X X X X X
MUA (C7) X



TABLE 11-7

QUESTION: ARE THE POSITION PAPERS REQUIRED TO BE SUBMITTED UNDER M. S. § 116H.13 ADEQUATE FOR DETERMINING THE
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF A PROPOSED FACILITY? HHY?
(This is question 9 of the public group, question 8 of the MPCA group, question 20 for MEA and question
11 of the utility group.)

MN Dept. Ed. (A10)
G. Lynne (All)
N. Nuessmeier (A16)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:

GROUP
Public

YES

NUMBER RESPONDING
4
3
2

NO
CACWU (A2)

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
14
2*
7

COMMENT
- No criteria for content, no public review,

location impacts size and type (not included)

- Each site has different needs
- Power line effects

Government

MEQB
MEA

Utilities UPA
Runestone

(B4)
(B7)

(Cl)
(C6)

MPCA (Bl) Best estimate -,does not give environmental
factors equal weight

- Insufficient data for EIS
Can't do EIS because site is not known

- Not enough decisions made for EIS

I
I-'
W
1

* The PSC group was not asked this question.



TABLE 11-8

QUESTlON: SHOULD AN EIS BE DONE ON TOTAL END USE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR MINNESOTA? WHY?
(This is question 10 of the public group, question 11 of the MPCA group, question 23 for MEA, and
question 14 of the utility group.)

GROUP
Public
Government
Utilities

RESPONSE:

NUMBER RESPONDING
9
3
3

NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
9
2*
6

GROUP
Public

YES
CACWU--- (A2)

G. Lynne (All)
N. Nuessmeier(AI6)

NO

J. Waelti (A5)
M. Walton (A6)
Nn Dept. Ed. (AIO)

D. Wendt (A14)
W. Bradley (AlS)

N. Bodin (AlB)

COMMENT
- Planning and evaluating alternative tech

nologies for environmental impacts
For planning
For planning
Not practical
Energy directions change too much
Cost, time, obsolescence due to new tech
nologies
Future needs cannot be known at this time
Central energy planning implies inappropriate
scale and type
Cannot predict with any accuracy total end
use energy requirements

I.....
.J::-<
J

Government MPCA

Utilities UPA

Runes tone

(Bl)

(Cl)

(C9)

MEQB
MEA

MUA

(B4)
(B7)

(Cl)

- To show environmental impacts of alternate
sources compared with conventional

- EIS would be too conjectural
- No EIS, but environmental report on generic

impacts

Consideration must be given to the environ
mental impact of small users at specific
locations

- Essential to planning
- Situation changes too fast to be meaningful

* The PSC group was not asked this question.



TABLE 11-9

QUESTION: WHERE SHOULD NON-UTILITY, NON-GOVERNMENTAL PEOPLE IMPACT IN THE PROCESS? AT THE EIS STATE? IN COURTS?
IN HEARINGS? OTHER? SHOULD THESE PEOPLE BE FUNDED? WHY?
(This is question 11 of the public group, question 13 of the MPCA group, question 10 of the PSC group,
question 24 for MEA, and question 25 of the utility group.)

GROUP NUMBER RESPONDING NUMBER NO RESPONSE OR INDETERMINATE
Public 16 2
Government 5 2
Utilities 6 3

RESPONSE:
GROUP RESPONDENT EIS COURTS HEARING OTHER FUNDED COMMENT
Public Supreme Court (Al) X X X

CACWU (A2) X X X Rulemaking, planning YES - Necessary for equity in process
T. Donovan (A4) YES - Public cannot be constructive

without funding
J. I-laelti (A5) X NO
M. Walton (A6) NO X NO - Funding for notification only
K. Lochler (A7) X X X Early in process YES - For expenses, notification
F. Smith (AB) YES - Alternative is just opposition J.....
P. Gersmehl (A9) Planning L11

IMN Dept. Ed. (AlO) NO - Public are fanatics
G. Lynne (All) X X YES
P. Schwartz (Al2) X X YES - On study committees
P. Mead (Al3) X X YES
D. Hendt (A14) -X X YES - Transportation, food only
N. Nuessmeier (A16) X
J. Meissner (AI7) Before YES - Transportation only
N. Bodin (AlB) NO NO X NO

Government MPCA (B1) X X YES - Effective
MDH (B2) X NO
MEQB (B4) X Planning NO
PSC (BS) X Through OCS/RUCU
MEA (B7) X Rulemaking ?

Utilities UPA (C1) X NO
Crow Hing (C4) NO NO NO No Place
Federated (CS) NO NO NO After decision
Runes tone (C6) Input into decision,

utility decides
MUA (Cn X X Public advocate
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QUESTIONS FOR INTERESTED PERSONS
ENERGY PROCESS STUDY

Certificate of ~eed Questions
1. How should the type of facility be determined?

there any factor that should override the type
What criteria should be used?

of facility?

S-5

Is

2. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How? Should they?

3. Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions: the util
ity? The government? The legislature? Or the public? Hhy? Please rank order the
factors you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

4. When, ideally; in the legal process should size, type, and location decisions be
made?

5. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end use energy requirements?
Include an evaluation of temperature and reliability as factors in the determination
of the tecpnology.

Environmental Questions
6. How do you determine environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities? Be

specific.

. '

7. When should an EIS be done? Before' the Certificate of ,Need' is' issued? After the
Certificate of Need,- but before the sitlng process commences:? ',After the si.bing~'pro··

cess, but before permits are issued for plants to be built? Never? A combination
thereof (please specify)? Or other?

8. What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologi~

Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)? ~.

9. Are the position papers req~ired to be submitted under Minnesota Statutes Chapter
116H.13 adequate for determ-illing: ,the', health and environmental effects of a proposed
facility? Why? ~, - "

10. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota? Why?

Policy Questions
11. Where should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the

EIS stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people
be funded? Why or why not?

12. What market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? What incentives
exist 'for holding costs down?

13. ~ihat do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? What would you change
about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how
or should it be changed?

14. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolis should buy NSP plants, should th~

government operate the utilities? ~ihy or why not?

15. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial review, the hearing examiner
process and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? If
so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

PR/jb
10/6/78
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THE SUPREME COURT OF MINNESOTA
SAINT PAUL

( ,)BERT J. SHERAN.CHltr Jus"Ct
'JAMES C.OTlS
IWALTER F. ROQOSHESKE
'IC.OONA~D PETERSON
FALLON KELLY
JOHN J. ToeD
LAWRENCE R. VETKA

iOEORGE M.SCOTT
I ROSALIE E. WAHL

ASSOCIATE JUSTICES

October 24, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17 - State Capitol
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155

A /

I
\ I
\

Dear Mr. Reagan:

Perhaps the most helpful and appropriate response for me to make
to Representative Voss' request of October 5, 1978, is to refer
you to the three decisions of the Supreme Court in the "power
line cases" as follows: 1) No Power Line, Inc. v l1EQC, 250 N.W.
2d 158 (1976); 2) No Power Line, Inc. v MEQC, 262 N.W. 2d 312
(1977); 3) PEER v MEQC, 266 N.W. 2d 858 (1978). \Vhi1e these
decisions do not, for the most part, directly respond to the
specific questions you have asked, they represent conclusions
reached by the court after extensive deliberation on the legal
and policy issues involved. I believe that in presenting a
coherent judicial response to the problem of power line routing,
these decisions deal with many of the factors of concern to you.

Some of the specific points made in the opinions which may be of
interest to you are:

1. The court suggests the wisdom of requiring MEQC to pre
pare the EIS early in the process. (#2.at 326) See question 7 .

.2. An agency should not rely on information presented by
the parties in the preparation of an EIS but must be a source of
independent expertise. (#2 at 327 and #3, note 19 at 871) See
question 8.

3. The EIS must include an analysis of all alternative
routes if it is to be a meaningful guide to agency decision
making. (#3 at 871) See question 8.

4. The court suggests that MEQC·should perhaps playa more
active role as an advocate for environmental values. (#2 at 326)

5. Both llliQC and the utilities have an obligation to monitor
facilities for unanticipated environmental effects. (#2 at 328)
See question 6.

v
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Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
October 24, 1978
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6. The crucial concepts behind the PPSA are that the process
should be orderly and that there should be public participation at
all stages of agency decision maki~g. (#2 at 321) See question 11.

7. MERA applies to routing decisions, further suggesting the
appropriateness of extensive citizen input. (1/3 at 865) See
question 11.

8.. Minnesota is committed to the prin~iple of non-prolifer
ation. (#3 at 868) See question 1.

9. The human impact to be considered in routing decisions
does not include compensable damages such as the destruction of
homes. (#3 at 870) See questions 1, 2, 6.

10. Judicial review is possible only if the agency states
with clarity and completeness the facts essential to its decision.
(#3 at 871) See question 15.

11. Closely related to the last point is the importance of
maintaining a record at all levels. (#2 at 328)

I hope this information contributes toward making your study a
fruitful one.

Yours very truly,

Cl .
\ ,(\; .

--\.- . . -.....->..._,~----..I.--..~
• • '>- \." 'J .

Rob' r-t:f.~She~

cok
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1708 UNIVERSITY AV.• ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA 55104

October 27, 1978

Mr. Patrick L. Reagan
Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minn. 55155

Re: Our Review of the Process Governing Electrical Utilities.

Dear Mr. Reagan:

This letter is in response to the October 6, 1978, letter and questionnaire sent
to me be Represntative Gordon Voss. After considerable internal discussion, the
following is Clear Air, Clear Water Unlimited's response.

1. The type of facility should be determined as a separate question from the
determination of need. The certificate of need process should be considered
independently of size, type and location decisions. The criteria to be used in
determining the type of factility should include 1) the public health and
environmental impacts; 2) whether the choice of technology would encourage
competition within the energy industry; and 3) the acceptability of the technology
to the public. If the public is generally predisposed against a technology, such
as nuclear, then such technology should not be used.

2. Location factors can have a big impact on size and type decisions. Such
factors include 1) the availability of cooling water; 2) transportation distance
for fuel supply; 3) power transmission distance; 4) environmental impacts on air,
water and land (with special attention to crops and forests); 5) public health
impacts; 6) abiltiy to utilize district heating; 7) land use priorities such as
"critical areas" or farmland; 8) public attitudes. Location factors should
always be considered in size and type decisions. Size, type and location decisions
should be considered together in the agency determinations.

3. The procedure involving size, type and location decisions must be changed.
First, size, type and location must be considered together and independent of need.
Second, power plants greater than 50 MW should not be forced upon a community,
county, or region that does not utilize at least 50% of the plant's capacity.
Finally, no technology should be utilized in which 50% or more of the public,
determined through a statistically valid opinion poll, finds unacceptable.
Therefore, community, county or regional units of government should have veto
power over plant sites or transmission line corridors via the elected officials,
where less than 50% of the electricity is used by people within the confines of
that unit of government. The factors to be used, therefore, are public attitudes,
regional or local electrical utilization of the plant, plant size, as well as the
factors listed under 2 above. We must not allow one area of the state to be
impacted while another consumes the power.
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4. Size, type and location decisions should be made after ~he certificate of need
is granted and after the final EIS is approved, but before plant construction per
mits are issued. Alternatively, size, type and location could be done concurrently
with need by a different agency, but still after a Final EIS is approved. The
legislature has wisely provided an Environmental Rights Act in these matters, and
the EIS must be taken seriously by all agencies and parties.

5. The determination of the "right" technology to meet end use energy requirements
assumes that the utility knows what the end use energy requirements are. If the
utility does not know this, then it should be required. Once end use energy re
quirements are kno~vn, then the EIS process in terms of evaluating alternative
technologies would be the appropriate mechanism for determining the "right" technologyc
If the end use requirement is for a low temperature purpose, then special consider
ation should be given to non-electrical technologies to meet the end use requirem~nt.

6. Environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities are determined through
research and monitoring of air, water and land. The EIS process is the tool in
conjunction with the Power Plant Siting Act. This effort can be of better scientific
quality than others have been to date.

7. The EIS should be done after the certificate of need is granted, but before the
siting decision is made. Alternatively, the EIS could be done concurrently with the
certificate of need, but, it still must be approved before the siting decision is made.

8. The EIS should cover size, type, location, alternative technologies, and the
mechanisms for meeting demand through conservation, rate regulation, tax controls,
etc. We feel that economic analysis in the broad sense,would kill many unwise projects"

9. The position papers required under both M.S. § 116H.13 and M.S. § 116C.61 are
inadequate for determining environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities.
The EIS process spells out what must be included in order to measure environmental
and health impacts. No such criteria exist for these "position papers" required
to be submitted by the agencies. In addition, the position papers are not subject
to the same review by the public as the EIS would be. Furthermore, since the
certificate of need process includes size and type decisions, and because location
decisions are made separately from size and type, the position papers can be at
best only a guess of the environmental and health impacts. In addition, since
additional position papers are required for location decisions and since size and
type have already been determined (size and type clearly affect location decisions;
see 2 above) the ability to truly determine the environmental and health impacts to
ultimately arrive at the best technology (safest) becomes bypassed at the certificate
of need stage. Consequently, the siting decision becomes one of finding a location
to meet the constraints of size and type, rather than an objective decision to
arrive at the safest and most healthful decision necessary to satisfy demand. We
have objected to this steam roller in the past without success.

10. An EIS should be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota. By
determining the end use energy requirements for electrical consumers, one can begin
to evaluate these end uses in terms of available technology. In addition, the
environmental impact of these alternate technologies should be evaluated. The EIS
mechanism is the appropriate technique to arrive at these decisions, since these
considerations and others are evaluated together in a mechanism that provides for
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public participation. A major policy question arises though, If an alternate
technology can meet the end use requirement, and is as or more environmentally sound
as electrical production and is economically competitive, 'then should that user be
forced (?) to adopt the new technology if he wants to increase his energy consumption?
A partial answer to this dilemma may come through marginal cost pricing as an
economic rather that a coercive signal to the user.

11. Non-utility, non-governmental people or the public should impact at all
stages in the process. These include planning, governmental hearings on specific
proposals as well as rulemaking, at information gathering and evaluation stages such
as the EIS stage or in courts if they so choose. To deny the public access at any
stage would violate the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments which guarantee due process,
as well as the trend in Minnesota towards openness in government. The idea of
funding the public to represent themselves is long overdue. The utilities draw on
tremendous resources through their revenues, the government agencies get l~rge

appropriations for their participation, but what resources do the publics get?
Without public participation and resources to fairly and equitably participate in
the process as an equal, these processes are a farce. Industry claims that the
issues are too involved and technical for the public to understand, and therefore
industry states that the public should be excluded from the decision and that the
public should trust the utility. We disagree. The key is not to take the public's
role away from them, but to inform their participation. If the issues are too
complicated and technical for the public to understand, then fund the public to
hire someone who does understand to represent their interests (their self-interest)
in the proceedings. Government cannot represent them, the agencies are supposed to
be objective. Funding a wide variety of groups to represent their self-interest
would provide for a more balanced and equitable proceeding in arriving at the final
decision. Wisconsin's Public Intervenor in the Attorney General's office is one
model.

Do not forget that the public does have a stake here. They will breath the air
contaminated by emissions from the plant. They drink the water containing pollutants
emitted from the plant. The people have their land taken for plants and lines. The
people pay the bill for all these new facilities. The very least that government
can do is give those who wish to participate an opportunity to represent themselves
in a fair and equitable manner.

12. Utilities are what economists call natural monopolies. This means that the
government permits an industry to engage in monopolistic practices, because it is
ostensibly in the public interest. There are no economic incentives to choose the
cheaper o,f two facilities which accomplish the same end. The only incentive is to
not build facilities which are not used immediately upon completion. First, they
derive no revenue from unused facilities. Second, because they derive no revenue
from unused facilities, they suffer a loss not credited to them during the rate
hearings. If the loss gets too big they will become a poor risk in the bond market.
Without having good status in the bond market, they cannot borrow money for new
facilities. Without new facilities, the utility cannot grow. ~~ithout growth they
cannot maximize profits to give dividends to investors or members. Consequently,
they do not build unnecessary facilities. However, they may build the more expensive
one since they can get a return on their investment of 5%, they will want to get a
return on a larger amount.

13. The major problem with the process is that the various publics do not get to
participate on an equal footing with the utility or the agencies (see 11 above).
Size and type decisions are made at the wrong time (see 3 and 4 above). The Ers
needs to be done earlier (see 7, 8, and 9),
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14. The government should undertake a study with equal participation by the
public to see if greater competition could take place in the industry. For example,
should investor owned utilities become cooperative? Should distribution be separated
from generation?

15. Uncertainty is not affected by judicial revie~v or hearing examiner process.
However, timing may be. Uncertainty is a result of incomplete information, with
decisions made in the wrong order, and the public not fairly and equitably involved
in the process. All of these things need to be changed (see 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, and 11).
The biggest uncertainty is how long one can continue to produce energy in the old
ways before our planet is ruined.

I hope you find this response useful.

~nc~~ yours,
I,/'. I. ,

; /'.. I A" . ~ /
i.. /. // 7~ n'.:.'r/ rC-(-'- ,-
-·~~'I""""· 'Ji..... I '!, ,

Rodney Loper
President
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24 October 1978

Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol

. St Paul MN 55155·

(

':pf.Ost,,~

. ~ ".! tifi..loA ~-m w1 ~
~+ ...:t
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH LABORATORY - DULUTH

6201 CONGDON BOULEVARD

DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55804

~

Dear Mr. Reagan:

I would like to briefly address some of the questions concerning the
study to evaluate the legal process governing electrical utilities in
Minnesota per the request of Representative Gordon O. Voss dated
6 October 1978.

The total information base on which coal-fired electrical generating
stations are evaluated is growing very rapidly as a result of the large
federally funded Interagency Energy/Environment Research and Development
Program which began three years ago. I believe that the legal process
which encompasses the questions asked concerning electrical generating ~

stations must specifically require that the latest, most up-to~date "
information be brought forward and considered at the appropriate decision
stage where actual alternatives are possible. The single most important
and difficult problem to be corrected is that most of the information now
used in the decision making process comes from the utilities proposing
the project. Extensive supplemental processes should be adopted to make
sure that all relevant information is provided for answering technical
and non-technical issues and that confl ict of interest be dealt with at
each and every stage of the process.

I am enclosing a paper that summarizes the expanding information data
base as it applies to health and ecological effects. Of particular
interest is the recent discovery of the nature of fly ash particles
(bottom half of page 16) which raises significantly new issues and re
quires that a reassessment of the potential hazard of these materials
be made.

I would be happy to discuss these ideas and answer any questions you
may have concerning the research findings.

sinc/r2~

arY~laSS, ".
Senior Research Chemist

Enc1 a/s

"-
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THOMAS L. DONOVAN
ATTO"NEY AT I.AW

1060 NORTHweSTERN BANK BUILDING

POST OFFICE BOX , 4' I

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55440

TEl.EPHONe 6 I 2 /372-6827

November 17, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan
Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

RE: Energy Process Study
10-6-78 Letter of Representative Gordon Voss

Dear Mr. Reagan:

Over the past year I have represented the Sierra Club in various hearings
involving the proposed Tyrone nuclear power plant near Durand, Wisconsin. .I
am also the Chainnan of the Nuclear Task Force of the North Star Chapter of
the Sierra Club. In that capacity I have appeared before the MPCA Board.

My experience is somewhat unique in that I have been active in both
Wisconsin and Minnesota. The chief l~sson to be learned from hearings in both
states is that public funding of intervenors is absolutely necessary if the
public interest is to be served.

TIIE NEED FOR PUBLIC FUNDING OF INI'ERVENORS

Ai

(

This is an age of tight administrative budgets and increasingly complex
and important energy issues. As a result the staffs of administrative agencies
are too often underfunded .and overworked. Such staffs are hard pressed to both
evaluate utility proposals and fonnulate reasonable alternatives. In comparison" ,
the utilities are well able to make their case 'with a fleet of expert witnesses
orchestrated by experienced attorneys. Intervenors on the other hand are
usually forced to make their case by cross-examination.

There is nothing illegal or unethical with this. Yet it does point out
the basic inequity which results from the fairest of procedures when only one
side has the flllancial resources and expertise to make its view known. Fairness
alone is not my chief concern, rather the public I s interest in informed decision
making is being th\varted by the lack of meaningful public participation.

Intervenors simply cannot have a constructive impact on energy-related
hearings without adequate funding of direct testimony from relevant experts
in the field. Intervenors are needed in these hearings since they represent
those segments o~ the public most concerned. They are able to present a point
of view unrestricted by current political considerations. Their participation,
if meaningful) although not necessarily successful, can stem the explosive
alienated reaction against imposed decisions typified by the power line con
troversy in northwestern ~linnesota. '
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Often intervenors are accused of obstruction and delaying tactics. It
is asserted that they are not sufficiently concerned with constructively aiding
a decision on the merits. In fact, \dthout legal representation and expert
testimon~ intervenors are largely unable to playa constructive role.

PUBLIC FUNDING: TO WHAT END?

The Tyrone hearings provide a case in point of what can be expected of
publicly funded citizen interventions. What is crucial is not the outcome of
those hearings but rather the important role played by intervenors in presenting
the decision maker with a well balanced record.

The Wisconsin legislature recently mandated its Public Service Commission
to draw up a comprehensive ten year electrical energy plan. This Advance Plan
would stipulate the size, type and location of all new power plants. The
resulting hearings took 14 months and spawned 190 exhibits and over 13,000
pages of testimony. While many intervenors strove to make their case by cross
examination, the direct testimony was almost exclusively that of the utilities
or the PSC staff.

The prime issue was coal versus nuclear. The Wisconsin PSC \'las chiefly
concerned with the economic aspects of that issue. Still it was not until
the Sierra Club intervened that the. highly teclmical economic arguments against.
nuclear power was made. Experts from the California Energy Commission and
elsewhere provided a capital cost analysis and a 30 year levelized cost assess
ment of Tyrone versus an 800 MW and 400 MW coal plant. Further, the adequacy
of domestic supplies of uranium was discussed. I would be happy to provide
copies of this testimony upon request.

The Wisconsin PSC concluded these hearings with a moratoritnn on future
nuclear power plant construction. This moratorium was based primarily on .
economic grounds and followed in large part the Sierra Club testimony. This
testimony and related expenses cost less than $3,500 with legal represen~Qn.
being provided free. No matter what one thinks of the merits of this Eli ~s1~~
unquestionably Sierra Club provided the PSC with valuable information at a very
low cost. ._--

The proposed Tyrone plant was to some extent "grandfathered" in as to the
moratorium and the PSC has set electrical demand hearings for December 11, 1978.
Sierra Club will present a crjtique of NSP's econometric forecast through the
testimony of a witness who ha6 a background in econometric modeling. The
Badger State Coalition, a group composed of farmers and environmentalists, will
not only present a critique but also an independent forecast based on an
end-use model. This is being provided by the Energy Systems' Research Group
of New York at a cost in excess of $10,000.

These examples are provided to indicate the complexity and cost involved
in any serious effort by the general public to intervening in energy hearings.
Funding is a major problem. Sierra Club' s witnesses have not been fUlly paid
and the dollars needed for the demand hearings have not yet been raised.
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RELEVAJ.\fT FEDERAL PROGRAMS

What is commonly known as Section 205 money is available from OOE. The
program began in 1977 with an initial allocation of $2 million. The federal
funds'floN through a state agency which is responsible for administering the
funds.

A nearby example is in Michigan where $200,000 was awarded to the Attorney
General's office. The A.G. used $110,000 to supplement its own programs and
awarded $90,000 to local intervenors. $49,000 of that amount went to the
Michigan Public Interest Research Group. No matching state ftmds were involved.
MPIRG Is using the funding in electrical demand hearings, conservation hearings
and a rate case. . .

This program is on-going with ftmding expected to reach $8 million soon.
Ten states are currently involved.

ornER ISSUES

Let me make a few brief responses to your questions involving the Minnesota
scene. The separate nature of the M):A, MFCA and l'v1PSC is an advantage. Yet it
may be more useful for power plant related decisions to be made through jointly
held hearings. For instance, the role of the MPCA and environmental considerations
generally is subservient under the present procedures. Once the MEA grants a
need and site compatability certificate it is nearly impossible for the MPCA
to deny a pennit on purely environmental grotmds. Since they come in at the
end of the process, they are faced with an inflexible take it or leave it
choice.

Next, the MEA should be playing a much more aggresive role in the development
of an adequate utility demand forecast. NSP uses an aggregate econometric model
which is simply too gross a tool for a very complex procedure, electrical demand
forecasting. At the very least a disaggregate econometric forecast should be
required. Even this is unacceptable since a forecast based on an end-use model. ,'"
provides the most accurate result. In this regard the MEA is also far too
willing to accept the basic forecast inputs from NSP rather than gathering its
own data.

Finally, the MEA and the MFSC should follow the lead of the Wisconsin PSC
in investigating through rule making hearings the potential fpr voluntary
and/or mandatory conservation techniques as they impact on electrical demand.
The following electrical demand reduction techniques should be studied closely:

1. Load Management

(a) Interruptable load residential water heating.
(b) Interruptable load commercial/residential air conditioning.
(c) Interruptable tariffs for commercial/industrial users.
Cd) Use of voluntary and/or mandatory application of these techniques.

(
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2. Electrical Rates (

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(a) Time-of-use rates for commercial/industrial/residential 'users.
(b) Effect of life-line rates on electrical demand.
(c) Practice of volume discounts.
(d) Relationship between equitable rates and the need for demand reduction.
(e) Likelihood of price escalation and its effect on demand.

3. Metering and Electrical Storage Systems.

(a) Cost, effectiveness and available technology.
(b) Effect on utility's ability to generate more accurate demand forecast.

4. Efficiency Improvements in Electrical Appliances.

5. Industrial Co-Generation.

(a) Applicability to proposed new taconite plants in northern Minnesota.

6. Electrical Space Heating.

(a) Effectiveness of 'residential insulation program on those homes using
electrical heating. ,

(b) Likelihood of gas/oil heated homes converting to electricity.
(c) Expected future use of electrical space heating and the desirability

of policies limiting such use.

7. Alternative Electrical Energy Systems.

Primary emphasis on solar water heating systems as a means of reducing
both base and peak load.
Wind, photovoltaic cells and hydro. '
Effect of passive/active solar space heating on future electrical
space heating.
Role of utilities in promoting such alternatives.
State tax credits, state insured low-interest loans, conversiono£
state buildings.

8. District heating for large commercial/industrial users which might otherwise
be forced to convert to electricity due to national energy policies.

9. -Development of a detailed end-use analysis model as a prerequisite to demand
reduction programs and accurate utility demand forecasts.

10. Peak Load/Base Load Reduction.

(a) Effect of each of these techniques on peak load and base load.
(b) Desirability and availability of gas/oil for peak and intermediate

load plants.
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If I can be of any further aid, please feel free to call.

Very truly yours,
1'--/ .
'I / rJ
//~~U~~

Thomas L. Donovan
Attorney at Law

TLD/jcb
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October 17, 1978

Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St; Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

I am returning my answers to the questionnaire of October 6, 1978
on electrical utilities.

Some very important questions are raised, some of which I do not
feel qualified to attempt to answer. I have attempted to answer
those on which I feel I have some constructive thoughts.

I appreciate having had the chance to respond.

Sincelie1y yours,

JJW/drmn

Enclosure
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Response to "Energy Process Study"
John J. Waelti, Professor

Agricultural and Applied Economics
University of Minnesota

1. "Type" of facility should be determined jointly by the utility and
state and local government. Criteria should include safety (including
human health), economics, environment, and aesthetics, probably in
that order, although a case can be made for reversing economics and
environment, depending on the specific situation. Safety and human
health should be the overriding factors. I'm thinking particularly
of the disposal of nuclear wastes, but there are human health con
siderations with other types of facilities as well.

2. Certainly! We don'tt want to locate plants such that they release
dangerous pollutants directly on half the state's population. Of
course, rural areas don't want to be the recipients for pollutants
produced by energy used in the cities. And, of course, the power
line dispute has given this another dimension. It seems that loca
tion is just about the who~e ball game.

3. Obviously, the day is over when anyone entity makes the entire
decision. It has to be jointly by the utility, the state, and the
public, and specifically with the local unit of government and local
citizens involved. When I say state government, I mean an agency or
board--not the legislature. The legislature should set broad policy
guidelines and not get involved in specific site selections. -

~A-",.. ... _~

4. I'm not sure what you mean by legal process. But obviously,J size,
type, and location must be made early--as early as possible before
extensive effort is underway.

5. The "r ightU technology is a combination of all factors-safety,
environment, health, economics, etc. The "best" technology from a
safety standpoint may not be the best from an environment or aesthetic
standpoint.

6. I believe the problem is that you cannot determine health and environ
mental effects with certainty. You get the most qualified people to
predict, you get the benefit of past experience, and perhaps commission
studies. These are costly, cumbersome, lengthy, and uncertain pro
cedures. But, what else do we have? When so many people and so much
is at stake, we have to go with the best knowledge we have. The
problem is that we may be economists, legislators, health experts,
etc., but we are not magicians or prophets! We are mortals, and we
can't determine, with certainty, the impacts. But we must go through
the procedures of assessing with the best we have available. The
cumbersome. lengthy, frustrating process must be performed!

{"

(
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7. If it is not to be "after the fact," it would seem that the EIS
should be after the Certificate of Need, and in conjunction with
several likely sites. My interpretation of a proper initial EIS
would be for a broad brush approach to weed out the obviously
unqualified sites. The EIS as presently done, I think, is more
costly and lengthy than need be. A broad brush approach on several
likely sites may be a pragmatic compromise between timeliness and
costliness.

8. The EIS must be done with some size, type, location, technology,
etc. in mind, or perhaps for the relative impacts of ?lternatives.
Again, an abbreviated EIS may make sense.

9. I really do not feel qualified to answer this one.

10. I am not sure that this is practical,or that anyone \oould know how
to do it. With unlimited funding, this may be nice. However, with
limited funds, one will have to settle for the Chevy instead of the
Cadillac. ,Limited funds can best be put to other uses, it would
seem. At least, that is my initial reaction.

(
t·
f

(

11. Every effort should be made to avoid the courts. Depending on how
the EIS stage relates to the siting process stage, I think it is
necessary to bring local people in early. If they do not feel a
part of the decision, they will resist. They might anyway, but if
they aren't brought in early, it virtually guarantees resistance.
I don't think these people can be funded. Through what mechanism
and with what dollars? Limited funds would better be used to improve
the process in general, rather than directly subsidizing various
groups.

.(.

12. This is the classic economic problem of a natural monopoly. In
return for exclusive rights to serve an area, the utility must be
regulated by government. If the regulatory agency is tough enough
on holding down rate increases, the utility is forced to minimize
costs. If the regulatory agency is permissive, the utility has less'
incentive to hold down costs because costs can be passed along as
rate increases. Another problem is that since return is based on a
percentage of capital investment, the utility has an incentive to
maximize use of capital relative to labor. There is an incentive to
expand facilities.

13. Realistically, I don't think anyone group is to blame, or responsible.
It is a product of the times--expanding demand for energy, concern for
the environment, greater demand for the existing resource base, and
a feeling on the part of people that they wish to assert their rights.
Utilities are in business to produce power, local officials want to .
protect their constituents, and local people do not want to be tromped
upon. The state is caught in the middle. The above may describe the
situation, but not resolve it. Perhaps the balance of power is
working now but decisions still need to be made. Perhaps some form
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of environmental arbitration could be tried. A balance needs to be
struck between protection of rights and getting things done. I don't
pretend to have that formula. I do think that some form of environ
mental arbitration should be tried. I think the courts should be
avoided at all costs. The courts are poor places to make such impor
tant decisions.

14. As stated above, a utility is a "natural monopoly". The alternatives
are to a) keep government out, b) regulate the private uti1ity,and
c) governmen-o ownership and operation. I favor the middle ground.
Clearly, a natural monopoly needs some supervision. But, public
ownership is not necessary or p~ desirable. Let the utility
make internal day-to-day decisions, but subject it to regu1atiqn in
matters of rates, location, type of generator (nuclear, fossil fueled,
etc.).. We live in a "mixed system", basically capitalistic, but with
substantial decisions by the public sector. This is the only prag
matic way. Rational people can disagree on the "correct ll combination.
On the matter of utilities, I favor private ownership with rather
stringent public supervision and regulation because of a) the mono
polistic (necessarily) nature of the industry, and b) because of the
tremendous impact resulting from the decisions of the utility. The
personnel running the utility must recognize the need for public
supervision here. One can be a rather "rock-ribbed ll capitalist and
see the need for public regulation in this case, I would think. By
the same token, an advocate for the public sector should be able to
see the advantages of p;ivate ownership of the utility. What we are . J~~:
striving for is some combination that is efficient and equitable,.(:;.:.A~' I '
given the complexity of the times and the diversity of our citizens. C~?-r-- ..t-

""'
Q"L '\

?l

15. I don't feel qualified to answer this one. However, as a general
principle, I believe that the courts should be involved to the least
extent possible. We don't need more crowded court dockets or more work
for attorneys. We ought to work toward something involving arbitration;
early public involvement, settling on points of agreement, consequences
of alternatives, andJ/arbitration of differences. Not everyone can be
entirely pleased, but if decisions can be made in a manner that interested
parties are involved, that is about as much as we can hope for. I
would be extremely suspicious of anyone who claimed to have the exclusive
answers~ these important questions.

(,
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Minnesota Geological Survey
1633 Eustis Street
St. Paul. Minnesota 55108

(612) 373-3372

October 11, 1978

(

(

Mr. Patrick Regan
Consultant, Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State capitol
st. Paul, MN 55155

Dear Mr. Regan:

Pursuant to the request from Representative Gordon o. Voss to
comment on questions relating to the governance of utilities in
Minnesota, I should first say that the Minnesota Geological Survey is
basically charged with investigatlng and doing research on the geology
of Minnesota and providing this information in forms that are useful to
the citizens of Minnesota. We have no administrative or regulatory
functions whatsoever. However, I have served on the Citizen's Advisory
Board of the Power Plant Siting Project of the Environmental Quality
Council, and I do feel that the development of large electrical
generating facilities implicates the geology of the state in many ways.
The~efore I will take the opportunity you have provided to comment on
those questions that you raise which in my opinion have some geological
implications.

Questions

1. Water requirements are a major factor and the type of facility that
is feasible may be dependent on the availability of water. The geology
becomes an important factor if significant use of ground water is
required or if large impoundments are required. Foundation conditions
for large structures may also be a concern in some parts of Minnesota.

2. A number of small dispersed power plants may be preferable to large
centralized facilities if the development of a large, concentrated

. water demand would threaten to overstress available ground water or
surface water resources. Smaller and more numerous units located near
load centers with smaller transmission line requirements and better
opportunities for the use of rejected heat may make more sense than
large, distant, concentrated facilities. The efficiencies of very
large generating units may be offset by higher line losses, less oppor
tunities to use rejected heat and more intensive environmental stress.
These factors should definitely enter into decisions.

3. The public should certainly be heard, but decisions should definite-.
ly not be based on public opinion or some kind of referendum_ Public
opinion, which tends to be overly influenced by emotional issues raised
by various self-serving public interest groups, is simply not .competent
to make highly technical decisions that affect the broad public
interest as opposed to purely local interests.
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The utility companies also have a track record of tending toward self
serving and overly conservative decisions. Decisions of this type must
be made by properly constituted, technically capable governmental
bodies within a framework established by appropriate legislation.

4. Final decisions should be made after the need for additional power
has been duly established and certified, the various alternatives for
obtaining the additional power have been reviewed and evaluated and
reasonably reliable estimates can be made of the relative costs, energy
efficiency and environmental impacts of the feasible alternatives. I
believe that there have been a number of cases where the sites have been
chosen strictly on the grounds of engineering feasibility and availabil
ity of the property, and the decision-making process has been an exer
cise in backing the horse into the stall.

5. This is not a geology-related question except to the extent that
different technologies have different site requirements. This would
have to be determined by specific instances.

6. Unless you are asking us to write a book, how can one be specific
on so general a question?

7. An EIS draft should be prepared after a certificate of need has
been provisionally granted, the performance specifications for the
needed system have been established and it is possible to identify and
describe some realistic, feasible alternative systems and potentially
appropriate sites. It is only then that a meaningfUl EIS can be pre
pared. Many aspects of an Ers are site-specific.

8. The EIS should cover the specific identifiable impacts on the
environment of feasible alternatives within the range of existing and
available technology for obtaining the needed power. It should also
include impacts of any feasible alternatives for conserving and reallo
cating existing power resources so that the use of additional power can
be avoided.

9. We have not analyzed the statute in question.
1

10. Only if a meaningful definition and evaluation of total end use
energy requirements can be made. Frankly, I would be skeptical of the
validity of such an estimate. It would depend on pyramiding a whole
series of trend projections when the one thing you can now be sure of
is that present trends in respect to energy will not continue.

11. Adequate provision should be made for public hearings and public
input prior to each major decision point starting with the issuance of
a certificate of need. However, as much as possible should be done to
shield the responsible public agencies from frivolous and obstruc
tionist intervention through the courts once public input has been duly
received and considered. I do not believe that funds should be pro
vided for interest groups, but I believe that money should be expended
both to inform the public and also to contact a fair sampling of people ~.

who will be affected so that the responsible governmental agency will
know what public opinion is and what interests and obstacles affect the
project.
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12. I do .not feel qualified to answer this question.

13. I do not really know what is wrong with the process, but I suspect
that one difficulty is that most real long-range planning is done by
utilities themselves, based on a go-go-go growth philosophy without any
real incentive or concern for conservation or for taking chances with
innovative technologies and smaller scale, environmentallY,unobtrusive
solutions to problems. The incentive for utilities is to build huge,
centralized power systems whose engineering and economics are well known
and which are easily managed and optimized. I don't really know what
the biggest time-consuming aspect of the process is, but,I suspect that
one important aspect has to do with the utilities largely doing the
long-range planning and then trying to promote the favored solution as
a faie accompli. This is then followed by lengthy controversy and cum
bersome and confusing jurisdictions and permitting processes. Perhaps
a background of much more coherent and thoughtful government planning
would help. I don't mean to suggest that rigid plans for power devel
opment should be set up years in advance. What I would suggest is that·
an impartial planning agency should consider a number of alternatives,
scenarios and solutions and should be constantly evaluating the
environmental, economic and social consequences of the alternatives so
that a good deal will be known about the trade-offs and pros and cons
of different basic alternatives. These alternatives could be known
and discussed before a major proposal suddenly appeared. Planning of
this kind should be done by a completely independent agency of com
petent professionals in a variety of fields inclUding economics,
environmental fields, and sociology as well as engineering. This group
should be charged with working closely with both public interest groups
and utilities and with other aspects of state planning, and they should
not be secretive. Options and alternatives should be constantly pre
sented to the public and discussed, not in the context of an immediate
controversy over a transmission line or a power plant but in terms of
future directions.

14. This is a complicated question and one I don't feel competent to
deal with. I don't see any objection to publicly-operated utilities if
it can be shown that genuine incentives are not present for private util
ities to optimize their operations in the public interest in relation
to the total energy picture and not just in relation to the sale of
electricity. For example, private utility companies have tended to
simply neglect the development of systems for using waste heat effi
ciently and have simply fought to be allowed to throw it away as cheaply
as possible.

15. In my opinion the privilege of jUdicial review has been abused.
The courts should take a much firmer stand on the validity of duly
constituted governmental agency hearings as due process. I would hope
that planning of the type I described above could pave,the way for devel
opment and operation of utility systems so that as new elements were
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needed they would have already been considered and simply regarded as a
logical and expected step in an orderly process that had already, in
effect, been reviewed. Obviously the ki,nd of planning process I have
suggested will not eliminate controversy and may actually stimulate cer
tain kinds of controversy. For example, the alternative of nuclear ver
sus non-nuclear power will not easily be resolved, but it is better to
argue it out in principle rather than waiting until a new major
g~nerating plant is needed and a permit is being sought for a nuclear
plant. If the kind of long-range planning I am suggesting can be made
to work, which I would agree is debatable, then a good deal of the uncer
tainty attending the present process would be moved out in front to a
realm of policy debate rather than confrontation, and the uncertainty
that afflicts the present process might be somewhat dissipated in
advance. To add a sour note, effective public debate and resolution of
serious and highly complex issues requires effective public information
media, and as long as our press is as generally trivial, irresponsible
and self-serving as it usually is it isn't going to be easy to get
effective public awareness of complex issues.

These rambling comments may not be exactly what you wanted, but I
thank you for the opportunity of expressing a few thoughts which I would
not otherwise have a chance to voice. )

~~ C~lY 't411J,.-,' t/IA! "/~ .'1. . 1£-1 Z, tl_/ .
/., MattWalton 'j/

D:t:r:ector

MW:jp
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Rep. Gordon 0, Voss
251 State Office Building
St. Paul, MN 55155

Dear Representative Voss:

I am wrlting on behalf of the Minnesota Environmental Education
Board (MEEB) in response to your letter of October 6, requesting
input into electrical utilities procedures in Minnesota. While
we appreciate having the opportunity to respond, I am afraid MEEB
can not provide the specific kind of technical information most of
your questions demand.

environmental edMcotl~n board·
eet::f -I . I__ i

-:=
~ October 25, 1978
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MEEB and its system of 13 regional councils exist to provide the
means for allowing Minnesota citizens access to education and in
formation about environmental issues facing our state. From the
beginning the organization's policy has been opposed to promoting or
advocating a particular coufse of action. We are, however, advocates
for education and it is from that perspective that I offer the follow
ing brief response, which could probably best be attributed as answers
to the questions posed in #11:

i meeb 251 henntpin square bUilding~
2021 e. hl!nntpin avenue
mlnuapolis, minnesota 55413'

c

Certainly non-utility and non-government people should
impact in the process~ And in general, MEEB would suggest
that those contributions be requested immediately, ie. not
at the point when the public is being asked where an
electrical facility should be located, but rather, from
the beginning, ie. is an additional electrical facility
needed? If it is determined to be a necessity and the
public is still broadly opposed, an opportunity should be
provided for individuals and groups to suggest what it is
that they are willing to forego to avoid a new facility.
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From our experience there is widespread feeling that
asking for public input at any of the stages your
question suggests--EIS, courts, hearings--is too late.
It is already after the fact; decisions are all but
carved in concrete.

Also hearings are generally not well-publized, nor is
adequate advance notice given. The more recent technique
of using display newspaper ads to promote a public hear
ing, is certainly a vast improvement over small-print
legal notices. Finally, MEEB would make a plea for great
er attempts at interpretation of the possible implications
of potential actions. Even mailed notices are generally
presented in such "engineerese" that most people simply
are not willing or capable of understanding the message.
I~ is grossly unfair to expect that individual citizens
or groups of citizens can provide the translations and/or
technical information needed to have any real impact on
these vitally important processes. I think it's fair
to assume that this kind of service can not be expected
from utility companies; therefore, it undoubtedly will
have to be done by government.

MEEB's experience regarding the payment of volunteers has
shown that while per diem is probably not necessary, it is
important to cover actual expenses of persons asked to
participate.

If citizen participation is ever going to more than catchy verbage, we're
going to have to provide the tools to make it happen. In closing I
would like to say that within our network of 197 volunteers there are
individuals who could respond in some detail'to the more technical
questions. Please call me if we can be of assistance.

--- ..
aren Loech1er

Executive Director

\ .
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Patrick Reagen, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, MN 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

This letter is in response to Rep. Gordon Voss's invitation of October
6 to provide "input in evaluating the administrative and regulatory
processes governing eledtrical utilities in Minnesota."

I respond from eight years experience in assisting citizen groups org
anize to articulate their varying concerns about the performance of
electrical utilities, particularly NSP. Among these campaigns are var·~

ious rate interventions, opposition to the Henderson site, a formal
proxy solicitation to elect a consumer representative to the Board of
Directors of NSP, property tax exemption for active solar hardware,
sales tax exemption for home heating fuel, and so on.

I cannot do justice to your excellent questions. Let me, instead,
share two general concerns and respond directly, then to at least one
of the questions.

(

c

Both concerns r&sk sending the obvious in pursuit of the self-evident
but they need to be emphasized yet again. (I should also add that my
personal opinion is that we will never adequately solve our energy cri
sis as long as private, investor owned corporations enjoy monopolistic,
and/or monopsonistic, or oligopolistic positions; it is a waste of
resources to spend millions of dollars of governmental monies to try
and insure -- frequently unsuccessfully -- that these entities conform'
to even the most minimal standards of decency not to mention social
welfare. To my knowledge, virtually all other industrialized countries
have realized the basic contradiction in attempting to provide an essen
tial service/public need through privately owned corporations. Never
theless, given our present situation ...• ) The first concern is the
abysmally inadequate supply of information on genuinely alternative
options to the present energy delivery system. The budget of the l1&A
is a case in point with the solar and alternative energy departments
getting only a miniscule part of the agency's resources. Or, should
Minneapolis approve a feasibility study of municipalization, who will
do the study? I understand that there are very, very few firms with
the resources available to conduct such a study that will objectively
assess the municipalization potential; there are many who will give
elaborate rationalizations for why it is not feasible. Or, the

a program 01 the Greater Urban Parish 0/ the Twin Cities
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capabilities of the PSC staff to assess the information given them by
NSP are, by their own admission, inadequate -- and the same situation
exists, of course, at the federal level. Or, in the private sector,
no organization begins to approach the resources of NSP or even the
smaller utilities; we do with college interns while NSP turns to New
York consultants. The primary point here is that when citizen organi
zations do not have the resources to operate through the established
channels, they are forced to turn to other modes of action. This
brings me to my second concern. If these organizations -- "non-utili
ty, non-governmental people" -- in the words of question #11 -- are
not funded and have the resources necessary to take the initiative
offer new alternatives, they will inevitably have to react (oppose)
whatever changes are suggested; and, of course, one never knows When,
where, ~ow the reaction comes.

A brief response to question #14:. Municipalizing one segment of a
private utility leads, it seems to me, to more problems than it solves,
in the short run. Outright condemnation or the reverse use of eminent
domain might begin to meet some of these but leaving generating capacit:r
in private hands, etc. compounds the difficulties face~ by a municipal.
As a first step, however, towards a state-wide energy delivery system
that is not privately owned, municipalization becomes much more .
a.ttractive.

I look forNard to seeing a copy of the final report ..

Sincerely,

:;t~~:d:~~
,aJAf?

Frederick W. Smith, Associate Director
Center for Urba.n Encounter
FWS/hdm

I'
'.
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Patrick Reagan~ Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Certificate of Need Questions
Type-of-facility decisions should be based on alternative scenarios for

demand, cost, locational constraints, and linkages with other sectors of th~

economy. This is a standard algorithm, but I would add that the process should
not be a single-minded search for an overall least-cost or greatest benefit/
cost facility. Rather, it must take into account the allied questions of
sensitivity to changes in assumptions and ability to be modified without great
cost. In other words, the economy of a certain least cost solution should not
depend too heavily upon the realization of too many assumptions.

Environmental Questions
These questions impinge directly on my area of professional interest.

The implicit purpose of an EIS is to guide planning in such a way as to
guarantee that environmental considerations are included right from the outset.
If the environment is indeed being considered in every phase of planning, then
the timing of the publication of a draft EIS is not a particularly crucial
issue for the agency. Outraged protests concerning the IIburden imposed by
early EIS requirements ll "'/ould seem to imply that the spirit of the Environmental
Policy Act is being ignored. Also in this spirit, the alternatives of meeting
demand by conservation or price incentives should be included in any EIS,and 1"

the EIS for a particular project should be fitted into an overall energy EIS
(and, to be fair, also an Economic and Social Impact study of energy use).

Policy Questions
. Non-utility and non-governmental people should most emphatically be

included in the planning process. In my work with watershed planning and
general district planning~ I have been subjected to a truly incredible amount
of half-truth and misinformation about the future demands and probable behavior
of lithe public. 1I Most of this erroneous information was being disseminated by
well-intentioned planners who had conducted a rather amateurish II pollll of
public opinion but did not provide a mechanism for outsiders to evaluate their
conclusions. Future demand forecasting rests on assumptions about future
behavior that often minimize the possibility of conscious change in human
expectations. Ironically, awareness of the adverse consequences (economic~

social, and/or environmental) is one of the most powerful incentives for a
change in attitudes and therefore of behavior. Proper assessment of possible
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attitudinal change is a vital but extremely difficult task, one that deserves
open public scrutiny precisely because it is so easy to retreat into a closed
thought world created and shared by a small number of individuals. I do not
intend to impugn motives; these individuals often are exemplary in their
personal attitudes and behavior, but the mechanism of assessing public
opinion is faulty. Why else should such individuals be so often surprised
by powerline opposition, Proposition 13, or bond rejections?

On the other side of the argument, scheduled public hearings probably
do an even worse job of taking the pulse of the people. Planning for future
energy supply must get answers to questions like IIHow will your behavior
change if X condition prevails?1I rather than IIWhat do you want to see?1I
The forme~ question gives a planner an assessment of mental tradeoff matrices;
the latter simply provides a political forum for special interests.

Sorry about the date; I just got the
letter on the 25th (not your fault)

Sincerely, J/.
/!;/ffJf(/tJ-

I pVh"i 1 Gersmeh1
Associate Professor
Department of Geography
University of Minnesota

-.._.-- .
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ENERGY PROCESS STUDY S-5
~- ~." .

Certificate of Need Questions / C~ Y"'l>c:..~'(./7f -V4.s~_ / _ r .../<;:;:
1. How should the type of facility be determined?~Vhat criteria should be used? Is ~

there any factor that should override the type of facility?

2. Can location. ~~ctors aff~ct size anq type d~~.c;ision~?--2.I0w? SJ;wuld th,.ey?~
y£s.-- ,(/W/i:) 77'~A...;C ~p,a/<:::4/VL r,{~7 /-4/./,0.,5

3. ~o should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions: the util
ity? Jhe government? The legislature? Or the public? Why? Please rank order the
fact0E.~ you feel sh5fuld be considere~"making the final decision. A ~.../..& 'P-F/) -;z; ,
77I£..-e5Lt)~ ,(j6 £.-~/£.5:-- 7/Pf's 1...5 p'.hW7 7%/L~£. A/4'//yQ~~"';'u /. v

4. ~en, ideally, in the legal process .should size, type, and location decisions be
made?~~ e:h -('/6/,(/..1/ Af/j/I/..c/77.::j,J ?~£..at',<?£..

5. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end use energy requirements?
Include an evaluation of temperature and reliability as factors in the determination
of the technology.. -

Environmental Questions
6. How do you determine environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities? Be

specific. ~/?;' ~/~d/~ tJ,(?r4 ;::-R-d!o/ /~)/f''£' ~.v d77£. Sv:/~c:... ~~j2?;'JC~
LJ)//~.e./t::ir:t!.- 0.":'// ~J£. m~b

7. ~en should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need is issued? After the
Certificate Qf Need, but before the siting process commences? After the siting prO
cess, but before permits are issued fQr plants to be built?~ A combination
thereof (please specify)? Or other?

~ ~ (/ .<1
8. ~at should an EIS cover?~~ Location decisions? Alternate feefinologies?

Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservat~on, pr~ce incentives, etc.)?

9. Are the position papers required to be submitted under Minnesota Statutes Chapter
l16H.13 adequate fQr determining the health and environmental effects of a proposed
facility? ~y?

M
10. 'ShOU~IS be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota? Why?

-/U:J _ &s.~ ///'76 d LO"cy6sG.o::£ ..vve:.. P il/c:.-.tJ -/'G,..wMJ/~p7· -
P 1 · Q • ,"o ~cyuest~Qns .

11. ~ere should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the
EIS stage? In courts? In ~ngs? Oth~(please speci!y)? Should t~e ~eople'

be funded.?1 Why or why nO~....c'4..¢'6 w£y .4~/3£'./~~-J7o..J/ &~ /J
If/tl 11;!.?'/~/; P4c- /S5UC. CR.::Jo/, ./77."J,rT/C.S

12. What ma~ket forces in the economic sense exist for utilities. What incentives .~_

exist for holding costs down? _ G.4h~:;:h//6 //1 FA!7j'~.·d-. '€:C/..e-S-/,'L!C~~ j,f//d
1/£..q-;t'"

13. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? ~at would yo~ change
about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect-of the process ?~d how ~
or should it be ch?n~rd? /'-yo ~.4'"..t/~.J:&.-:/;oC S7j;~'£'o ~~~'.'-~\,f/.E: //&:,r/

-:4/2-;£ /d'il)/oE.77!i;:::£;W /V~"'c::... Ai/-'l 4'~'1/'c:'1 S',e:...v.JC
14. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolis should buy NSP plants, should th~

government operate the utilities? Why o~hy n9t? dJ- /~1-&T z-.-:,P'~/s7/?/6sJd.
-a-:::- ~1.~C:;;£CR~/2-- £v/~;// Q'/o5~/6:;~ /r.'e ff-1C/Ec\/

15. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial rev{ew, the hearing examiner
(. process and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? If

so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty? ,~

~.u/ .;::z);o.:>~.. :'" 6'if,4,;./ v//.(f,//!se.LJ ~/f'R//J6"oFRc&-G

PR/jb
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deteroine t!le si::e and tJ"lJe of pO'.:er facilities in a \'/orld uhere all thino:':; relati::lg
to rJan are becomino critical.

LeSislE'. ture ,Public, Utility, Goverl1ne:n.t. 'ilie le;,;is1a t"Jre 113S local in::mts 3.3 \';ell as
reports fro~ various state de;artwants and therefore should take th~ lead in detero;n;n3
size t tJ~e, and location decision:.:; in the end.
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!:uclear !l0uer IJreSGlltl3 all sorts of Droble:1s such 9,s: .:;ettin.:; rid of !lGatcc1 '.later,
dan ger fror;l breaks i..11. th~ I:lecb.,,'1nisns, and .:;ettins rid. of l1ttcle9.r \Tastes.

In the short tero, coal cotud be developed carefully ~ith the proper studies. It w~ht

also be the r;iost reliable. In the Ions run, nuclear pO'.ler is out btlt sc;>lar l10',JCr "Ii"
prevail bec:?ttse of limitless energy.

( Studies should be n:ade of ]?ossible effects on h~n he~ltll C:.'\used b~t pO·.:er plant developnenf
in t:le future. Sitas I::it:l old )l.::.nts s:!::olJlc::. also be .."evaiue,:.1. to make sure the:i are safe ..

7. .\n Znviron::!en'l::al Ir.1:JaC t Sta teme:'lt sho~.u.c. be carried 9ut Cl.i'tCl" t:le certificQ.te of need
has been deve10pad and before the sitin~ :~rocess co;·::r.1'~:lces. L'33S tir.1e ane. ::;on3:-' uill be
lost if probleus are discussed ~rior to e~~ineerin~ ~n~ ot~er ea~ly sitins e;~enses OCC~tr•
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~n~ compared ~~th ~osaD)le alternatives ~eveIo~e~ oya stl~Y co :nission.
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Rt. 1 Box 136
Belle Plaine, Mi~nesota 56011
October 25, 1978

Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Report

Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

The following is in reference to a letter sent out by Represent
ative Gordon O. Voss requesting input for the Science 'and
Technology Project with regards to electrical utilities in
Minnesota.

My involvement in electrica~ utility proceedings was mainly
concerned with proceedural policy. Because my background and
education in Certificate of Need and E~vironmental Questions
is quite limited, I will address mainly those questions relating
to policy with the exception of no. 7.

7. I feel that a first draft EIS should be done before the
siting process commences. Then a final EIS should be
done after the siting process but before construction
permits are issued.

By doin~ a first draft EIS before t~e siting process
commences will ~ive the planners and those making proposals
an idea of desirabl~ and undesirable sites in a given
study area. This could possibly prevent duplication of
effort at a later date.

It is very possible sometime durin~ the entire siting
process that additional vital enviror.~ental information,
not contained in the first draft EIS, can surface. There
fore a final EIS should be done before permits are issued.

( 11. Non-utility, non-~overnmental people should. have input
before a Certificate of Reed is issued and tten again
before Construction perreits ar~ iasu~d. Ideally, you
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would also have this type of in~ut before the EIS is done
but I. personally question the amount of active informed
public interest at that point. Please refer to no. 7
regardin~ EIS input.

I feel that the present system of Citizen Study Comrrittees
and the public hearing process are effective avenues for

non-utility, non-government input. It is vital, though,
that NO utility or governmental people serve on or advise

these Citizen Committees.

Concerning the question of funding, I feel that ~itizens

servin~ on a Study C~m~ittee should be compensated for
their mileage plus a small stipe~d for each meeting
attended. Having served on a Citizens Committee I know
that conscientious committee members expend a great deal
of time, concern and study to their charge.

13. The present existing ener~y process appears to spend too

much time trying to justify the need for NEW facilities,
NEW sites and NEW ri~ht-of-ways.

There should be laws requiring cooperation between utilities
as far as their future needs are concerned. There should
never_be a duplication of facilities. Utilities should
be required to rent or buy the commodity of another

utility wheneve~ possible. even if it would req¢ire som~

changes in the existing facility at the requesting utilities
shared expense.

If the preceedin~ para~raph were enforced I believe that
the existin~ ener~y process would be substa~tially

decreased.

14. If we can't achieve cooperation between utilities to
maximize on existing facilities and subsequently eliminate
duplication then maybe government operation is the answer.
Personally, I would favor urivate ownership with full
cooperation among utilities if it is possible.
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15. If the request by a utility is le~itimate then there
should be no uncertainty at any stage of the process.
But if there is some margin for conflict, then there
will possibly be an element of uncertainty at any point
in the process until all of the input has been evaluated.

I feel that the 1976 legislative changes made in the
Fower Plant Siting law were good.

Thank ~ou for the opportunity to give my input in y?ur study.
I will loqk forward to reading the final report.

(

(

(Mrs.)

Sincerely,

t~tc:~
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-52- Phyllis l.fead
Route 1
MillVille4 MN 55957
October 2 , 1978

AtS

it. (

(

Certific~te of Need Questions

1. Availability and cost of en~rgy ~ource with its impact on electrio
rates seem the logical criteria. However, if electricity is being
gen~~ated on an immediat~ economic basis, the loger range, heavier
impact on environment with its ulti~ate cost in human health

could be ,ignored until Borne real crisis has already developed.
A very long range assessment of cost is necessary.

The nuclear question because of the unknowns and the unsolvables,
should be a last resort after all other alternatives are exhausted.

2. Of course, location 1s pretty much dictated by size with our cur
rent technologies and the trend to large generation centers.
The "solution to po11ution is dilution" means putting large plants
out in the rural areas. Only by reducing size of plants can loca-
tions be determined in an equitable manner. .

3. The public is the consumer. The people who have the Ultimate
control of consumption most definitely need to be informed.
The layers of bureaucracy react to what they interpret as what
"the public demands". The public needs to be aware that they are
getting what they ask for--they need to be responsible. The
topic o~ proper energy use and energy conserv.~tion are BORING
to the public in general (sometimes even threatening). I be
lieve that would change if the whole picture was understood by
the people "in control"--the public.

4. Need cannot be rationally determined without examination and con
sideration of siee, type and location. These decsions must be
in harmony with each other.

5. ?

Environmental Questions

6. This 1s a highJ.y technical area and ~ don' t know what i~provements

of the present Bystem are possible. I do feel some effort must
be made to consider--or foretell cumulative health effects. The
Science Conrt concept seems to hold promise.

7. The EIS must be done concurrentlY with need certification. If the
environmental impact is too heavy, it would surely have a.n affect
on the need as it is interpreted by determining bodies.

8. Size, type, location are BAS-IC to the EIS. All workable alter
natives should be presented but perhaps this is asking an impas
sible task of the utilities and this may be important ehough to
provide tax money to enable a disinterested paxty to fDrmulate
alternatives.
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9. ?

10. I don't understand the queation.

Pomicy Questions

Phyllis Mead

ENERGY PROCESS STUDY

(

(

11. Where ever possible, IIRay peopl~" should be present and repre
sented. Utiiliity and government people are sometimes hard to
discrimin~te between. They are ususally very similar in outlook,
values, and background. Lay people are the key to a vital balance.

Most people do not hav e the time or funds for prolonged activ
ities of this sort. Funding would be helpfult--the sour~e or
the funding would be questionable.

12. I don't know.

13. The number 1 problem in the process is the ~utonomous decree of
need certification without EIS and the EIS being virtually
artificial Without a fatrly specific siting area. All these
issues hinge on each other--they cannot be divorced trom the
whole issue.

14. It aeems decentralization ot power and power generation would be
more appropriate than a tew very large installations.· With the
general sentiment of rural Minnesota leaning towards smaller
facilities, perhaps the siting provess should includ4 sma~ler

sizes than the present mini~~m SO ~i plant to insure an orderly
distribution of power generation plants.

1S. ?

Qt%J
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TOWN OF BASS BROOK
BOX 146

COHASSET, MINNESOTA 55721
Office hours of Clerk
9:00 a.m.• 4:00 p.m.
Tuesdays & Wednesdays

October 24, 1978

Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol •
ST. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Re: Energy Process Study

Dear Mr. Reagan:

In response to your letter of October 6, 1978, we wish to
submit the following replies to your questionnaire:

Certificate of Need

-A'I'/

Office Phone
328-6677

~'
(

(

1. The type should be determined by its utility. Economics
should be the major criteria subject to reasonable environmen
tal considerations.

2. Size and type should be determined first and then
location considered.

3. Final decision on size, type and location should be
made by an energy commission made up of equal number of repre
sentatives of the utility, governmental energy people and
knowledgeable people from the immediate area of the proposed
facility.

4. All decisions should be made at public meetings of
the above commission after all interested people have had an
opportunity to be heard. _All such meetings should be held in
the vicinity of the proposed facility.

5. This energy commission would be advised by experts
in the areas under consideration.

Environmental Questions

6. From information on similar installations.

7. An EIS statement s~ould be prepared after the Certi
ficate for Need is issued, as part of the siting process, but
before the permits for building are issued.

8. The EIS should cover all factors affecting all environ
mental effects including air, water and soil, as well as economic
factors.
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Patrick Reagan, Consultant
October 24, 1978
Page Two

9. No comment

10. No. It is not necessary to spend the time and money
because future needs cannot be accurately known at this time.

Policy Questions

11. Local people should be involved in the entire process
including the EIS stage and all hearings as suggested under
question three.

12. Utilities are run by businessmen who are very conscious
of economic factors. However, so many public and governmental
factors have recently made it very difficult and often impossible
for the utility managers to control costs. The Public Service
Commission does have the necessary authority to limit increases
in utility costs.

13. Energy process is now too drawn out, repetitious and
expensive. Reduce the multiple and duplicated hearings to only
one as suggested in question three.

14. Minneapolis should not buy NSP plants. Governmental
operation of such utilities i~ertain to be less efficient and
more expensive. Private business can always do such jobs cheaper
without the usual governmental politics and graft.

15. Uncertainty in the process is caused by too many poli
tical appointees who are not scientifically qualified to make wise
decisions. They are influenced more by political and personal
opinions than by scientific facts.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our feelings
regarding the administrative and regulatory processes governing
electrical utilities in Minnesota.

Yours truly,

C) C/j~ ,;
.. I " /" / ~.'~/ "i .>!

.. 1 1/'-7/ r<'--:,_·rt",,· / i. - I-~-::d!!
Donovan D. Wendt, Supervisor
BASS BROOK TOWN BOARD
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INTRODUCTION

- . _..'. -
,AI(

(

I

IjJ~

f I

Solar energy (collectors wind, bio conversion) ;s now available at "economic"
costs. Only a State Energy Policy acting on behalf of the central energy
industry will prevent its realization on a decentralized, locally controlled
scale. The questionnaire is phrased in such a way that it is clear that
little good can come of it. The questionnaire presumes large scale, non
renewable sources under central management.

AAJS{.lJe~S T(9 QI.Jt::-ST{DNS
1. As needed locally to supply enerjy of a quality matched 'to end use from

locally available renewable resources. J:~e MEA should act as a source of
communications and information only. ue.a($'l.ir>ti S~.,J.~ bG 1"fa.¢L ~~.

2. No large plants ( > 25 MW) would be built if the process was not controlled
by theu~ilities (except hydro).

3. The local community only and according to human needs (not profit or political
power).

4. Nonapplicable

5. The laws of Thermodynamics are the physical Qnergy laws. Efficiencies
should be determined on the basis of the 2nd Law (Entropy Law). "Right"

, is also a local cultural decision entirely outside the evqluiions presumed
by the current technocracy.

6. There is currently no methodology to determine the expected disastrous
impacts of large coal and nuclear facilities, they simply should not be
allowed. InsteadJthe law presumes they will be built and mandates various
warrant5for neglect of the environment and especially human,health.

7. An EIS should not be done since it is simply a warrant for neglect. A
thorough analysis of impacts of larger plants could not be done adequately
with current methods and provide protection. Fortunately the large coal
and nuclear plants need not be built. .

8. An EIS presumes central bureaucratic decision making and inappropriate
technology. Central energy agency decision making will never provide human
sc~le, decentralized renewable energy to the people.

9. Currently all Certificates of Need have been issued illegally since the MEA
has never established a forecast of peak demand that is utility specific
and that could serve as a basis for cerfifying LEGP's as mandated by 116H.13
in their Biennial Report.

10. No. Central energy planning implies inappropriate scale and type because
the process is inevitably controlled by the interests of property, profit,
and privilege - these are the reasons central government was forced upon us
in the first place.

-~.II:'J 11, , ....1 •

(
Allow people control over their own destiny and the natural right of access
to the resources of their region whose ecology they would come to understand
and the~ will develop authentic balanced community and a~entralized (appro
priate) technology.
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The short term interests of'profit and contro~(power) by
utility decisions (and hence the government bureacracy).
will never provide for human needs and purposes - witness
rich-poor gap and decreasing stability and beauty.

the fe'3 rule
Capitalism
the increasing

2

13.

14.

15.

There ,is no possibility for public impact at the Need stage. The contested
case hearing structure requires about $50,000 per intervener (law-ier,expert,
witnesses, etc.). All the rest (EQB, PCA, DNR, etc.) is pre£unc~\~.

The MEA Biennial Report shows their policy is essentially that of the
utilities.

Large urban centers are another manifestation of political and economic
centralization; until -they are dissolved into manageable social communities,

~
- -'.eeL back fits with district heating under public control is. .

neede afte1r conservation and solar possibilities are exhausted. J
b ~ 0;~lN3.1f~.~itL:,~rJ,J;.

Hearing examiners have not h~ sufficient education to understlnd'theANee~ .
hearings. Judicial review is too lengthy (a year late), expensive/a~d
goes only to question discretion in decisions. Most of the plants and
lines have been approved and cited without a forecast or an inventory of
sites as required by law - no judge will go back on such a huge energy
complex~t would be political suicide to cancel)for example the CU project

W~lk I( ~~j.rJ-i
R. l 6'; 2.D

"54-, f.,.{-l.-, /to; 5"6 on

\
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October 12, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, MN 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

Re: Letter of October 6, 1978, from Rep. Gordon O. Voss

In reply 'to the questionnaire, I will answer to the number as follows:

A 1.(,

1.

2.

By the actual need; which should be decided~ by the utility
companies figures; but by an independent study. The criteria of
why needed; how much and who will truly benefit. The most important
factor to be considered is what technology has or will have developed
in the future which could insure that a plant would not have to
built for peak capacity, but a method of storage would have been
developed--so size could be limited.

Yes---we should have regional distribution, not these three or more
state wide projects, which eat up money and land.

(

3. a. The public--its our land that will be used; our money (whether
private or public monies) and we are the ones who are supposed
to benefit; so we should a better say.

(

b. The government--because they will be giving the advice to the
people and are supposed to be working for the people.

c. The utilities--they will have to build and maintain them. So
much should be done by open dissertations.

d. The 1egis1ature--to monitor and make sure the process is open;
the public is informed ~nd the utilities are complying.

4. After the need; the certificate of need has been decided--the size
can be looked at; location decisions should only be made after an
informed people have had a voice in the matter.

5. Scientific technology will have to be the criteria used--on1y a
qualified group of electrical engineers with training in projection
can aid in deciding these factors.

6. By adequate standards--done by testing under actual conditions,
i.e., the drop of a high voltage power line during hot, humid
weather, cold weather; the height of a combine; this should also be
done when a line is energized and nonenergized (the effects of man
coming that close to that high a voltage for minutes of time,
these factors have not been conclusively taken into account when '
fiquring effects of high voltage power lines.

7. Yes--if a certificate of need is issued; then an EIS should be
done--the site possibilities would have been narrowed only as some
basic criteria will always have to be met (water supply, transportation
access, etc.).
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8.

9.

10.

11..

12.

?

No--adequate study about the adverse effect of a high voltage power
line has not been done.

Yes--the state needs to know what is needed; what will be needed;
so that overbuilding is not done.

Definitely they should be non-utility; non-government involved-
preferably during the EIS to give valuable input-everyone learns
when the process is opened to the public. They should be paid
nominally for transportation, food--but otherwise no. It is our
public duty as a citizen to help in making decisions important to
all--otherwise, our democracy is a sham.

N~ber one should be the elimination of tax relief for building new
plants--this is the biggest incentive to keep building plants
without looking at other alternatives. Inflation has been good on
that point as its increased the cost so that the utility companies
are looking twice at the costs of building.

13. Too many points-certificate of need issued, etc., were decided
before the public was aware, informed--this alone creates bad
feelings. Nothing can change the time used--as more people are
involved, it will take more time. This is a fact-but if we are to "
halt confrontations such as there have been this past year, it will
have to be done. Modern communications have enabled the public to
become better informed, better educated-they want to knol'1, want to
take part; don't want to be pushed towards a decision. If we are
to have law-abiding citizens, they will have to be involved from
the beginning--just how I'm unsure.

14. No-privately owned utilities will always"i,be more amenable to
public opinion than a government owned utility. Actually, if you
have county wide facilities--it might be done.

15. The uncertainty in the process would be eliminated if the public
was in on the process from the beginning; not formed (i.e., Citizen's
Route Evaluation Committee) after a corridor and a certificate of
need have been decided.

Because the people feel left out-they tend to disbelieve the
judicial review, etc.--if you can talk about something, question;
before its decided issues, concerns can be covered that receive a
fairer hearing than after the fact--we are all human and this is
part of the complexities of human nature.

One big question I have regarding the whole procedure is the value
placed on ~-taxab1e land. Why is it so sacred. What gives it the
right to not even be looked at when placing poles; sites, etc. Why is
it that non-revenue producing land cannot be used. I can not see the
justification for this. If all the tax producing land ends up being
used for non-taxable purposes, who is going to pay the taxes to support
this ~-producing land. The argument has always been to save beauty,
wildlife, etc., I feel strongly that it should be looked ~ with the
~ criteria as all other land and the justification for using or not
using should be part of the EIS; but they should be allowed to be looked

1\

/
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at and not be blatantly crossed out as a no-no. This is unfair.

Sincerely~

.(hztTl"l ~1 ILVMM.~_
Mr s. Norma Nuessmeier
Route 1~ ~ox 179

.. te Sueur ~ MN 56058
:'t!'

: NN/n

,.
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October 8,1978

Patrick Reagen, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul 55155

j

Dear Mr. Reagen:

I will try to answer your guestions. As a housewife far removed from your
hearings I find. your questions vague. The questdlons are more political than
scientific. The issue of how, when, where and why of pUblic utilities is a
very complex issue.

All too often we who sit on committees of various governmental, social and
educational groups become complacent and insensitive to the needs of the
immedia.te concerned tax-paying citizen.

1. How do we determine the type of facility?
a.. We must consider our na.tural resources. We ha.ve coal for at least

another century. Are the utilities doing enough research on wind and sun
energy to drive turbines? I think not. N~l~r power Should be used only as
a last resort. '

b. What criteria? We must protect oufnvironment--this ~ust be our prime
concern as this over rides everything else.

c. Overriding factors are? The safeguarding of our environment--our people
animal and plant life as well as water and soil. Peoples concerns must be HEARD
who are immediat~~vaffected. How would you like a utility placed on your
property or a power line placed there as an after thOUght?

.:;,
It

2.Can location affect size? Ao/ area with its given ecological and indigenous and
endemic amenities~lUST affect the utility to be built, otherwise we have the cart
ahead of the hors--e:--

3. Who makes the fiaal decision? Someone from the utility itself, someone
from the governmental district (political official) anc(t.he governmental
agency involved directly and the public especially the public from the immediate
area.

The people from the immediate area must be heard, then other areas of
concern. Care must be taken that government does not over ride the public
view.. Too many decisions are made by too many committees too far removed from the
area of immediat'e concern. I believe the environmental issue would override all
others if it were truly allowed to surface. Is not the immediate problem in
westernMinn. an environmental one?

!r /7

4. When are the size , type and location made? Certainly not the way they have beem.
A totalitarian process has existed in the past. If the public had been made a
part of this issue the problems which exist today would not be so over bUrdening
to the utilities. How long has the pUblic been directly _nvolved in the determining
where facilities go? Where power~ lines are routed, what type of li~e, what type
of pole? •

When the need is determined by whomeverjthe process should begin to tnvolve
others, especially the public. ~nvolve them immediatley. It is supposedly the

( public need tha~ causes the facility to be built. Involve them NOH--not tomorrow.

5. What is the right technology reqUired? Are you saying as politicians do we
talk to the utility, the University, to scientists the public or who? I see no
way the evuluation can be dete~ined except by the utility with feed-back to
them from the public. If the need is there;.then let those whose need it1~ share

'1 I
in whatever techno10GY you are look1n~ Tn~.
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6. Environmental 'impacts are determined by what? Possible changes in air, water
soil, human animal and plant life. The study of electrical energy on plant life
~ not been given proper study. For exa.mple~~p~~ts growing under an electrical
pater line show at;y sign ~ stress or are there ctzy,~ell changes in the plant--
is thWe stress ~nvolved. Does vibration affect the plants, animals! at what
level{ It seems to me if people can fee:}. an effect from being under a line,
why wouldn-t a plant? At this peint in time no one can say there is little affect
because the surface has not b-n~ scratched in the study of the affect on plant
life--this affects us all. After all in the food chain this is the beginning"
~so water and soil studies need expanding. $tI~

7. When is an E.I.S. done? It should be a part of theA selection process.

8. The E.LS. should cover what? This statement should cover all aspects including
alternate sites, all studies and environmental studies, price, health factors"
size, type and why that type, advantages, disadvantages--the scientific aspect
has been left along the sidelines and environmetal issues the overriding ones
not allowed to sUrface or be truly studied or the utilities in western Minn.
would not have had the problems they did.

9. Position papers and their adequacy. Different people with different criteria
and different depths of knowledge and true scientific knowledge brought to play
must be increased. Creative and imiganitive thinkers must do these papers--
not robGts of a pre-ordained concept.

I .

lO.E.I.S. on total energy requirements for Minnesota. No doubt this is difficult
to project because the public demands can change. Education is so necessary and the
need to conserve so evident.

!<

11•. Nonutility and non governement people should impact where? When the need is
firtt determined. Many people give many hours of their energy to the SERVICE of
their fellow man. "The true service minded servant need be funded only for milage
and does not need to spend hours determining his importantce/ JInvolve people
immediately before hearings)courts or the like. . \ _ -

12. What market forces economically exist? Who demenads the facility? What
incentives hold cost down? The type of facility, siz~, wher~ it is located are

'7 \ "a few factors as well as the imput from the public. Had the-pUblic been ;nvoled
in western Minnesota no doubt the damage to the utility so far would be much less.
It is self evident a totalitarian process was put into use there and little 
scientific knowledge was brought forth-nor were thse people truly listened -to.
Beca~se of this the UTILIY should pay for the ~ cost of the damage not the
public, because that effect is from decisions inco.rrectly mad!2by the utility.

l).What is wrong with the existing energy process? Those who are to be affected
the most- have the 11~t impute Hordy questiOns sUch as these are diff~cUlt for
simple minded peo.ple to aaswer. Besidas I feel will anyone read this; :tr they
do they will say,"Uh it is just from an irrate know-nothing from out there some
where~and then file it in the circular file. Atter all this type of thing is
what keeps government going•••••

14. Should Minneapolis by NSF plants? Certainly not. That city has all it can
do to handle what problems it has. No way should the government in any form

?

c,
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ULTEIG ENGINEERS. INC.
P. O. 80X 26388 MINNEAPOLIS. MN 55426
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October 27, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

Our comments to the questions posed in Mr. Gordon Voss' letter of
October 6, 1978 are as follows:

Energy Process Study

Certificate of Need Questions

1. How should the type of facility be determined?

We are assuming that this question relates to generating
stations with a 50 megawatt or larger capacity and
transmission lines 200-300 KV of 50 miles length and
lines 300 KV and above of 25 miles length.

The major electrical utilities in our state are all
members of MAPP. This organization has ongoing com
mittees which are staffed with full time planning and
operation personnel from each utility. They are best
able to determine the type of generation or transmission
facility required, and which utility should provide i~.

What criteria should be used?

The electric utilities have the responsibility to
provide power to any customer at the exact instant that
the customer desires. This requires a spinning reserve
and adequate lines to carry the energy to the load.
Criteria for a facility should be based on the projected
needs of the utilities within our region.

Is there any factor that should override the type of
facility?
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Utility personnel must live with a facility the same as any
other citizen. As long as we as citizens and energy consumers
demand 100% availability of energy, we should take our
chance that the utility decision will be the best for all.
A political decision to force conservation of energy by
limiting facilities should be determined by a vote of all
citizens.

2. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How?
Should they?

Generating facilities cannot be located just anywhere. Each
type of facility has certain requirements which are peculiar
to the facility such as the availability of water, fuel,
transmission line corridors, and so forth. vmether we like
it or not, the size and type of facility required will
determine the type of location needed.

3. Who should make the final decision on size, type and location
decisions?

The final decision should be made by the utility. They are
best qualified to make the decision and they are responsible
for providing the energy to us when we demand it.

4. When ideally in the legal process should size, type and
location decisions be made?

The size type and location decision should not be a legal
question. The legal profession, politicians, the legislature,
are not responsible for providing for the day to day energy
needs of the citizenry, nor are they capable of understanding
all the associateo problems. Letting non-industry people
make final decisions is detrimental to not only electrical
facilities, but also highways, pipelines, water and sewage
systems, etc. ----. --

5. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet and use
energy requirements?

The right technology should be determined by the energy
supplier. The role of the government is to guarantee the
rights of the individuals in the path of the facility.

Environmental Questiqns

6. How do you determine environmental and health impacts of
proposed facilities?

The health impacts should be determined by experience gained
from existing comparable facilities. Time after time we
have made duplicate studies of similar facilities only to
find that the health impact of a transmission line is inconse- :
quential. This is wasteful of tax monies. The invironmental \
impacts should also be determined by experience gained from
existing comparable facilities, but in addition should be
based on evaluation of the predicted effect of physical and
social changes which may be created by the facility.
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7. When should an EIS be done?
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An Environmental Impact Statement should be done after the
Certificate of Need is issued. The need for the facility is
an energy agency decision, and until it is made and a
Certificate of Need is issued and EIS is superfluous. Basic
broad environmental outlines must be considered in the
siting process. Assuming this is done, the formal EIS
should be prepared after siting, but before permits. This
allows detailed environmental analysis of a specific site.

8. What should an EIS cover?

An EIS should cover the environmental aspects only, and
nothing else.

9. I am unfamiliar with Minnesota Statutes Chapter l16H.13;
however, from the wording of the question I would assume
that they speak to the health and environmental effects of a
given facility. I've already discussed the environmental
and health effects of a proposed facility in question 6.

10. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements
for Minnesota? .

No. An EIS should be done for specific sites only. How can
anyone predict with any accuracy the total end use energy
requirements for the State of Minnesota?

Policy Questions

11. Where should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in
the process?

Non-utility, non-governmental people should be concerned in
the hearing portion of the energy process study. These
people should not be funded, any more than people are funded
during the selection of a highway routing.

12. What market forces in the economy sense exist for utilities?

Even though utilities are regulated competition. still exists
between utilities when the decision as to which energy form
shall be used is made by the citizens. Utility services are
price sensitive.

13. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process?

There is entirely too much government impact in the existing
energy process study.

14. In light of recent suggestions that Minneapolis should buy
NSP plants, should the government operate the utilities?

The government should operate a utility only when it has a
valid reason to do so. If the energy supplier is totally
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unreliable and too expensive the energy supplier should be
changed. It is my observation that investor-owned utilities
are much more efficient than government-operated utilities.

15. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial
review, the hearing examiner process and imposed time cons
traints?

Uncertainty is caused by a multiplicity of rules and regula
tions from various government agencies, plus the complexity
of a problem whose solution can not be resolved by "cook
book recipe" formulas. Judicial review compounds the uncer
tainty. The hearing examiner process uncertainty leads to
questions which create an integrity problem as· far as the
process is concerned, and generates unreasonable time delays.

16. Should any of these factors be changed?

We need less government regulation or more consistent regula
tions. Judicial review should be a last resort only.

Yours very truly,

ULTEIG ENGINEERS, INC.

/~ IJ, ~.t_~_"
Neal A. Bodin

swm

(

c
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Personnel Question QUESrIONS FOR THE MPCA, MDH, MDNR, & MEQB

1. How many personnel are employed by your agency? Please break this down by research,
EIS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination, cost analysis, conservation, al
ternative technologies, other. How does your agency utilize federally funded em
ployees?

Certificate of Need Questions

2. Do you have the authority to alter size, type location decisions of the utility or
other agencies? If so, what factors and criteria do you use? If not, should you
have this authority?

3. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How? Should they?

4. Should the type of facility be determined in a different manner than is now used?
What criteria should be used~ Is there any factor that should override the type of
facility? .

5. Where, ideally, in the legal process should size, type, and location decisions be
made?

6. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end energy use requirements?
Include an evaluation of temperature levels and reliability as factors in the deter
mination of the technology!

Environmental guestions

7. How do you determine environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities? Be
specific.

8. Are the agency position papers required to be submitted under Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 116H.13 adequate to determine health and environmental effects of a proposed.
facility! Why!

9. When should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need is
Certificate-of Need~butbefore the sitinsprocess commences?
process, but before permits are issued for plants to be built?
tion thereof (please specify)? Or other?

issued? After the
After the siting

Never? A combina-

10. What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologies?
Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

11. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota? Why?

Policy Questions
12. Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions: the util-

ity? The government? The legislature? Or other? lfihy? Please rank order the
factors you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

13. lfihere should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the EIS
stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people be
funded? Why or why not?

( 14. What market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? What incentives exist
for holding costs down?

15. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? lfihat would you change
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about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how
or should it be changed?

16. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial review, the hearing examiner
process, and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? If
so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

17. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolis buy NSP plants, should the govern'
ment operate the utilities? Why?

~ ... -_.- -'" ":' .- •....
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Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Governmental Processes Relating to
Electrical Utilities

Dear Mr. Reagan:

Responses to the questions posed are given below in the order
in which they are listed in the letter from Representative Voss.

1) How many personnel are employed by your Agency? Please
break this down by research, EIS, enforcement, forecasti~g,
need determination, cost analysis, conservation, alternative
technologies, other. How does your Agency utilize federally
funded employees? °

The following totals are estimates of the man-years ~gency staff
devotes to the indicated categories of work relating to projects
of electrical utilities:

Research
EIS
Enforcement
Forecasting
Need Determination
Cost Analysis
Conservation
Alternative Technologies
Other:

siting and routing
permits
administration
engineering
technical services
planning
noise control

TOTAL

1.3
1'.2

0.2

0.1

0.1
2.5
1.7
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1

8.7

( Federally funded staff are employed throughout the Agencyls
programs.

(612) 296-7301
1935 West County Road B2, Roseville. Minnesota 55113

Regional Offices· Duluth! Brainerd I Fergus Falls / Marshall I Rochester I Roseville
Equo:J1 opponumty Employer
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Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Page Two
November 2, .1978

2) Do you have the authority to alter size, typ~ location
decisions of the utility or other agencies? If so, what
factors and criteria do you use? If not, should you have
this authority?

The Pollution Control Agency (PCA) does not have the authority
directly to alter size, type or location decisions of a utility
or other agency, but may in certain situations influence such
decisions by the application of its pollution control require
ments to the project. If it is found that a given proposal
cannot meet pollution control requirements by reason of factors
relating to the size, type or location of the proposed project,
the PCA could refuse to. grant the necessary emission facility,
effluent discharge and waste disposal system permits and in
effect could exercise a veto over the decision of the utility
or other agency until the project is modified to comply with
such requirements. The criteria used to determine compliance
of electric utilities with pollution control requirements are
set forth in the regulations promulgated by the Agency, including
the administrative (HPCA), water pollution control (WPC) , air
pollution control (APC) , solid waste (SW) and noise pollution
(NPC) series. Hazardous waste (HW) rules, which also may apply,
are currently in the process of promulgation. (

The Executive Director of the PCA is, by statute, a member of
and represents the PCA on the Environmental Quality Board (EQB)
which has the authority to site large electric power generating
plants (LEPGP) and to route high voltage transmission lines (HVTL)
proposed to be cons~ructed by utilities. The criteria used are
given in the applicable regulations of the EQB. As a member of

. the EQB, the Executive Director of the PCA also may participate
in reviewing decisions made by the Energy Agency on the size,
type and timing of LEPGPs and HVTLs. .

The PCA Board has ~ot indicated a need.to have the Legislature
expand its authority to include specific direct control over
the size, type or location of electric utility projects,
although members have expressed concern over the existing EIS
process. Previously, it had recommended that the Legislature
impose a moratorium on the construction of nuclear plants. A
copy of the Agency's current policy recommendation on this
subject is enclosed as Attachment A.

(.
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Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Page Three
November 2, 1978

3) Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How?
Should they?

Location factors have potential for affecting size and type
decisions as indicated in the response to question 1 above.
Application of pollution control requirements can be done
precisely only when the location, site, environmental charac"
teristics and plant design are known in detail~ In the absence
of such detailed knowledge at the time when the size and type
decisions are being made, it is possible to provide only
estimates or approximations of pollution control requirements
on a general basis. This being the case, a search for a
suitable site must then be instituted, which mayor may not
be successful in finding a single site to satisfy all applicable
utility and regulatory requirements. A new electric power
plant, for example, must meet federal Prevention of Significant
Deterioration (PSD) requirements and the allowable ambient air
contaminant increase will be affected by proximity to a non-
attainment area or a pristine area. .

In considering the impacts of coal or nuclear power plants,
risks to public health must be considered. For example, it is
doubtful that a nuclear power plant would be sited in the
Twin Cities area. . District heating applications are a good
example of where location factors could heavily influence size
and type decisions. Location factors, thus, should be taken
into account at the time when the size and type decisions are
made. We believe this can be accomplished only by having
available a reliable inventory of potential sites which are
known to be suitable for the location of various sizes and
types of plants. Although such an inventory was required by
the original power plant siting act, this requirement was not
successfully implemented and a suitable site inventory is not
yet available. We would recommend that the plant site inventory
should consist of state acquired holdings of specific sites which
have been evaluated in sufficient detail to leave no doubt
as to their suitability for use for this purpose. Location
factors are of paramount importance from the viewpoint of
environmental effects and economic feasibility.
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Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Page Four
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4) Should the type of facility be determined in a different
manner than is now used? What criteria should be used?
Is there any factor that should override the type of facility?

Determination of the type of facility should be constrained by
the same limitations which are now included in the power plant
siting act with respect to location; i.e., it should not be
permissible to certify a need for a specific type of plant if
that type of plant cannot be located or operated in conformance
with other state agency regulations. The potential for disastrous
human and environmental effects from failures of nuclear plants
and wast~ disposal facilities is so great that these considerations
clearly should override any certification of need for this type
of plant in l1innesota (see Attachment A). A certificate of
need for this type of plant should be issued only as a last
resort, after every other feasible means of satisfying the need
for the energy has been exhausted.

5) Where) ideally, in the legal process should size, type and
location decisions be made?

We believe that the siting or location decision should be made
in concert, or concurrently, with the need decision which
determines the size, type and timing. This could be accomplished
by amending the power plant siting and certificate of need
statutes or regulations to require simultaneous submission by
the utility of applications to the Energy Agency and the EQB
for certificates of need and site compatibility, respectively.
This procedural change would allow for maximum public partici
pation in evaluation of the need for and location of the proposed
plant, minimize duplication with respect to public hearings _"__
and related matters, and eliminate potential conflicts among
size, type and location decisions.

There should be a focal point in the regulatory process where
size, type and location factors can be considered concurrently
with'detailed environmental impact information available. All
these factors are interrelated and impact each other. To be
consistent with the Environmental Policy Act (Minn. Stat. 116D),
decisions of type, size and location should not be final until
the EIS is completed. This is the ideal situation.

\''-.
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Page Five _
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The current process is not" ideal because it is segmented and
their is no focal point where many interrelated factors can be
considered. A major problem that 4as resulted has been one
relating to public participation. As a power plant proposal
goes through the existing process and more detailed information
is developed, increased" public concern is expressed. When
specific information concerning impacts of a power plant on a
geographical location is finally developed in the EIS, it is

"already too late for citizens in that area to balance their
impacts against or affect the need and siting decisions made.
If a local, government or citizens group in a geographical area
were concerned over impacts of siting a power plant in their
area, in the existing process they would have to participate
i~ every hearing concerning every power plant application for
a Certificate of Need.

6) How do you determine the "right" technology to meet energy
use requirements? Include an evaluation" of temperature'
levels and reliability as factors in the determination of
the technol~gy.

In the EIS process the Agency is limited to considering alternative
technologies consistent with the determinations made by the
Energy Agency and EQB. Initially in the EIS process we require
our power plant engineering consultants to prepare a list of
possible alternatives. Criteria for selecting reasonable
alternatives are developed and the list of possible alternatives
is reduced to a list of reasonable alternatives. These
reasonable alternatives usually include major modifications
to the proposed action (e.g. utilization of wood as a supplemental
fuel). All major alternatives are evaluated with regard to··
environmental impacts and how these might differ from those
associated with the proposed action. lutigating measures,
alternatives of less magnitude (e~g. alternative air quality
pollution control equipment) are also evaluated.

In preparing the EIS the Agency has involved Energy Agency staff
and referenced previous Energy Agency Certificate of Need
decisions. "

The above comments concerning the EIS process explain how we
arrive at the right technology. Basically, we evaluate all
feasible and" prudent alternatives, as is required by the
Environmental Policy Act. Reliability and other factors are
utilized as criteria in our decision-making processes when we
determine which reasonable alternative to evaluate and which

C. technology to require.
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7) How do you determine environmental and health impacts of
proposed facilities? Be specific.

The site specific environmental impact statement (EIS) which
is required to be done on LEPGPs by the PCA under the EQBfs
EIS regulations is used to evaluate these impacts. This has
been done by organizing an EIS team consisting of consultants
and technical staff of the PCA. The EIS team reviews all
available information, including the need and site application
proceedings records, the environmental report, site background
data and design information furnished by the applicant,' any air,
water, 1and and biota resources monitoring and other data
available from state and federal sources, together with
environmental and health regulatory requirements and information
on the state of the art of the technology involved in the
project. Based on this information and the knowledge and
experience of the consultants and technical staffs, evaluations
are made of the likelihood of compliance of the project with
applicable regulatory requirements, the impacts which reasonably
may be expected to be associated with construction and operation
of the project, and the feasibility of measures for mitigating
the environmental and health impacts. For example, with respect
to air quality effects, the evaluation will include the following:

- I,

a) Determine anticipated emissions from the proposed
facility.

b) By dispersion modelling, determine the anticipated
impact on receptors at various distances and under
different meteorological conditions.

c) Determine whether or not the addition of the proposed
emissions to the background levels will violate state
air quality standards and if the addition will meet.
federal PSD requirements •.

The EIS team includes a broad array of ,engineering and scientific
disciplines, and the work may require up to a year or more for
com~letion at a cost of several hundreds of thousands of dollars.

A copy of the Draft EIS for Northern States Power Company's
SHERCO Units 3 and 4 proposal is enclosed as Attachment B.
In this EIS you will find that we provide: 1) an executive
summary, 2) an introduction, 3) a description of the proposed
action, 4) a description of the environment in the vicinity of
the proposed action, 5) an evaluation of the impacts of the
proposed action, 6) a discussion of methods of minimizing
significant impacts, 7) a discussion of unavoidahle impacts,
8) a discussion concerning short-term uses of the environment
versus long-term productivity, 9) a discussion concerning
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources, \
10) a discussion of alternatives and 11) a discussion of how
we have contacted and coordinated with other government bodies
and interested persons.
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Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Page Seven
November 2, 1978

For the SHERCe Units 3 and 4 Draft EIS, we identified fifteen
major technical information categories: 1) description of
the proposed action, 2) description of reasonable alternatives
to the proposed action, 3) assessment of air quality impacts,
4) assessment of water quality impacts, 5) assessment of
aquatic ecology impacts, 6) assessment of terrestrial ecology
impacts, 7) assessment of noise impacts, 8) assessment of
land use and aesthetic impacts, 9) assessment of transportation
impacts, 10) assessment of socio-economic impacts, 11) evaluation
of the solid waste system, 12) assessment of geology and
hydrology impacts, 13) an energy analysis for the' existing
and proposed units, 14) assessment of alternative fuels and
fuel transportation and 15) documentation of bioassay results.
There were technical work papers prepared for each of these
technical categories. These technical work papers serve as the
basis for the Draft EIS.

Also, we included comments on public health impacts in several
areas ofthe.Draft EIS. In the hearings on the Draft EIS, the
public expressed concern that public health impacts had not been
investigated thoroughly enough. Agency.staff prepared a Human
Health' Effects Supplement which surveyed existing literature and
presented available information specific to the SHERCe site.

Impacts are determined in EIS documents by presenting all
available information. Impact information can relate to specific
environmental standards (e.g. MPCA air quality standards) or to
impacts for which there are no specific standards (e.g. decreased
agricultural productivity). Available information includes that
gathered by our consultant and that supplied by the proposer •

. Information submitted by the proposer is used if it is found to be
accurate.

After completion and acceptance of the EIS, additional technical
evaluations may be made by the PCA sta~f based on more specific
information furnished by the applicant on the final design
and construction plans for the waste disposal facilities for
the plant. .

8) Are the Agency position papers required to be submitted
under Minnesota statutes Chapter l16H.13 adequate to
determine health and environmental effects of a proposed
facility? Why?

The PCA position papers submitted to the Energy Agency and the
EQB in conjunction with the need and siting processes, respec
tively, usually are not adequate to allow making a fully
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informed determination of these effects. Because of the lack
of specificity of the information available at these stages
under current procedures, the PCA can provide little more than
an informed estimate based on the expressed intention of the
utility and the existing state of the art of the technology
involved that, given certain circumstances, it would be possible
for the applicant to design, construct and operate the plant
to comply with applicable r~gulations. PCA position papers
can only be r~garded as best estimates on our part and are in
no way definitive eno~gh to insure that environmental considerations
are given at least equal weight in the need and siting decision
processes. Until the EIS has been completed~ it is nearly
impossible to draw sound conclusions concerning compliance or
noncompliance with Agency standards.

9) When should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need
is issued? After the Certificate of Need, but before the
siti~g process commences? After the siti~g process, but
before permits are issued for plants to be built? Never?
A combination thereof (please specify)? Or other?

To better serve the purpose for which it is intended, and to
conform with the requirements of the Environmental Policy Act
concerni~g its availability before final decisions are made,
the EIS should be completed before and be available for use
at all three st~ges of the r~gulatory process; i.e. need deter
mination, site certification, and construction and operation
permit issuance. Given the availability of a reliable inventory
of suitable sites and the simultaneous. submission of applications,
as discussed in our responses to questions 3 and 5 above, it
would be possible to prepare .the Ers before the first stage of .'
the regulatory process rather than after the second stage and
to produce a better and more informative product, without adding
substantially to the lead time require4 for the regulatory process.
This procedural change also would require that the utilities do
their site environmental background and preliminary e~gineering

studies at a much earlier stage and on several potential sites
rather than on a preferred one or two sites.

Consistent with HEPA (Hinn. Stat. 116D) no state agency should
make a final decision (i.e. issue a permit or certificate) until
an EIS has been completed. The current process in which the
Ers comes after second step in the regulatory process has
problems related to the segmented nature of the process. Three
alternatives to the existing process should be considered:

(
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1) the EIS could be prepared first which would require the
utility to initially present specific information on the size,
type, location and etc., with the certificates of need and
siting as well as the permits being issued only after the EIS
is prepared, 2) the process could proceed similar to the
current process except that the Energy Agency and EQB would
not issue final certificates until after the EIS is prepared,
and the EIS would consider energy and siting alternatives, or
3) the EIS and siting processes could be combined with the
Energy Agency issuing a preliminary certificate of, need prior
to the EIS and a final certificate after the EIS. It is
important to have a process that works efficiently, is consistent
with the Environmental Policy Act and responsive to the public.
Alternative No.1 above would accomplish this.

10) What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions?
Alternate technologies? Alternative mechanisms to meet
demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

The scope of the project EIS should be expanded to include
alternatives with respect to size, type, timing, siting, and
differing technologies, all of which subjects are now required
to be addressed in the environmental reports to be prepared by
the Energy Agency or the EQB in the existing need and siting
processes.

A power plant EIS should present all available information con
cerning all impacts of the proposed action as well as an evaluation
of all reasonable alternatives to the proposed action. This
would mean a significant expansion over the current scope of
power plant EIS documents, and would result in a higher degree
of consistency with the letter and intent of }lliPA as well as
consistency with the environmental review process for all other
major industries in Minnesota.

An additional issue is whether transmission line impacts should
also be considered in a power plant EIS. While it may be
appropriate to consider power plant impacts and transmission
line impacts independently when the power plant is in another
state, it is not appropriate to consider transmission line
impacts independently when both will be built in Minnesota.
It is difficult to imagine how new power plants built in Minnesota
will be built in the absence of a need for additional transmission
lines. Indeed, the need for transmission lines could be a
major factor in the siting of power plants. Power plant EIS
documents should consider impacts of transmission lines which
will be constructed as a result of the power plant.
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11) Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements
for Minnesota? ~lliy? .

A generic EIS should ba done on the future energy needs of the
state to illustrate alternative ways of providing this energy,
and the environmental impacts associated with massive shifts
to alternative supply sources together with comparisons with
continued reliance on conventional sources. A start has been
made on providi~g this kind of information in separate packages
thro~gh the various resource studies produced by the Energy,
Planni~g'and Pollution Control Agencies and the Department
of Natural Resources, but it has not been fully integrated nor
have definitive evaluations yet been made of the full environ
mental and health consequences to the state of continuing on
its present course or of making large scale changes in supplying
its ene~gy needs. .

In the November, 1976 Certificate of Need hearing, the PCA
testified that a generic EIS coverning the proliferation of
construction of electrical power plants in Minnesota should be
prepared. At that time ¥~nnesota had approximately 7,000
megawatts of electrical generating facilities. Some forecasts
suggested that 26,000 additional megawatts would be needed
by the year 2000. Our testimony concluded that this could
probably not be done without significant violations of our
envirotunental standards. \Vhile the energy demand projections
have been modified, there will still be a significant increase
in construction of electrical power generating facilities due
to the depletion of oil and natural gas supplies along with
development of western sources of coal. Completion of an inventory
of power plant sites along with a long-:range energy demand fore- ._ ..
cast are needed before an EIS on future impacts of power plants· .
can be initiated. Before major policies can be developed,
information concerning future courses of action (e!g. alternatives,
environmental impacts, economic impacts) must be developed. .
A generic EIS on power plants and energy use in Minnesota could
pe ~elpful to the Legislature in developing sound energy policies.

12) Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location
decisions: the utility? The government? The legislature?
Or other? Why? Please rank order the factors you feel
should be considered in making the final decision.

The state regulatory agencies should continue to make these
decisions, subject to policy direction by the Legislature.
These agencies authorized by the Legislature are in a position
to deal effectively and in a timely manner with the problems
involved. Allowing the decisions to be ~ade by the utilities,
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as formerly was the case, would introduce a disproportionate
economic bias. The problems are primarily of a technical,
nature and not easily subject to resolution by the political
process. The paramount factor to be considered in the final
decisions on size, type and location should be the evaluation
and balancing of the environmental and health risks associated
with the various alternatives to minimize· the impacts upon the
'state's population and resources. In terms of priority from
highest to lowest, we would rank the major factors to be
considered in any, given project as follows: health effects,
air quality preservation, water resources impacts, economic
effects, impacts on land uses, and energy production costs.

13) Where should non~utility, non-governmental people impact
in the process? At the EIS stage? In courts? In hearings?
Other (please specify) Should'these people be funded? .
Why or why not?

Access by the public should continue to be ensured at all
stages of both the EIS and the state regulatory processes.
Funding or staff assistance should be provided to organized
groups where needed to enable them to participate effectively

. in these processes. .

Citizens and other non-utility, non-governmental interests can
effectively participate in the EIS process. The Agency has
emphasized citizen participation in the EIS process by holding'
an informational hearing ·in the affected area to 1) explain
the governmental process, 2) identify where and how citizens
can' get involved, 3) have the proposer explain the proposed action
to the public, 4) establish communication lines between the.
proposer and the public, 5) have our consultant explain how the
EIS w~~l be prepared, 6) solicit comments on the proposed action
and/or the process and 7) solicit any ~nformation which may be
useful to the Agency. This initial public hearing has allowed
the public to feel.apart of the process and allowed the Agency
to identify issues to be evaluated in the EIS. After the Draft
EIS is prepared, the Agency holds a public hearing in the
affected area to solicit comments on the Draft EIS. The Agency
then prepares a Final EIS which includes responses to issues
raised in the public hearing.
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14) What market forces in the economic sense exist for
utilities? i'mat incentives exist for holdi~g costs down?

As the utilities are publicly regulated monopolies, they
merely pass increased costs alo~g to their customers, although
the requirement to justify rate increases before the public
service commission may be some incentive to keep costs do~~.

, A utility increases profits by selling to other utilities in
the, grid system. This creates an incentive to build power plants.

15) What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process?
What would you change about the process? 'What is the most
time-consuming aspect of the process and how or should it
be cha:p.ged? .

See other responses to questions 3, 4, 5 and 9 above. The
act should be changed to require that need certificates be

, granted provisionally, with the condition that other state
agency regulations must be complied with fully for all aspects
6f the project, and the certificate should not become final
until this has been demonstrated by the issuance of all necessary
approvals and construction permits.

16) How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial
review~ the hearing examiner process~ and imposed time
constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? If
so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

Judicial review has lead to delay in some projects, because
of the need for clarification of inconsistencies amo~g existing
statutes and the relative scarcity of case law on environmental
statutes. Uncertainty in the process should be reduced by
anticipated judicial interpretations.

SSG/mjt
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In considering the multiple and pervasive environmental and
social effects of producing, transporting and consu~ing energy.
the MPCA Board recoenizes that: 1) ener8Y sources avail~b2e
to }Iinne£ota are derived mainly from ~etroleum. fossil and
nuclear fuels; 2) there are acute and· chronic social. health
and environmental effects associated with each Dhase of energy
produc~ion and distribution, regardless of which of the fuel
types are involved; and 3) undesirable effects of energy pro
duction and use are needlessly com?ounded when energy is
wasted through inefficient production' and un~7ise or un~eces
sary consure~tion. The }~CA Board reco~nizes and understands
the importance of energy in meeting society's desi~e for a
quali~y living s~andard and ~ growing economy. But th~ Bo~~d .
believes that th~ present level and rapid growth in energy
consutr:~tion are excessive as comnared ·wi th other i:1dustrial-. .
ized and. prosperous nations where ~er capi ta ener8~' consU!:lp
tion is far less in the United States.

The environmental and health conseouences of ~rod~cin~ and
transporting cnerg? have been of conce~n to the }~CA for
as long as there h~s been an Agency. Nucerous environ
m~ntal-permit hearings have been conducted to determine
whether discharges from fossil and nuclear plants meet .
regulato~y requre~ents. The Agency c~rrently is pre?ar
ing environr.1ental impact state=:ents for t'tliO lars:e electric
generating stations in Minnesota. Throueh partici~ation

on the Environmental Quality Council, the Agency has be
come involved in "need" assess~ents for pmver-generating
facilities and in the siting of those facilities. The
Agency also has been involved in energy considerations
in other 't.:ays, includin3 permi t requirel:lents for oil re
fining facilities, perwit requirements for oil-fired
steam facilities and in addressing the serious air quality
deterioration attributable to the inefficient consumDtion
of fuels in autonobiles and other vehicles. The Agency
also is concerned about the environmental consequences
of imminent" fuel shortages; for example, the cuitail~~nt

.of natural gas in Minnesota causing a .switchover by indus
try, institutions and co~ercial establishnents to oil
and coal energy sources, both of which cause significantly
more eir pollution than does natural gas.

In viev1 of the foregoing, the 11PCA Board believes that a
high priority m~st be placed: on the conservation of energy.
Despite.urgent warnings by an i~pressive array of experts
and concerned citizens that ~asteful and unnecessary ener~y

consumption poses serious enviror.mental and social implica
tions, the Bo~rd notes with ~isrnay that energy production
and consumption rates reQain: fundamentally unchanged. It
is imperative that the Minnesota Legislature and tr~ federal

(
government act ~th dispatch\~o implement ~endatory measures
to improve the efficiencv of energy production technology

" and to otherwise conserveJenergy by eliminating ~asteful
and needless consunption. Significant energy conservation
will not be easy and ~ll require chang~~ in both tradi
tional attitudes and life styles. To encourase legisla
~ive action in energy conservation, the Agency is prepared
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to join ,those who are concerned about nuclear pO\ver, ~ower

line\corridors~ coal terminals, coal waste products and all
other problems posed by the growth in energy consu~?tion.

The development of alternate energy sources is essential for
solution of our energy problems. Such energy sources a£
solar and wind offer potentially significant environmental
advnnta~es over conventional energy sources. State and fed-'
eral government must encourage the development of' alternate
energy sources for a final solution to this problem.

With resard to the conventional energv sources -- netroleu~
fossil and nuclear -- available in Mi~nesoca today: the '
Agency r~cognizes the environ~ental and health h~z~rds ar.d
related.implications of each. To the extent possible, the
Agency and other authorities are atte~~ting to mini~ze the
adverse effects of enerny production. transportation and use,
but those efforts are impeded by technical, econo~ic and
institutional constraints. There is abundp.nt evidence th:t
the operation of coal-fired po\~er plants causes extensive ai::
and water pollution and, the attendant facilities -- rail
haul of coal, production of coal with its associated dar.~ge

to health, deaths and the spoiling 'of the land, for examole
pose a wide variety of other pollution 'Droblet:1s c:md social
conflicts. But the nuclear option noses 'Dcrha'Ds the most
disturbing technical and social problem.. Beginning in the
late 1960s, the problem of radioactive waste effluent linits
from the Monticello nuclear power plant and continuing through
the current licensing hearings for the proposed Tyrone l\uclear
Center near Durand, ~isconsin, the Agency has b~e~ concerned,
about the use of nuclear po-;·:er. The ,Agency' has sought in the
courts jurisdiction over the reBulation of nuclear pOwer
plants. It has urged greater care and caution in the ope=a
tion of such plants and has questioned the safety of locat
ing near popul~tion centers where natural disasters or ac~s

of terrorism would end~nger large numbers of people. Tnc
Ag~1CY has been concerned about the shi?ment of radioactive
materials and particularly has questioned the adequacy of
federul 'go·vernrnent plans fQr the stor<:l~c of radioactive ."
wastes. Related to this, it should be noted that Hin::csota
is among the states 't~here tests for possible radioactive.'
waste storage sites are scheduled by- th= United States .
Energy Research and Development Adcinistration. Freauently,
the Agency has challenged the notion that rapid proliferation
of'nuclear oower plants is prudent in view of the many unan
swered ques~ions about environmental and health riskS associ
ated with nuclear development. The Agency finds that many of
its original concerns about the environ~ental and health con
sequences of nuclear power remain.

!he Agency considcrs nuclear energy to be an energy source of
'. the last resort. Further, the Agency believes that nuclear

oevelopment in Minnesota should not be dependent on economic
consideration alone. •

. Certainly it is clear that no additional nuclear-oowered g:n
erating facility should be develope~ in Minnesota until su~t
able waste m~na~ement facilitie~ a~e available..At present,'
waste materials are in temporary storage at Mont~cello arad
Prairie Island because of the absence of any long-term waste
disposal facilities.
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. The I:.ge:lcy's undirr.in:'shed cor.cern about n:lc:l~Gr pO-:lcr, l:o""\?YEr
should n~t obs=urc the A~encyt~ convj~ticn tllat the D=olifc~a-'. ~ 1 f" d .,. • .t.l.on Ol" cc<! -.J.rc gen!!ratJ.ng p_ar.ts J.s 3?t)=-U::'C!ur.g a~ cr.', ir-

• onment,:,: 11:; il!tolerable levC'l. Hence. the Af;f::1C:V :10\': CQ·."lc~u:.ies
that, until neH TlOHer sour=e!: t'~n be de\'elo!!eii. ~hc o~l\" r.::-~c-. . f *. .-tl.cal anc ~ '~ectlve way to ~rctect the enVl~~~~~nt %ro= :~c

f .. t"' •consequences 0 evcr-1ncr~~s1~g power 8~ner2 ~on -~ ~netner

by nuclc2!" f~lel or coal -- i.s to ;'t:"lpreSS upon tr.:.':! Legislr.t:..:re
~~d the citiz~nr of Mi~n~rota. the urgent ~eed for ~ajor Dro~

gre~s in ~ncrcY cons~rvation. .

\~ith regard to the en'\.'iromncntal ~nd health e:Iectt: of f2~.2:-gy

production, tl:an!:portaticn and use, the ~!PCA Board uri~es the Legis-

lature .of the State of l:innesota to:

...
1) Enact lC3isl~ticn which er~~odi~s the co~?r~hensive prc?osals

by the :·jill~esot~ Lnargy ..\g<;i.lcy, and ethers, to :cer.;n:r ener~y

CCtnsump~io:l thrcu~h statut:o~y mn~ciat~, financial re',·:iJrcs.or
ir.=~ntivc~. or volun~w=yconztr~int. '

2) Ac~ively encour~ge the d~velop~ent of ~ltern~~c en~rg:

source~.

..
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Commissioner of Health

Energy Processes in Minnesota

DATE: October 23, 1978

PHONE:

(

(

This correspondence is in response to Representative Gordon Voss' letter dated
October 5, 1978, concerning the Minnesota Department of Health's (MDH) involvement
in Minnesota's energy processes.

Including our District Offices, the Minnesota Department of Health has 738 employees.
Only a small number are involved in the energy process. Laura Oatman is our repre
sentative on the Technical Committee 'to the Environmental Quality Board (EQB). She
reviews all information that comes to the MDH concerning energy •. Members of our
Health Risk Assessment Section review Environmental Impact Statements (ElS) for
proposed utilities to determine if health effects have been adequately considered.
Federal funds are used in our Water Supply and Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) programs.

The MDH does not have the authority to alter size, type, or location of a utility
except through our involvement with, the EQB. The Department does not feel that we
should have this authority. Ideally, size, type, and location decisions should be
made early in the review process. The size and type of utility has to be determined
first before a final location is selected. To be adequate, an ElS should include
size, type, possible locations and alternative technologies. Since all of this
information is necessary to write a complete Environmental Impact Statement, the EIS
should be done after the siting process. After the EIS has been accepted by all con
cerned agencies, the permits required to build the plant may be issued•. Position ,
papers are required to be submitted under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 116 H.13. '
During the planning stages, there should be an increased emphasis on the potential
health impacts of the proposed facility. The MDH needs to playa greater role in
this process.

When determining the e~vironmental and health impacts of proposed facilities, the
Health Department has several areas of concern including air pollution, ground water,
surface water, sludge ponds and the safety of operating personnel. We are concerned
with the impact of air pollutants on susceptible populations (e.g., the very young,
very old, people with respiratory or cardiovascular problems). The deposition of
pollutants on the soil or on plants may result in bioaccumulation. We are concerned
about the impact that untreated leachate or run-off from sludge ponds and coal piles
may have on ground water quality. Details of the ground water monitoring program
are required along with information about how the utility plans to deal with poten
tial breakage or seepage from ponds. Surface water concerns include: the impact
that toxic or nuisance substances from cooling tower blowdown, fly ash pond overflOW,
etc.,. will have on surface water when it is ultimately discharged into the river from
a holding basin; can these substances be removed by treatment plants downstream or
will they place an unnecessary cost on that system; the health implications of
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contaminants on consumers of drinking water; what are the present and planned uses
of these waters, and will these discharges preclude the use of the water for
special purposes such as recreation. The rIDH is also concerned with the composi
tion of the sludge, and the disposition of sludge ponds after their useful life.
Sludge ponds offer a potential breeding area for mosquitoes a~d pathogenic protozoa,
and these issues should also be included in an EIS. The health and safety of the
personnel operating the facility need to be considered. Health implications of
cooling tower drift containing dissolved solids such as sulfates, chlorides, and
calcium in combination with fog conditions; the health implications of coal handling
and inhalation of coal dust; and substances workers might be exposed to and inad
vertently carry home to their families are examples of our concerns for worker
safety. The industrial setting now and in the future should be considered because
industrial growth will affect waste discharges and the resulting pollution levels in
the area. The proposed facility will cause public concern with regard to health,
and this should be evaluated as part of an EIS.

The final decision on the size, type, and location of a proposed utility belongs
with the administrative branch of the government. Factors that should be con
sidered in making the final decision are energy demands, health'implications, impact
on the environment, and economic and social factors. Public participation should
begin as soon as possible. Once a utility proposes a project, hearin~should be
held to ,allow public comment. Public involvement in the energy process should not
be funded because it would set a precedent that would expand to all areas of the
government. The entire process is subject to some uncertainty because once a deci
sion has been made it can be appealed and overruled in court. This adds to the
length of the proceedings and may add months of delay to the energy process.

The MDH is not involved ,with total end use energy requirements, market forces, or
municipal ownership of utilities. However, we would like to See an increased
emphasis on health implications of proposed facilities, which should come as early
as possible in the planning stages.

Thank you for contacting the Minnesota Department of Health on this matter. If we
can be of further assistance, feel free to contact us.

(
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(

SUBJECT: Procedures Governing Minnesota Electrical Utilities

Representative Gordon Voss has requested me to furnish you with
our Department's responses to your questions regarding electrical
utilities and their administrative and regulatory processes.
In recognition of the time constraints imposed by the Subcommittee
on Science and Technology, and also because several of the questions
presumably will be addressed by other agencies, e.g., Departments
of Health and Agriculture, the Energy Agency and the Pollution
Control Agency, as well as the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) ,
I am forwarding you immediately a summary of the Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) concerns and involvement in the existing

. process.

In the interest of expediency, and in order to clarify those questions
and answers you specifically seek from our Department, I have re
quested Vonny Hagen, the DNR Technical Representative to the EQB, to
make available her time to meet with you and discuss these related
issues. Ms. Hagen's phone number is 296-4796. I believe this
procedure will most efficiently provide you with the information you
need Within the short time that remains before the October 27 deadline.

JNA: rlh
cc: Representative Gordon O. Voss

Attachments
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Department of Natural Resources (D~~) participation in determining the
need and siting of energy facilities is coo~dinated by the DNR Environ
mental Review Section. Vonny Hagen is manager of this section, and Ken
Wald (Planner III) and Mary Nelson (Planner I) are. responsible for matters
before the Environmental Quality Board (EQB), including power plants and
transmission lines.

DNR review of utilities formal applications to the EQB are initiated and
coordinated by the Enviro~ental Review Section. Each Division within the
Department is vrovided with the proposal and the alternatives for its
review and recommendations regarding the effects on its resources, w.anage
ment plans, operations and related interests .. Specificaliy, the D~m confines
its review of proposals to assessing impacts to the natural resources under
the Department's jurisdiction or for which we have a related interest e.g.,
U.S. Forest Service lands, U.s. Fish and wildlife lands, National parks and
wilderness areas. Thus, in the case of a transmission line or power plant
proposal for northeastern Minnesota, the project would be reviewed by the
Division of Minerals for the impacts on the state's ~inerals programs and
to mining development and operations; the Division of Forestrj for the
impacts to state and federal forest lands and their r.anag~ent plans, and
to forested areas in private o~1nership; the Division of Waters for impacts
to public waters under the regulatory authority of the D~tt and for consistency
with land use programs administered by the Department; the. Division of
Parks and Recreation for the impacts (both direct and aesthetic) to federal,
state and local recreational areas and facilities and their manag~ent plans,
and, the Division of Fish and Wildlife for ~~e impacts the proposed action
would have to state wildlife lands and federal wildlife areas, to fish and
animals under the authority of the D~nR and those under the protection of
the federal gove~ent, to waters and wetlands with fish and wildlife values,
to privately owned lands which have wildlife values, and to the management
plans for the above.

Each Division has a designated review staff person whose function is to
develop commentary and recommendations on behalf of his Pirector. This
involves field review by field personnel where sufficient information is
not contained in the documents provided, available in our central office
or where verifications of the information supplied is necessary to insure
adequate documen~tion' for a supportable recommendation. Based on the _.
information supplied by the Divisions, the Enviror~ental Review staff
prepares the Department's statement for suboittal to the Hearing Examiner's
office. The statement inclUdes our evaluation of the impacts to' natural
resources for the proposed action and the alternatives. The statement
also includes our recommendation for the option which would have the least
impacts to natural resources. In Blose cases where natural resources would
be extensively affected, the Department ap~ears to testify at the hearing.
The hearing examiner in making his recommendation weighs the information
and recommendation of the impacts to natural resources together with other
testimony regarding such issues as social and econooic effects.



The D~~ has regulatory authority over transmission lines and power plants
to the extent that perwits are required to cross or occupy state lands,
to cross public waters or work in the beds of public waters or to
appropriate waters of the state. Unless the D~~ cart document that a
facility would be clearly in violation of Hinnesota law or our rules (e.g.,
a power plant would require the appropriation of all the water in a river)
the DNR would be unable to state that a facility must be withdraw~ from
EQB consideration, however, the Department could strongly voice it's
objections to the proposal through the hearing procedure and by the vote
of the Commissioner as an EQB member; the EQB by law has the final decision.
From our perspective, it may be the authority of the D~iR on these matters
is diluted by the overriding authority of the EQB; however, there are also
examples of a strengthening of this Department's position, notably in the
case of transmission line routes which now more frequently parallel or
double circuit existing lines thereby reducing impacts to natural resources.

",
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Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board
100 Capitol Square Building
550 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Phone _

November 3, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
st. Paul~ Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

- .- ~ - ...---_.._~ '''-' _._.. ' .. _.-._-~-

flY

(
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This letter is in response to the inquiries made in a letter
dated October 5 by Representative Voss concerning the legal
process governing electric utilities in Hinnesota. My comments
are the following:

Question One

Q: How many' personnel are employed by your agency? Please break.
this down by research, EIS, enforcement, forecasting, need
determination, cost analysis, conservation, alternative
technologies, other. How does your agency utilize federally
funded employees?

A: This question is presumably addressed to the Power Plant
Siting Program of the Environnental Quality Board. This pro
gram implements the Power Plant Siting Act (Minn. Stat.
Sl16C.5l et seq.), which provides authority to the Board to
site large-electric power generating plants and to route"
high voltage transmission lines.

The costs of the power plant siting program are reimbursed
through fees assessed to the electric utilities of the
state. Thirteen staff members are funded by this program and
directly support the Board in its siting and routing considera
tions. Also some of the Board's legal and administrative staff
support is addressed to siting and routing. No federally
funded employees are involved in this program.

Question ~lO

Q: Do you have the authority to alter size, type, location
decisions of the utility or other agencies? 'If so, what
factors and criteria do you use? If not, should you have this
authority?

H' c:n1141 t"\PPt"\!=lT1INITV FMPlOVER
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A: Pursuant to Hinn. Stat. § l16C.57 Subd. 1 the Board has the
authori ty to refuse to designate a site for a pmver plant
providing that the Board " s hall indicate the reasons for
any refusal and indicate changes in size and type of facility
necessary to allm'1 site designation." Transmission line
routing authority of Minn. Stat. § l16C.57 Subd. 2 provides
that the Board "shall issue a permit for the construction of
a high voltage transmission line specifying the type, design,
routing, right-of-way preparation and facility construction
it deems necessary with any other appropriate conditions."

Electric power site and route location decisions are made
by the Board and pursuant to Minn. Stat. § l16C.6l Subd. 2
"a state agency in processing a utility's facility perr.lit
applIcation shall be bound to the decisions of the Board,
with respect to the site or route designation, and with respect
to other matters for which authority has been granted to
the Board in the Power Plant Siting Act."

The criteria and standards for Board decisions are derived
from the siting authority policy statement (Minn. Stat.
§ l16C.53 Subd. 1) and from the siting considerations
(Minn. Stat. § l16C.57 Subd. 4) specified in the Power
Plant Siting Act. The Board's decisions must also incorporate
the considerations of the Minnesota Environmental Policy
Act (Hinn. Stat. § l16D.02 Subd. 2).

It is important to note that the Board's responsibility is
a combined one "to locate large electric power facilities in an
orderly manner compatible with environmental preservation and
the efficient use of resources. ". The siting authority
policy further states that the Board shall site facilities
in such a way that will "minimize adverse human and environ
mental impact while insuring continuing electric power system
reliability and integrity and insuring that electric energy .
needs are met and fulfilled in an orderly and timely fashion."

The Board has exercised its broad authority in transmission
line routing but has not refused to designate a power plant
site based on size or type. It is conceivable that compelling
evidence might be found that modification of a proposed power
plant size and type could significantly minimize the human
and environmental impacts of a power plant. If such com
pelling evidence were to exist, then the Board could refuse
to site a proposed plant and indicate the modificiaton in
size and type necessary for siting approval. Such action,
however, could be disruptive and could result in increased
delay and uncertainty in the regulatory process. Clarifica-.

(.
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tion and streamlining of. the Board's authority to Modify size
and type to minimize hUMan and environMental impacts might be
in order to assure that the authority could be exercised in an
effective and responsible manner.

Question Three

Q: Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How?
Should they?

A: The location,. size and type of large electric power facilities
are significantly interrelated. The interrelationship involves
both technical siting opportunities and constraints and
public acceptance of facility siting. An example of a
technical factor is that the Twin Cities and a few other
densely populated areas provide the best opportunities for
district heating with the waste heat froM power plants. The
size of power plants may have a significant effect of public
acceptance based on miriiMizinq localized iMpacts and sharing
the burdens of power plants. However, it is not clear' whether
the affected public would find, say, twelve 200 megawatt or six
400 megawatt power plant sites any more acceptable than a
single 2400 megawatt site. Size and type Modifications
should be considered for their potential to iMprove siting
decisions.

Questions Four and Five

Q: Should the type of facility be deterMined in a different
manner than is now used? What criteria should be used? Is
there any factor that should override the type of facility?

Q: lvhere, ideally, in the legal process should size, type, and
location decisions be made?

A: In discussing the proper assignment and sequence for electric
power facility size, type and location decisions, there Must
be a clear distinction between policy setting decisions
that Must be made by the Legislature and ~olicy implementing
decisions that can be nade by adrninistrat~ve agencies. If
the purposes to be served by' rearranging size, type and location
decisions are to effectively place moratoriUMs on nuclear
energy or on any centralized electric power plants and as
sociated transmission lines, then these are matters for the
Legislature.

Decisions of major policy are leqislative prerogatives and
administrative agencies should not attempt such major policy
judgrrlents for Hinnesotans. We have no "ideal" answers to
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where size, type and location decisions should be ~ade.

Clearly, however, those decisions must be made final by the
time the Board's siting process is completed and (see questions
nine and ten) clearly they are a pre-condition to doing an
EIS, given present legal requirements for EIS content.

Question Six

Q: How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end energy
use requirements? Include an evaluation of temperature levels
and reliability as factors in the determination of the technology?

A: The "right" technology is that which meets the criteria and
standards that balance human and environmental impacts with
timely, orderly and reliable meeting of electric energy .
needs. r1.ention of "temperature levels" seems to indicate
questions comparing large electric power plants to "low
temperature" technologies such as solar heating.

This sort of decision is clearly a matter for the Energy
Agency or at a major policy level for the Legislature.
Clearly the Energy Agency in making certificate of need
decisions should balance such alternatives as large electric
power generation, purchased power, solar energy, conserva
tion and others.

Note that for power plants the most important reliability
questions are not related to size or type, but go to the
total amount of electric power capacity available at a
future date to meet needs. Transmission line reliability
is intimately related to location decisions. Paralleling,
multiple circuiting and other routing questions are becoming
even more closely related to reliability considerations
because future routing practice must find ways of minimizing
the proliferation of rights of way.

Question Seven

Q: How do you determine environmental and health impacts of pro
posed facilities? Be specific.

A: Human and environmental impacts of electric po~ver facilities
are primary considerations in the Board's evaluation and decision
process. This is accomplished in three ways: (1) through
an extensive public participation effort, identification of
potential adverse impacts is solicited from affected citizens
and others; (2) information necessary to evaluate such impacts
is developed through technical studies including preparation
of an environmental analysis document which is prafiled testimony

(
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for contested case siting hearings; and (3) interagency input
through review of the environmental analysis docunent, testimony
on the ability of the permitting agencies to license the
facility at alternate sites and, finally, participation in
and responsibility for siting decisions by the permitting
agencies' directors as Board members.

Note that the Pollution Control Agency administers the air
quality permit program which is based primarily on air
pollution control standards to protect human health. The
Executive Director of the Agency as a Board member has ample
opportunity to see that the public interest in applying
pollution control to siting decisions is well served. The
Board me~er from the Department of Health can also act to
assure that important environnental health concerns are
adequately treated in both the environmental analysis docu
ments and in Board decisions.

It is important to note that health impacts'are more important'
concerns for power plant siting than for transmission line .
routing. The study of potential health effects from high
voltage transmission lines conducted by the Department of.
Health concludes that there is no convincing evidence of
serious health risks associated with properly routed high
voltage transmission lines. .

Question Eight

Q: Are the agency position papers required to be submitted under
Minnesota Statutes Chapter l16H.13 adequate to determine health
and environmental effects of a proposed facility? Why?

A: At the certificate of need stage neither a specific site
nor a limited number of alternative sites have been identified.
Therefore the site specific inpacts of a power plant cannot
be effectively addressed. Health and environmental impacts
are ,clearly site specific and agencies must have the site
location narrowed to a limited number of alternatives before
their position statements can be very meaningful.

Some agencies have been hesitant to make definitive statements
even at the siting decision point which is much more specific
than at the need decision point. Considerable technical
analysis and extensive pUblic input are essential for site
specific evaluation of impacts. The Board's power plant
siting program provides the organizational setting, the
interface with the affected public and the financial resources
for the necessary evaluation of health, environmental and
other site specific impacts.
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Question Nine

Q: ~vhen should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need
is issued? After the Certificate of Need, but before the
siting process commences? After the siting process, but
before permits are issued for plants to be built? Never? A
combination thereof (please specify)? Or other?

A: The environmental impact statement should be prepared
either during or imnediately after the siting process.
The environmental analysis developed in the siting process,
with a relatively limited number of alternatives, should be
sufficiently thorough to minimize the preparation ti~e for the
environmental impact statement prepared after the site, size
and type are designated.

Past practice has been for the environmental impact statement
to be prepared with the Pollution Control Agency acting as
lead agency. This has resulted in lengthy time delays and
in far too detailed environmental impact statements. There'
is some indication that the environmental impact statement
is being used as a tool to readdress need and siting decisions,
rather than to assemble the proper information for sound
decisions in the permitting stage.

One improvement would be a specific deadline for environ
mental impact statements. The legislative deadline for the
need process is six months and that for the siting process
is one year. An eighteen month time period should be suf
ficient for preparation and review of environmental impact
statements. Past experience has resulted in two, three and
more years for the environmental impact statement.

Eighteen months would allow a full year for collecting
air quality and other environmental monitoring data and would'
still allow six months for completing analysis and review.
Preliminary data collection and monitoring can'begin during
the siting stage as soon as the Board identifies the relatively
limited number of alternatives that will be proposed for re
View in the contested case hearing. This provides about a
six month head start on the environmental impact state~ent,

in addition to all of the environmental information developed
up to the end of the siting process.

Question Ten

Q: What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions?
Alternate Technologies? Alternative mechanisms to ~eet

demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?
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A: The environmental impact statement should address only permitting
considerations. These should beli8ited to the requirements
and controls necessary for licensing construction and operation
of an electric power plant without reopening the size, type
and location decisions. ----

Question Eleven

Q: Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements
for Minnesota? Why?

A: It is difficult to see how an environmental impact statement
on total end use energy requirements for the state could be .
relevant to specific decisions on individual proposals for
electric power facilities. Such a statewide environmental
impact analysis is likely to be so highly conjectural that it
would be of little use.

Question Twelve

(

Q: Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location
decisions: the utility? The government? The legislature?
Or other? Why? Please rank order the factors you feel should
be considerea-in making the final decision.

A: Size,. type and location decisions clearly must be govern
mental decisions. Please refer to the answer to que~tions

four and five concerning the importance of distinguishing
between legislative and administrative decisions. On policy
implementation matters legitimately within the purview of an
adninistrative agency, the decision on size, type and loca
tion should be made final by the time the Board's siting pro
cess is completed. Of course subsequent judicial review
should be available to assure that the administrative
author1ty is legally excerised.

type and location
It must be a case
several public

Throughout the decision process on size,
no single factor should take precedence.
by-case decision process that balances the
interests in electric power facilities.

Question Thirteen

Q: Where should non-utility, non-governmental people impact
in the process? At the EIS stage? In courts? In hearings?
Other (please specify)? Should these people be funded?
Why or why not?

(
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A: "Non-utility, non-govern~ental people" should be and are in
cluded in the process as early as possible. The most critical
point is in the siting process, where the issues become less
abstract and more real as site specific proposals are considered.

This is recognized in the Power Plant Siting Act which mandates
the Board to "adopt broad spectrum citizen participation as
a principle of operation" pursuant to Minn. Stat. § l16C.59
Subd. 2. The power plant siting' program already incorporates
perhaps the most extensive public participation effort to be
found in any governmental progran.

Extensive efforts are made to alert the potentially affected
public of electric power facility proposals. There is an
advance planning effort, including a fifteen year forecast
required of the utilities and an inventory of power plant
study areas required of the Board for early i.dentification
of general plant location possibilities.

When individual siting applications are received by the Board
there are elaborate pUblic notice and information meeting
requirenents. Citizen cOrnflittees are formed to evaluate
utility proposals and recommend alternatives for consideration.
Considerable citizen advice and assistance efforts are made,
including staff contacts and development of substantive in
formation to provide citizens a basis for evaluation.

By the time of the contested case hearing, interested members
of the public are able to present their positions effectively
on the record for consideration by the Board. This is accomplished
by thorough interaction with the staff and by the environ-
mental analysis document prefiled before the hearing.

The Board's practice has also been to provide the interested
public an opportunity to directly address Board members
when a siting decision is being considered for Board actIon,
either alternative identification or final selection.

Funding of various interested groups for participation in the
siting process is both unnecessary and unworkable. The primary
thrust of the power plant siting program is to work with the
public throughout the siting process. It would be redundant
and duplicative to also fund various members of the public.
Such funding is unworkable because there are so many different
publics with widely differing positions. Funding all interested
publics is impossible or at least excessively costly and
confusing.
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Question Fourteen

Q: What market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities?
What incentives exist for holding costs down?

A: The economic setting for electric utilities is one of limited
monopoly, with incentives and disincentives derived from that
setting. Even the monopoly to provide electric power within
a specified service area has its competitive aspects. For
example there is inter-fuel competition, say, with oil and
gas for heating.

One important economic fact is that the trend of the incre
mental cost for adding new electric power generating capacity
has dramatically reversed itself in recent years. Up to the
mid-1960's each new increment of generating capacity was
cheaper and more efficient than the previous increment.
Perhaps this was the result of economies of scale with the
growth of plant size or because of other technical and
financial factors. However, in the 1970's inflation, cost
of capital, environmental controls and other factors have
resulted in a trend to increasingly higher incremental
generating capacity costs and less efficient generation
plants.

In the past some analysts of the industry have contended
that electric utilities promoted new capital investments in
generating plant to expand the rate base and reduce generating
costs at the same time. The present and the future represent
quite different situations, in which there may be powerful
incentives to minimize the need for new generating facilities,
with the resulting regulatory struggle and costly capital
outlay. Verification of the current structure of incentives
and disincentives would be helpful for future policy con
siderations.

Question Fifteen

Q: What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process?
What would you change about the process? What is the most tirne
consuming aspect of the process and how or should it be changed?

A: The current regulatory process is basically sound. Surely
it needs fine-tuning, but clearly it does not need drastic
change. The larger the change, the longer it will take for
the process to run smoothly -- that is, to effectively sort
out the tough decisions that must be made to accommodate the
minimum number of facilities that must be built, with the
least human and environmental impact.
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Preparation of· environmental impact statements and the
permitting activities are the most time consuming aspects of
the process for power plants. It is important for these
post-siting phases to be accomplished expeditiously and with
a minimum of uncertainty. Ideally construction should begin
as promptly as possible after the six month need and the one
year siting decisions, rather than be postponed for several
years by subsequent decisions. This would allow need and
siting decisions to be deferred as long as possible so that
these decisions, establishing the framework for subsequent
permitting, could be made with the latest most current
information. .

Reducing regulatory delay and associated uncertainty could be
quite beneficial to all parties. It seems to me that in most
cases even extremely tough regulatory decisions in this area
may·be bearable if the utilities can then proceed with a high
level of certainty.

Question Sixteen

Q: How is uncertainty in the process affected by jUdicial review,
the hearing examiner process, and imposed time constraints?
Should any of these factors be changed? If so, why? How
do these factors affect uncertainty?

A: Judicial review inherently entails some level of uncertainty.
This would be bearable, however, if judicial·appeal would
be made pursuant to the Power Plant Siting Act. That is,
appeal within sixty days of the effective date of the Board's
siting decision and appeal based on the siting criteria and
standards required by the Act. Full pUblic protection and
increased certainty in the decision process can be attained by
requiring all appeals to be made under provisions of the
Power Plant Siting Act, rather than the Environmental Rights
Act which has no time limit or clear standards. -

Experience with the contested case hearing process has indicated
increased uncertainty, primarily because of the unpredictable
and lengthy time required to receive the hearing examiner's
report. The nominal thirty day deadline is sometimes more
than doubled and provides little assurance. This seriously
affects the quality and timing of Board decisions. The one
year siting application processing time places great pressures
on the power plant siting staff and these pressures are only
exacerbated by the uncertainty of hearing examiner delays.

"
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Question Seventeen

Q: In light of the recent suggestion that Minnearolis buy NSP
plants, should the government operate the utilities? Ivhy?

A: Neither I nor my staff has any solid experience, data or
expertise to provide an answer to this question, which in
volves value judgments. I would note that adding a significant
number of new employees to the public payroll does not seem
particularly in tune with the tenor of the time. ----

If you have any further questions or wish clarification, please
contact me (296-6662) or Allen Jaisle (296-2641).

Sincerely,

\fdi.vU~
Peter Vanderpoel, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board

PV/tj
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ENERGY PROCESS STUDY S-4
QUESTIONS FOR THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION & OFFICE OF CONSUMER

Personnel Question SERVICES
1. How many personnel are employed by your agency? Please break this down by research,

ErS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination, cost analysis, conservation,
alternative technologies, other. How does your agency utilize federal employees?

Certificate of Need Questions
2. Do you have the authority to alter size, type location decisions of the utility or

other agencies? If so, what factors and criteria do you use? If not, should you
have this authority?

3. How should the type of facility be determined? What criteria should be used? Is
there any factor that should override the type of facility?

4. Can the PSC use rate factors to determine size, type, and location decisions?
Should it?

5. Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions: the util
ity? The government? The legislature? Other? Why? Please rank order the factors
you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

Electrical Rate Struc~ure Questions
. 6. How are rate increases granted and determined for new facilities?

timing? How do you determine rate increase criteria?

7. How many rate increases have been granted in the last four years? Denied? Altered?
Requested? Amounts before and after?

Environmental'Questions
8. When should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need is issued? After the

Certificate of Need, but before the siting process commences? After th~ siting
process, but before permits are issued for plants to be built? Never? A combina
tion thereof (please specify)? Or other?

9. What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologies?
Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

Policy Questions
10. Where should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the EIS

stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people be
funded? Why or why not?

11. What market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? l~at incentives exist
for holding costs down?

12. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? What would you change
about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how or
should it be changed?

13. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolis buy NSP plants, should the govern-
ment operate the utilities? Why or why not? '

14. How is uncertainty ,in the process affected by judicial review, the hearing examiner
process, and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? If
so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

PR/jb
10/6/78
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STATE OF MINNESOTA
DEPART~IERTOF PUBLIC SERVICE

7TH FLOOR AMERICAN CENTER BLDG.
KELLOGG & ROBERT STS.

SAINT PAUL 55101

October 30, 1978

Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

Enclosed find the Minnesota Public Service Commission's response to
the Energy Process Study Questionnaire.

As you know, the Minnesota Public Service Commission is the state agency
charged with the responsibility to regulate the electric utilities in the
state (excluding rate regulation for municipal and cooperative electric
utilities) •

Your survey, although aimed at evaluating the administrative and regula
tory process, did not seem designed to study rate regulation. Two major
areas of interest to you seem to be certification of need and environmental
impact statements. Neither of these functions is a responsibility of the
Public Service Commission.

This Commission has heard from consumers, special interest groups and
others, that each agency involved in the "process" is presented \'Jith
different, often conflicting information from the same utility company.
This may or may not be true. If it is, we would welcome testimony from
anyone which could establish that fact on the record in a contested case
before the Commission. Perhaps another avenue for you to explore in your
survey would be the extent to which information relative to utility regula
tion should be provided to the Commission to consider during its contested
case process.

I apologize for the tardy response to your questionnaire, and I hope it
did not set your timetable back too much.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
,'-r.'

~(
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Patrick Reagan
Page 2
October 30, 1978

I look forward to receiving a copy of your report, and if I can be
of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to call or write.

~lINNESOTA PUBLIC SERVICE Cor~MISSION

RJP:a

cell Rep. Gordon O. Voss

(
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ENERGY PROCESS STUDY

Personnel Question

1. The Department of Public Service, of which the Commission is a part,
consists of 139 employees, broken do\~n as follows:

a. Non-energy related
b. Energy related:

Financial evaluation
Rate evaluation
Engineering
Corrmission
Commission Support
Research

Total Energy related

77

11
12
6
5

17
2

53

.{

(

The Department of Public Service utilizes federal employees as follows:

a. A grant has been received by the Department from the Federal De
partment of Energy to study conservation and rate issues.

b. Other uses of federal employees is limited to coordination and
communication in the normal course of business.

Certificate of Need Questions

The Public Service Commission does not have the authority to grant
certificates of need. It is presently a function performed by the
Minnesota Energy Agency.

The Public Service Commission's responsibility is limited to economic
rate regulation. Costs associated with the certification process, as
well as site location, environmental concerns, etc., are deemed accept
able or non-acceptable expenses in the course of the contested rate
case process. (Perhaps additional questions could be developed to
further explore the Commission's contested rate case process).

Electrical Rate Structure Questions

Rate increases for new facilities are included in the overall rate
base for each company.

The timing is determined by the -frequency in which any particular
company files petitions for rate increases. Commission decisions, by
law, must be made within twelve months of their filing the petition.

Each company's request is studied, analyzed and decided individually.
There are few criteria applicable to all electric utilities and these
can be found in the Public Service Commission Rules and Regulations.
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Environmental Questions
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The entire area of environmental impact statements (EIS) is beyond
the scope of the Commission's authority. Other state agencies
(Environmental Quality Board, Pollution Control Agency) are involved
and would be in a better position to respond.

The Commission does make determinations relatfve to the usefulness
of a plant in its rate case decision-making process. If a plant
is deemed to be used and useful to the company, it is included in
the rate base. Projects in the planning stages have been excluded
from the rate base as neither "used nor useful ll to the ratepayers.

Policy Questions

10. The non-utility, non-governmental people should be involved
in the process at the stage of the hearings and should be
able to testify freely as to their opinions without being re
quired to be an expert. Funding for that sort of representa
tion perhaps is done best through the present Consumer Services
Agency.

11. The only market force I see now holding down the costs is the
simple inability for people to pay more, yet I know greater
costs are coming.

12. The existing energy process does not allow this Commission to
pa~ticipate in all matters affecting our rate base, and since
we have n~ staff, if we were allowed, we couldn't participate.

13•. 1 think that's a political question about which volumes have
been written.

14.' All appeals from the orders of this Commission should by law
be given priority so that the courts hear them immediately
upon filing of the appeal, and if further appealed to the
Supreme Court, they should take preference over all other cases
because of their terrific impact. Some of this can be avoided
if the legislature abolishes rates under bonds, since that
seems to give some utilities the power to drag their heels.
Refunds, if ordered, so long as rates are under bond, should
be sent to the people before the utility is empowered to file
a further case; and there probably should be some greater time
interval than presently applicable as to a filing of a subse
quent case.

(
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TO Larry Anderson
Director .

DATE: 10/26/78

FROM

'''1( './....
Karl W. Sonnemant "

Special Assistant Attorney General
PHONE: 0420

SUBJECT: L\'Iinnesota Power &: Light Company, Floodwood-Fine Lakes Steam Electric Plan ts
Certificate of Need Hearing.

The Minnesota Energy Agency has scheduled a Certificate of Need hearing on the
:HP&:L Floodwood clant for December 11, 1978. Petitions for Leave to Intervene a.r~ due
;;'(ovember 2, 1978. MP&:L will file its testimonv November' 17, 1978; and intervenors must file bv
December 1, 1978. - •

:,1P&Us Floodwood l;)l£lI1t is designed fat' completion in the mid 1980's. L:J.st year So

certificate of need was issued authorizing completion of an 800 megawatt unit in ~ovember,

1984. UPA was to join MP&L in constructing the plant. This ?ast summer, UP'; withcir~·.v from
t.'1e !?t'oject and ~HP&L has had to I."efile its application for a certificate of need. The plant will
now be 500 megawatts, and MP&L !?roposes to complete it no sooner than November, 1986.
Director ~,Ii1lhone has asked intervenors to examine the following issues: demand forecasting,'
taconite expansion, taconite commitments, impact of PSC rate design, ~:i.APP reserves, economy
of size, and financing.

( The issue of MP&V~ expansion and construction ~rogram is the dominent issue in.
~.:e present :'tlP&L rate case.. The Floodwood ~lant has been an issue in the last two :\!P&L rnte
filings. The testimony and cross examination have been directed to the areas of financing
:HP&L's construction progr:am, taconite and other large power take or pay contracts, pooling of
:YI..-\PP capacity, and PSC rate design, including whether or not the construction program should
be directly reflected in the rate design. Cross examination of :\'tr. Sandbulte during 'Ule
September hearings established ~lP&Vs load forecasts for the 1981 through 1984 period have been
significantly reduced since the first ~IP&L rate case two years ago. ~IP&:L may have more than
200 ~;nv surplus power betw~n 1981-1.984 with no present firm commi trnent to sell this !?o\"er. _

It appears 'Ne are trying the same or similar issues in the MP&L rnte case as .,..'ill be
examined in the certificate oC need hearing on Floodwood. Staif is concerned over the fact that
:,IP&L's long-term load forecasts have to ::"e frequently revise<:! because of relatively short notice
additions and/or reductions in the demand previously estimated from large pow'er customers.
:\lP&L has bee'n unable or unwilling to obtain firm commitments (possibly as take or pay
contracts) from' its large power customers far enough in advance to use them in planning !?ower
;:>lant additions. ~,'IP&L appears to have failed to more closely integrate power supply planning
'.'lith other members of ~·IAPP. Unfortunately, in the rate case it is often too late to
SUbstantially affect these issues. Therefore, I have sent this memo to you for your consideration
of t.'1e impact of the two agencies' decision making on each other.

KWS/bm

(

cc: :tJerorne L. Getz
Phillip Zins, Case :Ylanager
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STATE OF MINNESOTA

OFFICE OF CONSUMER SERVICES
Metro Square Building
7th and Robert
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
(612) 296-2331

October 11, 1978

Gordon O. Voss
State Representative
c/o Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear" Representative Voss:

This is in reply to your request for input relative to the
governmental processes on governing electrical utilities in
Minnesota.

Bb

(

It may appear a little presumptuous for this office to address
those questions so soon after the legislation which established
the Residential Utility Consumer Unit within the Office of Con
sumer Services. However, Section 45.16, Subdivision 1 and Chapter
45 were amended by the 1978 Legislature to provide for a Resi
dential Utility Consumer Unit within the Office of Consumer Serv
ices for the express purpose of representing and furthering the
interests of residential utility consumers in utility rate hear
ings and in matters dealing with the adequacy of utility service.
to residential utility consumers.

Even in the short period of time that this unit has been opera-
. tional, it has become apparent that the responsibility should be
broadened for effective citizen representation in the various
processes that have a financial impact on the utility rate
allowed by the Public Service Commissioners.

We are hesitant to propose additional responsibilities and fund
ing so soon after the law became effective. However, we would
like to share with you, for your consideration, the following
concerns which pinpoint the problems as we see them:

I. Investor-owned public utilities in Minnesota are currently
subject to regulation in six arenas:

1. The Minnesota Public Service Commission regulates rates that
may be charged, capital structure, depreciation, service and
service area and such other matters as may affect the retail
customers of the utility through its rules, regulations and
orders.

Minnesota Commerce Department. An Equal Opportunity Employer

~0
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Representative Gordon Voss
October 11, 1978
Page 2

3.

5.

4.

2.. The Minnesota Energy Agency regulates the construction of
new generation and transmission facilities through its
Certificate of Need Program.

The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board regulates the con
struction of new generation and transmission facilities
t~rough its Plant Siting Program.

The Federal Ener~y Regulatory Commission (formerly Federal
Power Commission) regulates the wholesale (sale for resale)
transactions of all Minnesota gas and electric utilities.
In addition, the Federal Communications Commission is
authorized to regulate the interstate toll charges of the
telephone utilities. Both of these agencies conduct a sig
nificant amount of activity through the promulgation of
rules and regulations.

Any decisions of the above regulatory agencies may be
appealed in the courts.

6. In addition, significant actions have been taken by the
Minnesota Legislature and several municipal governments in
recent years which have affected utility operations and the
rates they may charge.

II. The generation cooperatives, distribution cooperatives and
municipal utilities are not affected by these regulatory activities
in the same way as the investor-owned utilities. The generation
cooperatives (particularly UPA, CPA and Minnkota) are not subject
to MPSC regulation but their wholesale rates are regulated by the
FERC.

II~ The Residential Utility Consumer Unit is authorized to inter-
'vene or in any other way participate in all matters pending before
the MPSC which affect the distribution of utility services to
residential consumers. RUCU may also intervene in court cases
which arise as a result of MPSC decisions. RUCU has no current
authority to intervene in any other arena of public utility regu
lation.

IV. The Residential Utility Consumer Unit might be better able to
represent and advocate the interests of residential consumers if
its authority were broadened to some extent:

(,
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Representative Gordon Voss
October 11, 1978
Page 3

1. The RUCU should be authorized to intervene in MEA Certificate
of Need proceedings. The cost of utility service (here we
refer primarily to electric) is rising rapidly and this in
crease is at least partly due to the very high construction
costs of new power plants which are certified by the MEA to
meet forecast demand. MEA certifies demand while the MPSC
regulates price. In an unregulated competitive market, demand
and supply interact to produce a price at equilibrium. In
the regulated utility industry, future demand is certified
and prices are set by rate regulation. With the very long
lead time necessary for power plant construction, demand fore
casts in the certification process have almost no relation to
price. Furthermore, this certified demand becomes the justif
ication for costly construction programs. Some utilities are
now using certified future demand to justify requested price
increases for current rate payers (see MPSC Docket No. E-OlS/
GR-78-Sl4).

The rate case hearings conducted by'MPSC are not the most
appropriate place to challenge the demand forecasts and re
sultant construction costs of the utility companies. Residen
tial consumer advocates are at a disadvantage if limited to
this arena because the utility is armed with a Certificate of
Need which has been obtained without adequate consumer parti
cipation and is presumed to be high~quality evidence in the ratE
case hearing.

From conversations with employees of the MEA and the Depart
ment of Public Service, it is evident that very little inter
agency consideration is given to the interaction between
certified demand and regulated price. In fact, the inter
action falls between the agencies with neither giving it sig
nificant attention. That an interaction exists is evident
from NSP's recent decision to delay the construction of cer
tain certified plants as a result of decreased demand fore
casts due to higher prices and MP&L's request for increased
rates due to rapid expansion in the taconite industry. As one
agency participating in both regulatory proceedings, RUCU may
be able to focus more regulatory attention on the artificial
price/demand interaction.

In its recent biennial report, MEA itself referred to the need
for more vigorous participation by residential consumers in its
Certificate of Need Program. In the MEA Energy Policy Recom-
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Representative Gordon Voss
October 11, 1978
Page 4

mendations. for Minnesota (Energy Policy and Conservation
Report, Page 5), the following is included as Point 32:

"Encourage more citizen participation in the
Certificate of Need process for large energy
facilities."

A~ a later point in the same report (Page 83) MEA notes
participation by several environmental groups in the need
hearings for two electric generating facilities, but mentions
.no citizen input as to the demand/price interaction.

2. Some attention has recently been given to the lack of public
interest and/or residential consumer participation in regula
tory matters before the FERC and FPC which affect all Minne
sota utility users. It is suggested that the MPSC or PDS be
authorized (and funded) to participate in these matters be
cause they can have substantial impact on Minnesota constimers0
Whether residential consumers would have substantial intere~' ~.

different than the public interest in these matters is diffi
cult to determine since Minnesota consumer advocates have
little experience in this arena of regulation. RUCU partici
pation in this arena, to represent the specific residential
interest or general interest, is a question that ought to be
further explored.

V. Residential Utility Consumer Unit participation in the plant
siting process before the Minnesota Environmental Quality 
Board would seem unnecessary at this time. Information pre
sented in those cases may be relevant to RUCU activities in
other arenas, however.

I trust the foregoing will be helpful in the deliberations of the
Subcommittee on Science and Technology. I would be happy to
present more detailed information in the event the committee
would like to address the issues raised in this letter.

Sincerely,

d1'r
Director

TL/bd c
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QUESTIONS FOR THE MINNESOTA ENERGY AGENCY
5-2

~'.

Personnel Question
1. How many personnel are employed by your agency? Please break this do,Yn by research,

ErS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination, policy analysis, conservation,
alternative energies, other. Ho,~ does your agency utilize federally funded employees?

Forecast Questions
2. Does the ~mA determine its O'Yn forecast for electrical demand independent of electri

cal utilities? Do you rely on electrical utility data, data analysis, etc.? Why?

3. What forecasting technique or techniques do you use to determine need? Please pro
vide the details on your forecasting technique.

4. When you determine your forecast for demand of electricity, do you know who the users
"will be and what the energy will be used for?

5. Do forecasts from different utilities vary in technique, variables used, and weight
given to different variables?

6. What is the projected energy supply and demand for the next 50 years? In what form
will the demand be met? How much electricity is used for heating or other low tem
perature purposes? What alternative ways are being considered for meeting energy de
mand? Should an Ers be done on total demand for Minnesota? Why?

Certificat~ or Need Questions

7. What is the projected demand for new facilities from now until 2025?

8. How do you determine need for a new facility?

9. How is the decision for determining size, type, timing, and· location of new facilit;!';~

lines, and substations made?

10. What factors do you weigh in these decisions and how are they weighed? (Please ad
dress the factors of cost, environment, transportation, fuel source and availability,
political climate, and any others you use for each of the four decisions of size,.
type, timing, and location).

-'

11. Do you have the authority to alter size, type location decisions of the utility or
other agencies? If so, what factors and criteria do yo~ use? If not, should you
have this authority?

12. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How? Should they?

13. Should the type of facility be
What criteria should be used?
facility?

determined in a different manner than is now used?
Is there any factor that should override a type of

14. Where, ideally, in the legal process should size, type, and location decisions be mad

15. Can your agency change size, type, and location decisions of utilities?

16. Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions: the util
ity? The government? The legislature? Or other? Why? Please rank order the
factors you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

Conservation Questions

17. Please explain your conservation program. Yhat direction do you see your 'conservatio
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program taking in the future? Should a conservation program affect the need decisio~

or size determination? Conservation is Minnesota's energy policy: how will it af
fect demand in the future?

18. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end energy use requirements?
Include an evaluation of temperature levels and reliability as factors in the
determination of the technology.

Environmental Questions

19. How do you determine environmental and health impacts of proposed facilities? Be
specific.

20. ~re the agency pO$itiQn papers required to be submi~te9 under Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 116H.13 adequate for determining the health and environmental effects of a
proposed facility? Why?

21. When should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need is
Certificate of Need, but before the siting process commences?
process, but before permits are issued for plants to be built?
tion thereof (please specify)? Or other?

issued? After the
After the siting

Never? A combina-

22. What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologies?
Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

23. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota? Why?

Policy Questions
24. Where should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the Elw

stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people be
funded? Why or why not?

25. What market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? What incentives exist
for holding costs down?

26. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? What would you change
about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how
should it be changed? .

•
27. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolis buy NSP plants, should the govern-

ment operate the utilities? Why or why not?

28. How is the uncertainty in the process affected by judicial review, the hearing exami
ner process, and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed?
If so, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

PR/jb
10/6/78

(
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MINNESOTA ENERGY AGENCY
980 AMERICAN CENTER BUILDING

150 EAST KELLOGG BOULEVARD

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101

November 6, 1978

John Malinka
Science and Technology Project
Room 17 .
State Capitol
St. Paul, MN 55155

Dear John:

612·296.5120

(

(

Enclosed is the Agency's response to the questionnaire
created by Patrick Reagan as part of his energy process study.
I have also attached memos to Representative Ken Nelson. from
Peter Vanderpoel and myself which outline some of the rough
spots in the present process.

I am pleased that the Legislature is concerned over the
present energy facility regulation process, and is willing to
investigate how the decisions are made. Past experience has
shown that this topic probably generates more heated contro
versythan any other area under legislative review. Some of
the reasons for the controversy are easy to understand since
the demands for energy usually impact just a few individuals.
However, it is likely that an overly simplistic or quick --
review of the process will not uncover the more hidden
problems. For example, Mr. Reagan has titled his work an
"Energy Process Study." However, the questionnaire is highly
biased toward electrical utilities, but some of the thornier
problems are caused by construction of new facilities by
private enterprise, e.g., crude oil pipelines. The question
naire also seems to miss the points on natural gas, coal,
refined products, propane and nuclear.

I mentioned these points only to illustrate my concern
that Mr. Reagan's questionnaire may be given more credibility
than it deserves. The questions which he raises cover a wide
range of topics and issues which mostly deal with governmental
operations. I am sure that the Legislature will want more
than one individual's analysis, since change to existing
procedures could generate impacts on governmental operations,
natural resources, finance, energy and comnlerce. A problem

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

.~;~>-;... ~
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of this magnitude requires careful study over a re~atively long
period of time so that all of the critical points and feedback
possibilities are uncovered and evaluated.

Mr. Reagan's questionnaire is a first step in gathering
the data on how electric utility facilities are requlated. It
could lead to a draft flowchart of the regulatory process,
which could be subsequently improved and modified by agency and
legislative staff, the utilities and the public. I have heard
that Mr. John Helland at House Research also began a similar
study which attempted to define the energy regulatory process.
It may be that a joining of his work with Mr. Reagan's will
give us a good starting point~

I am also concerned over the personal opinion content of
the questionnaire. It is certainly worthwhile to solicit
opinion and comment from individuals who have widely varying
views on the subject. However, the study workscope (Reagan's
memo of 9/15/78) does not provide much insight into how these
opinions will be used in any conclusions and recommendations.
Since the questionnaire does not seem to be designed for
statistical analysis, and since the sample was not statistically
based, it seems that at best the returns will be a census of the
opinions of those who responded. Certainly those opinions will
have Some merit but their value will be unorganized and limited
without further study.

I believe some careful reworking of the energy regulatory
process is desirable, and that the Legislature could provide
the focus for this effort. However, this will require the
efforts of many people to produce something worthwhile. I
wou~d be happy to make my staff avai~able for the design of
a more comp~ete, ba~anced and systematic study of the problem
of energy faci~ity regulation. . -'

Sincer~.

~. Millhone
Director

JPM:sc
Encs.

c
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1. How many personnel are employed by your agency? Please break this down
by research, EIS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination, policy
analysis, conservation, alternative energies, other. How does your
agency use federally funded employees?

A. The following table of Energy Agency staffing provides this
information:

State Federal Total

Research See alternative energy, forecasting,
etc.

EIS 1.5 a 1.5

Enforcement a a 0.
Forecasting 4.9 5.0 9.9

Need determination 6.0 a 6.0

Policy Analysis 6.5 3.0 9.5

Conservation 16.0 21.5 37.5

Alternative Energy 3.5 2.0 5.5
j);

Other 13.5 10.0 23.5

(-

TOTAL 51.9 41.5 93.4
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2. Does the MEA determine its own forecast for electrical demand
independent of electrical utilities?

The MEA forecasts the demand for all traditional primary and

secondary energy supplies including electricity. The fore-

casting methodology is independent of that used by utilities

'and other energy suppliers. However, the Agency does depend

on energy suppliers, state agencies and the federal govern-

ment for energy, demographic and economic data.

Energy suppliers including electric utilities are required to

report data to the Agency on a quarterly and annual basis.

The type of data reported is set forth in the Agency's rules

governing information reporting (Electric Utility Information

Reporting, 1977 addition (EA 200-213); Rules and Regulations

Governing Natural Gas Utilities and Interstate Natural Gas

Pipeline Companies (EA 300-311); and Minnesota Energy

Agency Rules Governing Prime Petroleum Suppliers and Petrol

eum Pipeline Companies Information Reporting (EA 400-411».

This data is collected by the Data Systems Activity which

is also responsible for designing and maintaining computer

systems to store the data.

The Agency must depend upon utilities and other energy

suppliers for raw energy data; it would be impractical for

the state to separately meter electric, gas and fuel oil

sales to consumers. It is important to realize that there

are many checks and balances on the data that is reported
\',
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both on the state and national level.

3. What forecasting technique or techniques does the Agency use
to determine need?

The Agency now has sophisticated forecasting methodologies

which are independent of and are believed to be more accurate

than those of the electric utilities. However, it should

be noted that for the certificate of need proceeding which

occurred in 1975 and 1976 (including those on the CU project

and the NSP Sherco *3 and *4 units) the Agency had to rely

largely on forecasts prepared by the electric utilities.

In 1975 the Agency had neither the data or the staff needed

to prepare independent forecasts.

By the end of 1976 the Agency had developed statewide energy

forecasts. These were improved during 1977 and are described

in the Agency's 1978 Energy Policy and Conservation Report.

These forecasts are useful in assessing the need for new

energy facilities on a statewide basis. However, service

area forecasts are needed to adequately assess the need for

new electric facilities.

Agency staff are completing peak and electrical energy fore-

casts by utility service areas. These forecasts will be

presented as staff forecasts in upcoming certificate of need

proceedings. A description of the staff peak demand model

and electric sales model for Northern States Power Company

is attached.
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4. ~fuen the Agency determines its forecast of electricity, does
it know who the users will be and what the energy will be
used for?

The Agency forecasts residential, commercial and industrial

electrical energy consumption separately. Within each class

the Agency forecasts the weather sensitive load separately

from the base load. The Agency has data on the amount of

electric energy used by different types of appliances in

homes, apartment buildings and mobil homes. Data is also

available on the use of electricity in agriculture and for

most industries. However, accurate use forecasts can only

be made for the major use components in the various

categories.

5. Do forecasts from different utilities vary in technique,
variables used and weight given to different. variables?

Yes, forecast techniques vary considerably between utilities.

A good overall description of the types of forecasts used by

the utilities in Minnesota can be found in the 1978 Advanced

Forecast· Report to the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board

submitted by the Minnesota/Wisconsin power suppliers. Much

more detailed descriptions are provided to the Energy Agency

on an annual basis and can be made available.

6. A,B What is projected energy supply and demand for the next 50
years and what form will the demand be met?

The Energy Policy Conservation Report provides a summary of

the best estimates of supply and demand for the next 17 years. ;
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Beyond 1995 only general statements can be' made about supply

and demand for energy. By the turn of the century, worldwide

supplies of natural gas and petroleum will be dwindling.

The supply of energy at the turn of the century will clearly

be a function of many political decisions made in the near

future on the state, national and international levels.

Solar, coal and possibly nuclear will provide a growing

portion of our energy needs. The amount of energy supplied

in the year 2000 by any of these or other alternatives will

be affected to a large extent by decisions made during the

next 10 years.

The continued rapid growth in population by third-world

countries, the nucle~r arms race and other global problems

cast great clouds of uncertainty as one looks farther into

the future.

6. C How much electricity is used for heating or other low
temperature purposes?

Approximately 10 percent (3 percent space heating, 6 percent

hot water and 1 percent clothes drying) of the electricity

used in the state of Minnesota is used for low temperatu~e

purposes.

(

6. D ~Vhat alternative ways are being considered for meeting energy
demand?

The major alternatives being considered are direct solar,
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date for alternatives. No specific weight has been prescribed for the

factors listed for each of the cri~eria.

Political climate would not be considered unless in relationship to

one of the factors explicitly listed.

The agency does have the authority to alter ~ize, type, and timing
decisions of the utility. (See Minn. Stat. 9 l16H.13 subd. 5~) The
director of the agency can influence a location decision through
his membership in the EQB.

The agency cannot alter decisions by other agencies, because the

certificate of need process comes first. The agency can, of course,

offer testimony in public hearings held by other agencies.

Location decisions on the unsited facilities may be affected by zoning

ordinances, peA permits, Fire Marshall approval, and/or environmental

assessments by the EQB.

The criteria used by the agency for certificates of need have been

discussed earlier.

The Agency currently is not of the opinion that it should have more

authority than it does now in altering those decisions.

12. Yes. The size of certain communities may dictate the size of electric

generating plants that could be used in a district heating plan.

Certain locations cannot support large plants because of land, water

or air constraints. These are only two examples. PCA's air quality

rules, EQB's siting rules, and certain DNR rules provide ample evidence

that location factors do indeed affect size and type decisions.
i
\,
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13. We have not learned enough about our present process to advocate a

large shift in the determination of type. The agency believes that

the system should be given a chance to work before we decide upon

substantial modifications to it.

The agency believes that the criteria now used to determine type

are appropriate.

The agency is not certain it understands the meaning of the last

question. Several factors are used in determining the appropriate

type of facility. It is reasonable to assume that a particular type

of facility could be so bad with respect to one factor that it could

not be selected no matter how good it was with respect to other

factors. It 1s not difficult to conceive of certain types of

facilities that could be economic disasters, or other facilities

which might be environmental disasters.

14. The agency believes the current process is reasonable and workable.

However) more information on that will be available in the next few ...

years. One thing is clear -- size) type and location decisions

should be made in contested case proceedings to allow all viewpoints

to be expressed.

15. This question essentially repreats question 11. Our agency can change

size and type decisions of utilities. The agency generally would not

change the location decision of a utility; however, the director can

influence a siting or routing decision through his membership in the

EQB.
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16. Minnesota has already answered this question. The legislature has

determined that it shall be done by state agencies through the con

tested case process. The utility proposes a particular size, type,

and location. The public is given an opportunity to respond to the

proposal. The agency sees little evidence to support a change in that

general concept.

The factors most important for location decisions probably are not the

same as those most important for size and type decisions. Some of

the important factors are economics, environmental effects, avail

ability of technology, fuel availa~ility, and the projected level of

energy and/or power deficits. These factors cannot be ranked to cover

all types of facilities and all situations.
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17. A. Please explain your conservation. program.

Attached is a description of each of the five units of the conservation

division of the energy agency (Building Technical Services, Local

Services, Conservation Special Services, Information and Education, and

Planning and Evaluation).

17. B. What direction do you see. your conservation program taking in the
future?

In the short range, the conservation division will be concentrating

on:

•• Increasing its planning and evaluation capability,

•• Moving into long-range result areas such as land use and transportation,

•• Increased activity in the buildings area, including energy audits.

and building code interface,

••More interactions with the Public Service Commission,

••Enforcement mechanisms for our existing statutes,

••.Coll1l1unity programs, and

•• New federally ma,ndated programs.

17. C. Should a conservation program affect the need decision or size ~
determination? Conservation is Minnesota's energy policy: how will
it affect demand in the future?

In preparing forecasts of Minnesota's energy situation to 1995 for its

biennial report, the energy agency projected baseline energy use in

1995 and use with increased conservation. With stringent conservation

measures in place, energy use in 1995 could be reduced to 5 percent

below baseline forecasts for that year.

Conservation efforts would have to be significantly increased to reach

this target.
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Existing residential buildings would need to be modified to conserve

from 30 to 45 percent of the heating fuels they now use. Energy use

in existing commercial buildings would have to be reduced by 25 percent.

New buildings would need to be built according to even stricter

standards than are now in effect so that by 1980 heating fuel savings

would rise from 15 percent to 35 percent in new homes. and from 60

to 70 percent in commercial buildings. In addition industries would

have to double the conservation efforts set by Department of Energy

targe~s to reach savings between 18 and 44 percent depending on the

industry.

This is a reasonable level of conservation that could be achieved if

prices. government supports. and consumer cooperation were all aligned.

Even with these stringent conservation measures in place. there

would still be a shortfall of lOa trillion BTU of traditional fossil

fuels that would have to be replaced by alternative energy sources.

These forecasts relate to total energy consumption in Minnesota in

1995. The role of electricity in this scenario is uncertain, and to

a large extent contingent on the increase in use of electric space

heat in new construction. and the increase in the use of electricity

for industrial processes.

In the short run. it is expected that the demand for electricity may

decline slightly. or remain more constant. For example.' from 1976 to

1977, electricity use in Minnesota decreased 2 percent.

Further information on the effects of conservation on long-range demand

is attached.

(
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18. This question seems to be aimed at the problem of energy efficiency

as measured by the second law of thermodynamics. The point being

that high temperature sources (combustion) should do some work

rather than be used as heat only sources. The problem is a valid

one in the consideration of new technology. However, much of our

existing hardware is designed to burn a fuel (oil, or natural gas)

for heat only purposes. It will take many years and much education

to move away from the current hardware to systems which yield a

better match between heat sources and end uses. The issue is

particularly relevant in the generation of electricity where use

of electrical resistance space heating converts a high quality

energy source to a loq quality (low temperature) end use. The

agency has taken a position against electric resistance space

heating.

In a more general sense, we do not "determine the right" technology

except where we have specific certificate of need authority. In

other areas we would simply take positions on a particular technology.
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19. Rule 6 MCAR § 3.025 G specifies what the agency shall include in

environmental reports for generating plants and transmission lines.

Rule 6 MCAR § 2.0638, which requires utilities to submit environmental

data in certificate of need applications, largely reflects the require

ments of the environmental report.

The health and environmental agencies are required to appear in our

hearings regarding their position on need. The environmental section

of our rules provides those agencies with the environmental data needed

to participate in the certificate of need process.

Beyond the certificate of need proceedings, the director is a member

of the EQB. Therefore, the director routinely participates in

"decisions involving environmenta1. and hea1th impacts of proposed

facilities. ln addition, the agency's environmental coordinator

serves as a technical representative to the EQB.

20. The agency believes that the positions expressed by other agencies

regarding need, are sufficient for purposes of granting or denying a

certificate of need. " Environmental effects are considered as expressed

in the criteria.

It is, of course, impossible for those agencies to do a detailed

analysis of health and environmental effects at the certificate of need

stage because the site generally is not known. However, the agencies

should be able to detect problems associated with the size, type

and timing of the proposed facility.
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21. The legislature essentially has decided when an EIS should be done.

The agency does not believe enough evidence exists to state that the

time is inappropriate. The current system calls for an EIS to be

prepared after the siting stage but before construction permits are

issued. In addition, environmental reports are required at the siting

and need stages for generating plants and transmission lines. A

detailed EIS, of course, requires knowledge of size, type, and location.

Those factors are not determined until the need and siting stages

are completed.

22. The content of an EIS is covered by law and rule. The agency does not

believe enough evidence exists to state that the current content an

EIS is inappropriate.

Size and general type decisions are made at the need stage. Location

decisions are made at the siting stage. Expanding the scope of the

EIS to cover all possible sizes, types and locations would be possible,

but an expanded EIS would be much more costly, time consuming, and

difficult to use. The agency does not believe that the additional

benefits of an expanded EIS, if any, would be worth the added costs.

23. This question is essentially the same as the last part of question 6

on page 3.

24. A. Where should non-utility. non-government people impact in the process?

People have and will continue to impact the process at all levels.

Because the regulatory processes that govern the size. type, timing,

location and environmental control decisions for new facilities are
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determined by rules promu,lgated under Chapter 15 rule maFdng procedures,

individuals should have an impact on the rule-making process. The EQB!

the MEA, and other state agencies have worked to get non-government

non-utility people to participate in rule-making hearings. As a

result, the new rules are much better than the ones previously in effect.

People should also participate in the public hearings conducted under

the rules governing each decision process. This input is particularly

important at the need and siting stages because of the size, type,

, timing and location decisions.

24. B. Should these people be funded?

There are various approaches which could be tried, including funding!

public advisors, and public legal council. One of the difftculties

with funding is to decide which points of view should be funded. The

state is currently using a pUblic advisor, but the effectiveness of

this approach has not yet been determined.

25. A. What market forces in the economic sense exists for utilities?
- ' '

These market forces include the rapidly increasing costs of capital,

fuel. new facilities, and the relative prices of fuel oil, natural

gas and other alternatives.

25. B. What incentives exist for holding costs down?

The most major incentive ;s probably recent Public Service Commission

rulings coupled with fact that stockholders want a reasonable return

on their investments. The other major incentive is the fact that

most rate payers are unhappy with the rapidly rising rates.
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26. A. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process?

Refer to the Peter Vanderpoel and John Millhone letters.

26. B. What would you change about the process?

Same letter.

26. C. What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how should
it be changed?

The EIS/permit process. Refer to the Vanderpoel and Millhone letters.

27. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolis buy NSP plants,
should the government operate the utilities?

No. There is plenty of evidence that the government cannot operate

competitively with private enterprise. In addition~ the value of the

plant and equipment owned by that state's electric utilities exceeds

3 billion dollars.

(

28. How is the uncertainty in the process effected judicial reView,
hearing examiner process, and opposed time constraints?

This question should be referred to the Attorney General IS office.
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QUESTIONS FOR ELECTRICAL UTILITIES

(

Personnel Question

1. How many professional personnel are employed by your activity? Please break this
down by research, EIS, enforcement, forecasting, need determination. cost analysis.
conservation. alternative technologies, other.

Certificate of Need Questions
2. How do you determine need for a new facility?

3. How is the decision for determining size. type. timing. ~nd location of new facili
ties, lines, and substations actually made?

4. What factors do you weigh in these decisions and how are they weighed? (Please ad
dress the factors of cost, environment, transportation. fuel source and availability,
political climate and any others you use for each of the three decisions of size,
type, and location).

5. Can location factors affect size and type decisions? How? Should they?

6. Should the type of facility be
What criteria should be used?
facility?

determined in a different manner than is now used?
Is there any factor that should override a type of

7__ Where,. ideally in. the legal process should size, type, and location decisions be
made?

Conservation Questions ..
( 8. Please explain your conservation program. What direction do you see your conserva-

tion program taking in the future? Should a conservation program affect the need
decision or size determination? Conservation is Minnesota's energy policy: how could
it affect electrical demand. in the future?

9. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end energy use needs? Include au.
evaluation of temperature levels and reliability as factors in the determination of
technology.

Environmental Questions
10. How do you determine environmental and .health impacts of proposed facilities? Be

specific.

11. Are the agency position papers required to be submitted under Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 116H.13 adequate for determining the health and environmental effects of a
proposed facility? Why? .~

12. l~en should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need is issued? After the
Certificate of Need, but before the siting process commences? After the siting pro
cess. but before permits are issued for plants to be build? Never? A combination
thereof (please specify)? Other?

13. What should an EIS cover? Size? Type? Location decisions? Alternate technologies?
Alternative mechanisms to meet demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.)?

( \ 14. Should an EIS be done on total end use energy requirements for Minnesota? l~y?

Electrical Rate Structure Questions
15. What forecasting technique or techniques do you use to determine need? Please pro-
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the util....:.·
rank order

vide a brief description on your forecasting technique.

16. When you determine your forecast for demand of electricity, do you know who the usE
will be and what the energy will be used for?

17. What is your projected demand for new facilities from now until 2025?

18. How do you determine your rate increase requests? How much capital investment do you
have in plants, lines offices, maintenance equipment, etc.? What is the total oper
ating expense for each plant, line, etc. each year? How have these costs changed?
How do you expect them to change in the future? \fuat is your total yearly budget?

19. Historically, what is your cost per kilowatt hour by plant and total for your company?

20. Do you own or plan to buy any companies involved in fuel supply, transportation, plant
construction, etc.? Do you own any other companies? Please provide a copy of your
state charter, articles of incorporation, and by-laws.

21. How many rate increases have you asked for in the last ten years? How many have been
granted in full or fractional amounts (please specify)? Do you have a rate increase
request in progress now? If yes, for how much? Do you anticipate any rate increase
requests in the near future?

22~ Should the Public Service Commission have input via rate determination in the size,
type, and location decisions?

23. What market forces in the economic sense exist for utilities? What incentives exist
for holding costs down? : ( .

Policy Questions
·24. Who should make the final decision on size, type, and location decisions:

ity? An administrative agency? The legislature? Or other? \fuy? Please
the factors you feel should be considered in making the final decision.

25. Where should non-utility, non-governmental people impact in the process? At the EIS
stage? In courts? In hearings? Other (please specify)? Should these people be
funded? Why or why not?

26. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energy process? What would you change
about the process? What is the most time-consuming aspect of the process and how or
should it be changed?

27. In light of the recent suggestion that Minneapolis should buy NSP plants, should the
government operate the utilities? Why or why not?

28. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial review, the hearing examiner
process, and imposed time constraints? Should any of these factors be changed? If
50, why? How do these factors affect uncertainty?

(

PR/jb
10/6/78
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aOlLeD pOLOBR assocfo"tlOO
(~lk r<i{)(~r<, rT1inr.2(~~ot(J S.~.~30 • pr2()n(~ 6B!-441-3121

November 7, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17
State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

In response to your request for input in evaluating
the administrative and regulatory process governing
electric utilities in Minnesota, please find enclosed
a copy of United Power Association's (UPA) response.

Once the final report is complete, we would like to
receive a copy.

Sincerely,

UNITED POWER ASSOCIATION

~~~
Philip O. Martin, General Manager

POM/AJR/mz

Enclosure

c./
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UNITED PO~ffiR ASSOCIATION'S

RESPONSE TO ENERGY PROCESS STUDY gUESTIONS

United Power Association (UPA) is a generation and transmission

cooperative which receives insured loans and guarant~ed loans

from the Rural Electrification Administration (P~A). Therefore,

we must abide by the many rules and regulations as set forth"

by REA in the conduct of our business of providing reliable

and reasonable cost electricity to our 15 member systems. See

Attachment A, pages H-l, H-2, and Hap 1 for a listing of

UPA's members, service area, and a description of UPA~

The following is a listing of UPA's responses to your questions:

PERSONNEL gUESTION

"

(

1. How many professional personnel are employed by your
activity? Please break this do,VTI by research, EIS,
enforcement, forecastin , need determination, cost
ana ysis, conservation, alternative techno ogies, other.

Research--l

EIS--2

Forecasting--l

Cost analysis--2

Conservation--l

Alternative technologies--l

Other (Management)--3

-1-
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CERTIFICATE OF NEED QUESTIOHS

2. How do you determine need for a new facility?

By performing a Power Requirements Study as described

in REA Bulletin 120-1. (copy attached)

3. for determininrr size, type, tirninn ,
acfITtles-,-lines, and -S-UbS fafions

By performing engineering studies such as A) optimized

generation planning; B) environmental impact;

C) feasibility; D) load flow; E) present worth analysis;

and F) cost benefit analysis.

4. What factors do
... ......'"

"

This is a tremendously complicated process because all

the factors impact on each other. At UPA, we look at

the three major factors of cost, environmental impact,

and reliability. The final decision is based on a

weighing of these three factors. Iiowever, if all

things are equal, then cost weighs more heavily on

the final decision.

-2-
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5. ,Can location factors affect size and type decisions?

Yes.

How?

In the case of generation, the requirement for cooling

water and also the fuel supply will vary with the

location, type and size of facility. In the case of

transmission, we must consider the distance to where

the power is being delivered. This will have an effect

on' the size and type.

Should they?

Yes.

I
I(

6. Should the type of facility be determined in a different
manner than is now used?

No.

vfuat criteria should be used?
"

Cost, environmental impact, and r~liability.

Is there any factor that should override a type of
facility?

Yes, demonstrated health effects.

(

7. 1ihere, ideally in the legal process should size, type,
and location decisions be made?

After the need has been ascertained.

-3-
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CONSERVATION QUESTIONS

8. Please explain your conservation program.

UPA, together with its fifteen member systems, is at

this very moment putting together a comprehensive conservation

program. Therefore, it is not available as an attachment

at· this time.

Wh~t direction do you see your conservation program
taking in the future?

Increasing.

Should a conservation ro ram affect the need decision
or size etermination?

If a conservation program is successfu~, it will, by

the very nature of it, defer need but not necessarily

affect size.

Conservation is Minnesota's energy policy; how could
it affect electrical demand in the future?

Conservation is only a part of Minnesota's energy

policy. Also, you need to define what it is you are

trying to conserve. For example, if we follow the

federal energy policy of conserving oil and natural gas,

it will then increase demand for electrical energy

because of the source ?hift factor. Therefore, before

we can answer the question, we need to define what it is

we are trying to conserve because this could have a

large effect on the demand for electricity.

(

-4-
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9. How do you determine the "right" technology to meet end
, energy use needs?

The "right" technology must first of all be demonstrated

technology that is available on a competitive and reliable

basis, consistent with the environmental rules and

regulations. UPA uses an optimized generation mix

computer program to determine our generation needs. This

computer code optimizes the cost of base load,· intermediate

load, and peaking type generation that is required in

order to fulfill our load requirements. Also, load

management systems are used to change the load to

fit the existing generation.

Include an evaluation of temperature levels and reliability
as factors in the determination of the technology.

Based on our corporate mission of providing reliable

electric service at reasonable cost to our members, we

are continuqusly evaluating state of the art technologies

to generate and transmit electricity. As a part

of that evaluation, we must always be cognizant of the

part of the country that we live in here in Minnesota ..

Since electricity becomes a vital part of staying alive in

Minnesota during the coldest days of the winter, we

must have a transmission system that is designed to

withstand these elements so that we can provide

electricity to our consumers during these severe days.

Therefore, UPA is very conservative when-it comes to

applying new technology that is temperature sensitive.

-5-
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Technologies which may be applicable in other areas

'of the United States, may not be applicable in Minnesota,

e.g. solar plants, tidal, geothermal, etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL gUESTIOHS

10. How do you determine environmental and health impacts
of proposed facilities? Be specific.

As we stated, UPA receives insured loans or loan

guarantees from the REA. Since federal monies are

involved in the construction of new facilities, UPA is

required to adhere to regulations established by REA

under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

Such regulations specify in great detail the requirements

to be followed for assessing the environcental and

health impacts of proposed major facilities (i.e., high

voltage tra~smission lines in excess of 200 kV and

generating plants greater than 2S l~J.). The environmental

assessment required to be performed by UPA for these

major facilities forms the basis for a federal environmental

impact statement (FEIS) to be issued by REA and commented

on by many federal and state agencies prior to the

issuance of loan funds for the proposed project. The

FEIS is duplicative in almost all' respects to 'the state

process. Even though both the state and federal regulations

provide for a joint EI5, our experience has been that

the responsible federal or state agency is reluctant

to issue a single joint document and would prefer to

duplicate efforts. This procedure is covered under

REA Bulle tin 20- 21. (copy at tached)

-0-
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At the Certificate of Need stage, detail of design and

location of proposed facilities are not yet available.

Therefore, specific questions relating to environmental

and health effecta are not addressable in position papers

required to be submitted by permitting state agencies.

However, the position of these agencies regarding the

health and environmental effects of various types of

generating and transmission facilities located in various

assumed settings are appropriate and may be useful for
I

inclusion in the record of the Certificate of Need process.

In other words, it is possible only to discuss environmental

and health effects of proposed facilities in a generic

or broad term.

.,

It appears to us that there has been a move by various

environmental organizations and even some state agencies

to use the three step regulatory process (need-siting-EIS)

to so delay and confuse a proposed project that eventually

the project is abandoned. We believe it to be the

policy of the state not to stop the construction of

needed generation and transmission facilities but to establish

in an orderly way after the need for such facilities

has been determined where they are to be.located, what

the impact of such facilities will be on the people of

this state and their environment, and to mitigate such

impacts to the extent consistent with reasonable cost

and limited resources. However, there has been a

-7-
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growing tendency noted to use the sound regulatory

-framework established in this state to delay and halt

projects for which the need has been adequately demonstrated

and certified, all in the name of environQental protection.

12. vfuen should an EIS be done? Before the Certificate of Need
is issued? After the Certificate of Need, but before the
siting process commences? After the siting process, but
before ermits are issued for lants to be built? Never?
A co~bination thereo lease s eci ? Or other?

An EIS should not be done before a Certificate of Need

is' issued. It would appear to us that the most logical

time to prepare the EIS is coincidental with the sitin~

process but before plant permits are issued.

13. Hhat should an EIS cover? Size? T Location decisions?
A ternate technolo ies? Alternative mec anisms to meet

, conservation, Erice incentives, etc. ?

An EIS should cover the environmental impact of a type of

facility at~a particular location(s). The size and

alternate technologies and alternative mechanisms to meet

demand (conservation, price incentives, etc.) should

be limited to the Certificate of Need process.

14. Should an EIS be done on total end use ener
r or Minnesota? \~y?

Yes, because firms or individuals burning fuel oil or

coal for their use taken individually, will have very

little environmental impact. HO\o1ever. when taken in

total, the environmental impact is quite great. Example,

in automobile emission. Also, consideration should be

given to specific locations.

-8-
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ELECTRICAL RKfE STRUCTURE

15. What forecasting technique or techniques do you use
to determine need? Please provide a brief description
on your forecasting technique.

See pages H-3 through UPA-l of Attachment B.

16. When you determine your forecast for demand of
electricity, do you know who the users will be and
what the energy will be used for?

See pages UPA-2 and UPA-3 of Attachment C.

17. What is your projected demand for new facilities from
now until 20257

Future facilities for UPA are discussed in pages H-8

through H-lO of Attachment B.

"

The 1978 Advance Forecast Report to the Minnesota

Environmental Quality Board (MEQB) which was submitted

by the Minnesota/Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group

contains UPA's projected demand.

18.' How do you determine your rate increase requests?

UPA is a cooperative electric utility which is governed.

by a 2l-member Board of Directors composed of members

of the distribution cooperatives who o~m-UPA. Rates

are set.by the Board of Directors after very careful

review of annual budgets prepared by UPA Management.

These rates must be adequate to cover certain financial

ratios that are called for in the mor.tgage between

-9-
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UPA and REA and other lenders. As a cooperative, rates

are set by the people who use the electric service.

In other words, the same people who establish rates pay

.the rates. These rates must, however, meet certain

requirements established by P~A and require their approval .

. How much capital investment do you have in plants, lines
offices, maintenance eguipment, etc?

UPA maintains investment records by individual accounts

that make up electric utility plant. A summary follows:

Capital Investment Utility Plant (1977) .

Balance
End of Year

Total Intangible Plant
Total Steam Production Plant
Total Nuclear Production Plant
Total Hydro Production Plant
Total Other Production Plant
Total Production Plant
Land and Land Rights
Structures and Improvements
Station Equipment
Other Transmission Plant
Total Transmission Plant
Land and Land Rights
Structures and Improvements
Station Equipment
Other Distribution Plant
Total Distribution Plant
Total General Plant
Electric Plant in Service
Electric Plant Purchased or Sold
Electric Plant Leased to Others
Electric Plant Held for Future Use
Completed Const. Not Classified
Acquisition Adjustments
Other Utility Plant
Nuclear Fuel Assemblies

Total Utility Plant in Service
Construction Work in Progress

Total Utility Plant

-10-

$ 2,505
34,323,946

3,758,447
38,082,393
·2,911,117

116,962
12,159,638
26,635,424 _
41,823,141'-

199,476

10,864,,623

11,064,099
7,439,514

98,411,652
92

$ 98,411,744
270,065,900

$368,477,644

(
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lant,
costs cfianged?

Although s~parate records of operation and maintenance

expenses are maintained for generating stations (with the

exception of diesel plants which are combined), transmission

lines and substations and distribution substations are

presently recorded as a unit~ A summary follows:

Statement of Operations

1976

$ 1,205,259

4,023,315
14,788,174

2,436,086
224,855

(

(

Operation Expense-Production
excluding fuel

Operation Expense-Production-Fuel
-Other Pwr. Supply
-Transmission
-Distribution
-Consumer Accts.
-Cons.Serv.& Info.
-Sales _
-Adm. & General

Total Operation Expense
Maint. Expense-Production

-Transmission
-Distribution
-General Plant

Total Maintenance Expense
Depreciation & Amortization Exp.
Taxes
Interest on Long-term Debt
Interest Charged to Const.-Credit
Other Deductions
Total Cost of Electric Service

-11-

2,142
1,567,242

24,247,073
1,927,688

343,303
86,751

134,435
2,492,177
2,869,931
1,566,811
5,075,480

(3,434,052)
137,981

$32,955,401

1977

$ 1,278,412

5,029,541
20,091,398
2,878,980

246,185

3,038
1,715,750

31,243,304
2,645,167

306,430
62,349

134,924
3,148,869
3,120,614
2,358,461

13,257,340
(11,278,882)

174,573
$42,024,282



Production Report (1, OOOs of' $)

Diesel Plants Elk River Station Stanton Station
1976 1977 1976 1~~7 1976 1977

Total Production Cost $ 346.9 $ 33"0.9 $ 968.2 $ 878.5 $ 5,8L~1.2 $ 7,565.7.
Net Generation (H\·nI) 3,373.3 2,691. 2 16,924.0 19,229.0 900,076.0 884,375.0

Average Cost, $/M\ffi 102.8 122.8 57.2 L~5. 7 6.5 8.6

Production % of Investment 9.2 8.8 9.7 8.e 18.9 24.1

Transmission and Distribution (l,OOOs of $)

Power Distribution
Lines Substations Substations

I 1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977
t-'

I.....
N .l:--
I Total O&H Cost $2,283.4 $2,696.1 $ 496.0 $ 410.2 $ 311.6 $ 288.5 f

Hiles of Line 1,930.6 2,017.8

Capacity (KVA) --- --- 1,050.1 1,150.1 583.9 611.8
Cost per Mile of Line

O&M 1.2 1.3

Investm~nt 14.4 14.6

Cost per KVA ($)
0.36O&M --- --- 0.47 0.53 0.47

Investment --- --- II. 53 10.61 17.11 18,08
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How do you expect them to change in the future?

It is anticipated that these costs will increase

substantially in the future.

What is your total yearly budget?

The total revenue of UPA in 1978 is expected to

reach $57 million. The 1979 Operating Budget

recently approved by the Board of Directors

estimates a revenue of $74.9 million.

(1) These are diesel peaking plants which are used infrequently;
- .

therefore, the cost per ~~l is extremely high.

-13-
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20. Do you o\Yn or plan to buy any companies involved in

fuel supply, transportation, plant construction, etc?

, No plans at this time ..

Do you O\Yn any other companies?

No.

of your. state charter, articles
Y-la\vs .

. See attached Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws as

amended January 12, 1976.

21. last

Not applicable since UPA rates are determined by its

consumer/owners and REA.
.'

aecisions?

No; however, more consideration to cost must be given

in the determination of size, type and location during

the energy process. Therefore, a PSC member·shoulcl be·

placed on the MEQB.

23. What market forces in the economic·sense exist for
utilities?

Competition between utilities to keep costs dovm.

What incentives exist for holding costs down?

UPA is a cooperative; as such. we are dedicated to

providing electrical service at cost.

-14-
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POLI,CY QUESTIONS

24. vfuo should make the final decision on size, type, and
location decisions: the utility? An administrative
agency? The legislature? Or other?

The utility with input from the public and governmental

review.

Why?

Because the utility has the expertise to best determine

the needs of its consumers and furth<7rTI1ore, it has the

obligation to provide for the needs of its consumers.

Therefore, it is in the best position to balance the

cost, environmental impact, and reliability factors.

However, this. process should still allow sufficien~

governmental revie1;v to ensure the protection of the

public interest.

"

Please rank order the factors you feel should' be
considered in making the final decision.

See Question 4.

25. Where should non-utility, non-governmental people impact
in the process? At the EIS stage? In courts? In
hearings? Other (please specify)?

In hearings.

Should these people be funded?

No.

-15-
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Why or \vhy not?

,Because people who are truly interested in the decision

that is being made will not require funding. Funding

will only lead to a greater participation of professional

or organized intervenors. Suc~ participation does not

lead to decisions which truly benefit the public but only

add unnecessary costs to the project. Also, they are

already funded by private organizations.

26. What do you feel is wrong with the existing energz
process?

1. takes too long

2. allows too much interagency overlap

3. insufficient interagency and intra-agency communications

4. is duplicative

5. is too complicated

6. allows too much legal intervention
"

~Vhat would you change about the process?

These functions should be better allocated "and coordinated

between the different state agencies.

What is the most
ana now or shoul

ect of the process

The most time-consuming aspect of the process is the

number of studies that are required and the time required

to perform these studies. They have become a monstrosity

of unnecessary detail; therefore, the process must be

simplified.

-16-
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_u __0"_ -- _ .. - recent suggestion that Hinneapolis
. ~." .._~ lants, should the government operate'

Why-or-wtly not?

The suggestion that Minneapolis buy NSP plants has

little to do with this question. The electric utility

industry in 'the USA provides better electric service

to the consumers than any other electric industry in the

world today because of its makeup ; i.e .• --investor-owned,

public power districts, cooperatives, municipalities and

state and federal government.

.>

(

(

28. How is uncertainty in the process affected by judicial
review, the hearing examiner process, and imposed time
constraints?

Under the present process, a utility can never establish

when construction can'begin without being challenged in the

courts.

Should any of these factors be changed?
"

Yes.

If so, why?

There should be some cutoff point in the process where

more legal intervention would require posting of a bond

which is commensurate with the delay costs.

How do these factors affect uncertainty?

It would eliminate the uncertainty that after a point in

time there could not be any more legal challenges to the

decisions made during the legal process._ As it is right now,

you get challenged in the county courts. state court. and

federal court systems and you can be tied up .in legal battles fo

years and years and years. You never know when you have the

legal right to go ahead with construction without further

legal intervention.
., "7
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GENERALIZED COH~'lENTS

As a cooperative electric utility, we are required to serve

all who request electric service. Many times those

requesting electric service are very remote from existing

electric facilities. This results in the rural electric

cooperatives having fewer cqnsumers per mile of line than other

electric utilities in the state. Approximately 65% 'of the cost

of providing electric energy to the end user is contained in the

cost of wholesale power. If the cooperatives are to serve their

member-owners with dependable electric power at a cost they

'can afford, the wholesale price must be kept at an absolute

minimum. Over regulation and unnecessary governmental

involvement only tends to increase the cost with no offsetting

benefit. We believe there should be a cost/benefit analysis made

by state agencies prior to adopting positions which do little
"

other than increase the price of electric energy. We would

suggest this be called a financial impact statement. -There

has to be additional coordination among state agencies with

a dedication of all to keep costs at an absolute minimum~

Respectfully Submitted by,

UNITED POWER ASSOCIATION

\.
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November 7, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan
Science and Technology Project
Room 17 State Capitol
St. Paul, MN 55155

RE: Energy Process Study Questionnaire

Gentlemen:

Cooperative Power Association is pleased to have the opportunity to
contribute to the study being undertaken by the Subcommittee on Science
and Technology of the Legislative Coordinating Commission. Due to the
short amount of time allowed for responses, not all of the questions posed
have been addressed, nor are some of the responses as specific as would be
desirable. However, CPA has attempted to convey to the Subcommittee as
much of the requested information and views as it can, emphasizing points
of greatest concern.

I hope this response will be useful in the Subcommittee's study of the
Energy Process.

Sincerely,

T. V. Lennick, General Manager
Cooperative Power Association

Enclosure

WK:sia

ALJ.

3316 West 66th Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435 612/925-4556
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RESPONSE

by

COOPERATIVE POWER ASSOCIATION

to

ENERGY PROCESS QUESTIONNAIRE

2-4. As an association of rural electric cooperatives, Cooperative
Power Association (CPA) must prepare a Power Requirements Study
according to Rural Electrification Administration (REA) guidelines
(REA Bulletin 120-1). CPA also employs an econometric model of
energy requirements as a method of independent validation of
the Power Requirements Study.

When CPA management determines from the Power Requirement Study
that new facilities are needed, authorization ;s obtained from the
CPA Board of Directors to make applications for appropriate certi
ficates and permits.

For large electric power facilities, need, size, type, timing and
location are all determinations made by the Minnesota Energy
Agency (MEA) and the Minnesota Environmentql Quality Board (MEQB).
Their determinations are made according to rules promulgated pur
suant to chapters 116~ 1160 and 116H of the Minnesota Statutes.
In order to establish need, CPA must fulfill the requirements of

,the state IS rul es. .

Factors to be considered in proposing a facility are numerous and
are prescribed by rule by the state. The objective of the utility
is to arrive at a cost-effective and environmentally sound technology •.
Political climate becomes a factor in utility planning during the
licensing process and is now very much of a problem for electric
utilities. However, weighing political factors is not a precise
science, especially when there is no concensus among the public,
utilities and regulators as to type, size and location of facilities.

":"",

(

5. Location factors can influence size and type decisions. Factors
such as water availability, air quality, distance from a railroad,
fuel type and availability, compatibility with existing land use,
location of the load centers or system deficiencies, and legal
prohibitions or guidelines are all factors associated with location
which can affect plant size or type.

When considering whether need determination should preceed or
succeed site designation, thought should be given to the objectivity
that would be lost from the need certification process if the site
were already determined. Local residents would possibly exert
undue pressure on decision~makers if they are unhappy with the siting
decision. On the other hand, if need determination follows siting
of a facility, need forecasting can be expected to be mo~e accurate
if it occurs later in the process and would allow utilities more
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flexibility in their planning.
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6-7. A comprehensive, interrelated process for addressing need and siting
issues has evolved over the past 5 years which represents a great
deal of effort by the Legislature, state agencies, utilities and the.
public. The process provides a forum for the investigation of the
energy and environmental aspects of every important issue, including
type. The public has access to the process and the process is pre
dictable and finite. Furthermore, utilities, government agencies and
the public are becoming more familiar with the process, its sequence
and timing, and participation on all sides is becoming more extensive
and effective.

8. A system-wide conservation program is currently under development at
CPA which will emphasize home insulation as the most beneficial con
servation measure. Each of our 19 co-ops is engaged in some form of
insulation program and conservation information distribution. In
the future, we anticipate spending more staff time on promoting con
servation system-wide and on coupling conservation programs with peak
shaving programs and a system of automated controls on certain appliances.
Conservation has already had an effect on our decisions on future gen
eration needs.

9. For energy production and transmission, technologies are determined
by attempting to optimize the cost of environmentally acceptable and
reliable technologies.

10. Prior to the selection of a particular technology for a proposed
facility, potential impacts for all relevant environmental parameters
are quantified and examined in order to select an environmentally sound
technology. ~lhen necessary, models are designed or consultants hired
to predict environmental effects of the alternatives being examined.
When a particular technology is proposed for a facility, all potential
impacts for all relevant environmental parameters are quantified as
required for various permits and certificates.

Adverse health impacts are avoided by designing facilities which are
capable of adhering strictly to those state and federal rules and
regulations which are designed to protect the public health and welfare.
Specific facility design features and the engineering, construction and
operation of large electric power facilities are also governed by the
National Electric Safety Code which has been adopted as the state's
safety code, and by conditions of numerous construction and operating
permits.

State agencies make the actual "determinations" of environmental and
health impacts of proposed facilities. Existing state and federal
policy, in the form of legislation protecting certain "critical" lands,
for instance, or regulations limiting air, water, solid and hazardous \
waste emissions, go a long way in predetermining what is an acceptable .
facility and where.
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15. '
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The question of content and timing of EIS's on large electric energy
facilities is a.complex one which requires a thorough understanding
of the interrelationship of several laws. The Minnesota Environmental
Policy Act (MEPA), the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act (MERA), the
f1innesota Environmental Quality Board Act, the Power Plant Siting Act
(PPSA) and the Minnesota Energy Agency Act (MEAA), all influenc~ the
content and timing of EIS's on large electric energy facilities.
Furthermore, these laws must be read together so that the specific
dictates of the PPSA and the MEAA are fol1o't,ed as well as the over"all
objectives of the MEPA ahd MERA. The Minnesota Environmental Quality
Board (MEQB) has been established as the agency with authority to
interpret and insure proper administration of these laws.

The I1EQB has established by rule (6 r,1CAR 3,025G) the environmental
review process for large electric power facilities. The procedure
outlined in these rules is intended to consider potential environmental'
effects of proposed facilities early in the sequential decision-making ,
process, where they are most appropriately considered, while eliminating
duplication by reducing repeated consideration of identical issues at
each stage of the process. .

The procedure requires that an EIS-like environmental report be pre
pared by agency staff at each stage of the certification process.
The report must be prepared in time for the public hearings held at
that stage of the process. It must examine the environmental issues
relevant to the decision being made at that stage of the process.
These environm~ntal reports, and. the EIS at the last stage, include
a summary of previous environmental report~ to give perspective to
the environmental issues.

As mentioned earlier, CPA uses the REA method in forecasting need,
backed up with an econometric model. REA forecasting procedures
are based upon mathematical trending of historic consumption of
electricity. These procedures are used to develop the Power Require
ment Study. There are thre~ objectives of this study:

1) Identification of types and magnitudes of
system loads;

2) To provide a breakdown of system energy consumption
requirements;

3) Development of estimated peak system demand for
each forecast year. '

The data base used to develop the forecast consists of:

1) Billing data of member co-ops;

2) The history of the number of consumers and
the average electrical consumption per
consumer;

3) Pu~chased power sales; and

4) The sales history of each member co-op.
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For further explanation of the CPA forecasting technique, please
refer to the "1978 ADVANCE FORECASTING REPORT TO THE MINNESOTA
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD" submitted by the Minnesota/Hisconsin
Power Supplier1s Group. For a specific example of an application
for a Certificate of Need, and attendant justification prepared
by CPA please refer to "APPLICATION for CERTIFICATE OF NEED for
LARGE HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION LINE and ASSOCIATED FACILITIES",
submitted jointly by Cooperative Power Association and United
Power Association. Both items should be available in the Legis
lative Reference Library.

16. Yes.

17. See "1978 ADVANCE FORECAST REPORT TO THE MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY BOARD" which is a fifteen year forecast. No firm projections
have been made beyond the early 1990 1s.

18. CPA is a non-profit association of rural electric cooperatives which
buys and generates electricity to sell wholesale to its 19 member
distribution cooperatives. Wholesale prices are set to cover the
costs of producing or buying the electricity. Hholesale power costs
are rapidly increasing at present. CPA expects the wholp-sale price
of electricity to its 19 co-op members to approximately double by
the end of 1979. Another sharp increase will occur as Coal Creek
Generating Station Unit 2 comes on line in 1980. After 1980, rate
changes should be smaller.

~. CPA is a non-profit association of rural electric cooperatives. The
major incentive that exists for holding down costs comes from the
co-op philosophy. Consumer reaction to rate increases has a force-
ful effect on holding increases to a minimum. Rate increases exper
ienced by CPA can be attributed to the increased cost of environmental. _
controls, skyrocketing fuel ·costs, and by the increasing cost of-money.

In the past five years, interest rates on REA funds have soared from
2% to 8.7%. The impact of the interest, rate increase on CPA customers
will be significant due to CPA's need to construct new facilities to
meet its load requirements.

24-25.
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26.

tied up unnecessarily in administrative o'r other legal forums' and'
identical issues would not be reconsidered for every project.

As is indicated in the statement prepared for the Minnesota/Wisconsin
Power Suppliers Group, many problems have. been experienced by electric
ut.i1 ity compani es whi ch have attempted to secure need and siting cer
tification from the State of Minnesota. The problems have generally
resulted in very bad publicity for utilities and government, and in
added costs which must be absorbed by consumers of electricity. The
problems encountered have occurred at every stage of the sequential
licensing process, and each application ;s usually plagued with its
own unique problems.

Many factors have contributed to the problems. For instance, in a
public forum it is very difficult to resolve issues as complex as those·
surrounding energy facility need and siting certification. Complex
issues are understood differently by different interests. While the
energy facility need and siting certification processes invite input
from all interests, they also demand resolution of the issues. Because
there is often no concensus opinion, one result of a need or siting
decision can be disappointment and misunderstanding.

Nobody expected that the problems encountered in the need process, and
expecially in the siting process, would be as severe as they have been.
Few utility or government staffs were prepared or experienced to deal
effectively with the hostility that was the reaction to proposed new
energy facilities. Recent projects have been going much more smoothly,
largely because utilities, government and the pUblic have learned much
from experience with the complex energy need and siting certification
processes. As mentioned earlier, participation on all sides is becoming
more extensive and effective. For this reason, it is important not to
make major jurisdictional changes in the process.

It is imperative to the utility industry and the general public to
maintain a process which is predictable and finite. Increasing govern
ment regulation and public participation in the utility planning process
has become a very expensive matter. While it has been determined that
it is necessary to inject these social and environmental interests into
the utility decision-making process, economic considerations must
remain as a very important factor. It has been predicted that the
utility industry will require 10% of the nation's total capital market
in the fifteen year period, 1976-1990. This is a substantial amount
for anyone industry and if that money is not wisely invested, it means
there will be just that much less money available for other important
uses such as home mortgages.

As competition for money increases, interest rates go up. For REA
financed co-ops they've gone up over 400% in the past five years. Any
capital expenditure which does not have a sound justification exerts
an inflationary force on the nation's economy. This is becaus'e, in
effect, too great a price is being paid for the "goods" received.

28. Judicial re~iew under MERA can have the effect of undermining the pro
cedures established under the PPSA. Suits can be brought with little
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grounds, at any time, changing the forum for investigation from a
public forum to the courts, effectively excluding many who have
participated in good faith.

Judicial review under MERA also poses a problem because the standards
for review are different under MERA than they are under PPSA.

MERA was intended to serve as a vehicle for concerned persons to
obtain a civil remedy for actions which will pollute, impair or
destroy protectable natural resources. MERA was enacted in 1971 when
little or no other environmental legislation was in existence. The
PPSA painstakingly provides access to the decision-making process and
civil remedies for aggreived persons within 60 days of an action.
Actions taken pursuant to PPSA and MEAA should be exempted from MERA.
This would have the effect of forcing the issues before the MEA and
the MEQB during the power plant siting hearings rather than waiting
until the decision is made and then seeking judicial relief.

('
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Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology project
Room 17,. state Capitol
.St. paul, MN 55155
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Dea r Mr ~ Reagon:

This is in response to Representative Gordon 0 0 Voss's letter'
dated October 6th in regard to the questionnaire he sent to
this Cooperative. We will try to answer his questions to the
best of our ability.

(
~

Under Personnel Question No.1, this Cooperative has 32 employees
. in all categories. We are involved with distribution only. We
do not own a transmission line, nor do we own. a substation. On

. occasion, we are involved in some research with one employee.
No one needs to be concerned about an environmental impact state
m~t nor enforcement." We have two employees involved with fore-
'casting and need determination. We are always involved with
cost analysis, because we try to serve at cost as nearly as is
possible. As far as conservation is concerned, we are enclosing
with this letter a Conservation policy that we recently drew up
for the Board of Directors to' consider. Alternative technologies
are usually left up to our power supplier, the United Power Asso
ciation of Elk River, Minnesota. ~e a~e, of course, interested
in technologies, such as solar, because we want to work with the
memb.ership to their 'best advantage whenever we can.

(

Under Certificate of Need Questions, number 2, the need for
new generation facilities is handled by the United Power Associa
tion. Power Requirement Studies ar~,also required by th~ Rural
Electrification Administration as well as UPA. In this regard, we
analyze needs of.each class of customers. We visit with all large
commercial customers. We receive information from the State Demo
grapher'soffice. We work with the County' Planning Commis~ion, City
of Willmar Chamber of Commerce in regard to growth patterns and busi
ness developments in the area, as well as building trends, interest
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(
rates, or whatever would have an effect on the number of peop~e wao
are moving away or moving into the area. REA is vitally interested
in the Power Re011irement Study, which is updated as loan funds are
needed, or as requirements from past studies have indicated that
present facilities are now not sufficient after long range power

_requirements have been determined by us with the help of REA and
with the help of UPA. As far as all necessary input is concerned,
UPA then has a computerized program to come up with the needed
information. Therefore~ generation facilities ~nd substations are
installed by UPA. However, system improvements, such as conductor
size, single phase, V-phase, 3-phase lines, distribution line pro
tection, power factor, and all things necessary to maintain and
operate a good distribution system a're taken care of by our operations
and maintenance engineer as well as our consulting engineer, Ulteig
Engineering, Inc., of Fargo, North Dakota. Factors such as voltage,
the cost of distribution facilities are always a facto:..-. However,
no investment is made until it is found to be necessary in order to
provide good reliable electric service.

As far as the environment is concerned, visual pollution is considered
as well as any other factor that would involve the ultimate user. (
Transportation, fuel sources and availablility are, of course, left ~

up to our power supplier, UPA.

We donlt believe location factors could effect the size of a plant
except possible for losses if the distance is gI-3at. However, the
type of a plant would be effected by the availability of fuel.

Size and location decisions, we believe, should be made by the builder,
or the generation plant owner. The type to be built probably would
get the pOliticians involved because of the concerns of people and to
what extent people have been getting true facts about various types
of facilities.

Under Conservations Questions, No.8, as I stated before, we are
sending to you a conservation policy, recently drawn up for this
Cooperative to consider. We believe conservation is extremely impor
tant and that a conservation program should affect the need, decision.
It certainly could affect electrical demand in the future if we all
conserve like we should and especially conserve through load manage
ment.

L
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Your environmental questions could best be answered by a genera
tion facility.

As indicated above, as far as forecasting techniques are concerned,
we mainly use the REA Power Requirement study and the REA Long Range
Financial Forecast. Our power supplier gets o-:·.::::::"y:.l':',_".c'h involved with
these two studies.

Yes, we do believe that when we have determined our forecast for
demand of ~lectricity, we do know what the energy will be used for.
United Power Association has recently found that it is possible that
no new facilities would be needed for a number of years, like possi
bly after 1990, assuming conservation the way we believe it may
work.

Enclosed is a copy of our 'Dy-la,·.;s and articles of incorporation.

We have asked for two rate increases during the last 10 years.
Cooperatives are not under rate re~ulation. Therefore, our last rate

( increase that went into effect, as of August 1, 1978, was approved by
'- our Board of Directors as well as REA. We have no rate increase

request in progress at the present time. We do anticipate another
~rate increase during the next few years. However, we hope to be able
-to withstand inflation pressures by simply passing on increased power
costs for the next few years.

Cooperatives are dedicated to providinq thp best possible electric
service at the lowest possible cost. This is what we are dedicated
to do. There are no stockholders or investors who have to be satis
fied. The Board of Directors serves at no remuneration except their
loss of time on their particular job and their expense~ in ~~rving

on the Board.

pOlicy Questions 24 through :8-- We answer as·foll~.~. The final
decision on size, type and location of generation facilities should
be left up to the utility. The utility business is certainly not new
and with the experience and knrnv-how that has been generated over
the years, any generation and transmission utility would certainly
be most knowledgeable in regard to these factors.

L
We rank in order of importance, the following factors that should be
considered in making the final decision:
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(
The most economical size that will t2~:a care of needs for a reasonable
length of time. The type would have to do with the accepta~ce of the
general public and the politicians, but mainly, the type should be the
one that conserves energy in the best way.

Location decision should be based on fuel supply, the environmental
impact, the cost, the availability of la:nd, the type of land that
would have to be used, the acceptance of transmission lines, and of
course, the ultimate rates for electric service and the reliability
of the service itself.

Question 26- We feel the existing energy process has much to be desired,
because first of all, it is extremely costly. It is very time-consuming .
It involves ..,any people who know little or nothing about the supplying
of energy.Due to the desire of utilities to be efficient and to get
things done, the general public is not communicated with properly in
order to gain acceptance. The most time-consuming aspect of the pro
cess are the many permits and processes that have to be followed in
order to be able to come up with a final decision. We do not believe
the government should operate utilities. A great deal of technical
know-how is required to operate u·tilities· efficiently. If a govern- ( "I

mental unit should take over any utility, the ultimate servic~ would ~

have to become more expensive or more restricted thereby lowering .the
standard of living and availability. Electrical utilities are an
extremely high investment utilty where competitbn and private enter
prise must be allowed to work the best way possible.

We hope that our answers, at least in part, to your questions will
serve some purpose and be helpful. We are convinced that a great
deal of money will be saved by the membership of this Co-op if we are
allowed to set our own rates, have our own membership regulate, so to
speak, through the democratic process of the operation of the coopera
tive.

Yours very truly,

{L/~7/'?P/~
Axel H. Johnson
Manager
AHJ/jvb
Enclosures

L
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823 MAPLE ST•• PHONE 218 • 829.282.7 • BRAINERD. MINNESOTA 56401

October 17, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science & Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

We wish to acknowledge your letter of October 6th and the
questionnaire relating to utility system planning.

(

l..

First, we should clear the point that the Crow Wing Coopera
tive Power and Light Company is an electrical distribution
cooperative only, and is a member of the united Power Assn.
who is the supplier of electrical energy and does the genera
tion and transmission to the load centers.

Our cooperative is not involved with voltage greater than
24,900. Generally, most new service extensions are placed
underground so there is a minimum of impact on the environ
ment.

\1e shall attempt to answer your questions as you list them.

Personnel Question: We have no professional personnel on
the payroll at present; the engineering and accounting is
performed on a contract basis by consulting firms.

Certificate of Need Questions: Numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
should be answered by United Power Association. They do not
apply to our cooperative.

Conservation Questions 8 and 9: Enclosed is a copy of our
energy conservation program. This has been approved by the
Rural Electrification Administration.

Environmental Questions la, 11, 12, 13 and 14 pertain to the
energy supplier which is United Powe= ~~3n.

Electrical Rate Structure Questions:

15. Forecasting is done by a computer using a logarith-

Oumed by Those if Serves
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Patrick Reagan
October 17, 1978
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mic trend, based on historical data of the previous 11
years in accordance with REA Bulletin 120-1.

16. No; however, we have a trend of the various consumer
categories.

17. Forecasts are made for five and ten year periods
only •

.18. In accordance with REA procedure, a 10-year financial
forecast is made to be submitted with each loan request
for system improvements.

The 1978 operating budget (revenue
requirernents[ were $7,921,055.

19. Do not understand whether you mean production cost
per KWH'r or K~m'r to plant investment ratio.

20. No.

(

21. Our cooperative has had four rate increases in five
years and has had three rate reductions in the five years (
previous to the inflationary trend in 1973. -

22. No way.

23. Utility companies must use long term financing be
cause of the tremendous costs necessary to provide service.
Cooperatives, such as Crow Wing Cooperative, receive 70%
of financing from REA at 5% interest and 30% financing from
private markets at 10.5% interest. If this trend continues,
there is no way that cooperatives or private utilities can
exist and maintain service as is required by law. The gov
ernments excessive and unnecessary regulation policies are
depressing the bond rating of all utilities and consequent
ly increasing the interest rates and service costs. Where
are the incentives for holding costs down? May we ask you.
The only recourse there is is poss~~~y hold any plant ex
pansion to a minimum and let the consumer accept a deterior
ating quality of service.

Policy Questions:

24. Let the utility make the decisions. Please keep poli
tics and bureaucracy out of making these decisions. You can
see the present results; there are no plans for new plants
in Minnesota at the present time, and it takes ten years ~

to put a plant on the line with the necessary red tape in 
volved. With a present growth rate of 5% compounded annual
ly, we will require plants before the 10 years are past.
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Patrick Reagan
October 17, 1978
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25. Possibly at the ELS stage and hearings. If the non
governmental people wish to participate, let them do their
own funding. You should consider the Minnesota tax payer;
he i~ carr~i~g all the load he can bear with all the bureau
cra~_= ~~~~~~~~.

26. The Unnecessary Red Tape •

. 27. I have not seen any program to this date that the gov
ernment could operate as efficiently as the private sector.
Witness, ~L2 pres~d~ ;ostal system - another system that
would be subsidized by the tax-payer.

28. Very time consuming and most expensive.

We have answered these questions as we see the problem. You may
not aq~~~ -~~th our opinion; nevertheless, from expo-;~-=a, this
is our view point.

~w .' .
'~~0LO~·JB. PolaslK

General Manager

LBP:jjo
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Mr. Patrick nc_~~n, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

Thank you for returning my phone call today and discussing the Energy
Process Study questionnaire. As I stated on the phone, we have a very
small staff and for us to take the time to fully and completely analyze,
document and supply factual honest information to all the questions,
would require more tir::e than we can commit to sl~ch an activity. We hav~

twenty-six employees, which include the 1ine personnel for the mainten
ance and construction of the line, the billing and collecting department,
the accounting department and management people, therefore, you can see
that we operate thin and close to the belt and can only commit a certain
amount of tlme to replying to questionnaires.

I would like to skim through the questionnaire and make short statements
and I will head these by the question number and, therefore, my anSWers
will be short and expl icit.

Under Certificate of Need questions. At the present time We are not
required to secure for the State of Minnesota a Certificate of Need.
We do not operate generating facil ities with the exception of a small
stand-by diesel plant. Our power is purchased wholesale and it appears
that the question relative to the Certificate of Need is pointed at
generating facilities rather than distribution 1ines.

I would like to comment to this extent that our determinations for new
faci llties is made after a detailed engineering study based on load of
the customers, the distances Involved, the voltage drop, and economic
analysis of the voltage drop, reI iabil ity of service, that is, continuity
of service related with the condition of the old existing facil ities
that might need to be replaced. All of this is done to provide the
member-consumers of our Cooperative with reI iable service at the lowest
possible cost.

Conservation questions. As an electric cooperative, We have urged
conservation for many, many years. We urged conservation and increased
insulation in home construction twenty years ago at which time most
contractors and builders and lumber yards suggested that we probably
should see a psychiatrist. We bel ieved at that time that the insulation

U,;\\",\'!:'[) Fr' ]'!!()3I: \'iT :-TR\'C
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recommendations as establ ished were ridiculously low and that the practices
and procedures that were being carried out by the builders were subject
to question. We also over the years questioned manufacturers of electric
motors because of their cheapness of design, a~d were building orders that
had very low efficiency factors and were dissipating almost as much elec
tricity in the fall of pure heat as they were in the energy del ivered at the
shaft.

For many years we have owned an insulation blower, made it available to the
members in our area to use to insulate their homes. We promoted the con
struction of homes with six inch side walls and in many ways have worked
with our members, 4-H clubs, F.F.A. groups and others urging the efficient
utilization of electricity.

Environmental questions. Again, I believe your section On environmental
questions pertains primarily to the siting of a generating plant and again,
'as we do not construct and operate our own generation, we do not believe
that we can lend any factual information to this section.

I would like to comment briefly on question 14 and state that we still must,
as a power supplier, recognize the sovereignty of our member-consumers.
They still must make the final decision as to how much energy they will
require and how they will use it. In as much as our service area Is
primarily farm people, it is also rather difficult for the farmer, if he
Is to supply adequate food stuff, to postpone his harvesting and his crop
drying to some other time of the day or week or the month In as much as
when that crop is ready to be harvested, it must be harvested. The same
with the 1ivestock feeder. He cannot convince the brood sow at what time
of the day or the week that she should farrow and neither can the farmer
convince the cattle that need water or are to be milked that they will
have to be postponed until such time as power Is available. In the farming
business the use of energy is an absolute necessity If the farmer is to·
produce the food supplies that we need in this nation and in this world.
He. has become very productive because he has been able to use his Initiative
In developing this productivity an~ he has had available to him over the
past many years, an adequate and reliable source of electric energy to do
this work. Many times this Is not recognized when we discuss energy
requirements for the State of Minnesota.

Electric rate structure questions. There are many methods of forecasting
loads for the determination of need. Basically we can trace past history
and the projections on past history have been accurate or too little.
Again, because we serve primarily farmers, their use of energy also varies
with the weather and the crop conditions. For example - if we have a wet
fall and the corn has a high moisture content, the farmer will Use much
rr~re electricity preserving this crop so that it will be reasonable for
consumption and not spoil. This is a difficult thing to forecast from year
to year, however, we do know that over a pertod of some years the load
increase has been regular and on a very continuing pattern.

(

c.
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As to who the Users will be and what the energy will be used for, again,
it is primarily the farmer and some residential use in rural areas. Some
years ago the analysts had written off the rural areas and said the
population would decl ine and that the use of energy and so forth would
decl ine in those areas. The reverse has been true. More people have moved
to the more rural areas and in order for the farmer to maintain the pro
duction standards that are required 'and to be able to exist in the
inflationary period we find ourselves in, he has had to turn to every cost
cutting ~ractice that he c: .~~ find ar~ ~e':~lop. The ingenuity of the
farmer in the util ization of energy has been phenomenal.

Our rate increases have been based on the actual need for our cooperative.
Any so called profit, or as we call them "margins", that our association
has at the end of the year, are assigned back to the member as an over
charge and is credited to his account. This excess charge is revolved
over a period of years and, therefore, his electric service is strictly at
the cost for operating the system. Rate increases that we have had in the
recent years have been brought about by the increased cost of the generation
of electricity and have not been brought about by virtue of our expenses to
operate a distribution system. We anticipate that distribution system costs
will increase due to increased taxes, insurance, labor C0sts and so forth
and that our rates will have to be slightly modified to recognize this.
One of the things that becomes quite obvious is that if our load would
decline substantially or if it would even flatten out, the cost per kilowatt
hour would increase very rapidly due to all the fixed costs that exist and
must be maintained in order to provide the adequate service. However, we
feel as a cooperative that we charge the customer a reasonable price v/ith
a very reasonable margin to provide some funds for construction of facilities
and al i 0( this is (evolved back to him over a period of years so that in
truth, he is served at wholesale.
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the decision has been made, then it should be a requirement that the
governmental process that made that decision should help enforce that
decision and see to it that it is carried out. At the present time it
c::;;:::-- +:;;2t .:.~ :"~;:1,,1,.,,:, '~t:i1ity is burdened \vith the responsibility
of making proof of the needs, proof of the siting, and then supplying
their own law e~forcement to develop the facilities.

If we wish to destroy this nation as Russia stated many years ago that we
would do, it would be my opinion that the fastest way We could do that
would be 'the stifling of the development of an adequate energy supply
for this country. Minnesota, in effect, is an ener.gy oasis. We have a
little peat and we have a little wood. All of the energy we use must be
imported. It must come in by train, by wire or by a pipeline. And with
all of the restrictions that are being placed on the energy facilities
in Minnesota, it would appear that Minnesota in the future will have some
very trying days and that the economy of this great state may suffer
severely.

(

I realize that I have not specifically answered all of your questions,
however, I explained in my conversation that we did not have an adequate
staff to spend the necessary time to research all of the'questions and (
provide you factual answers. ~

Cooperatively yours,

?7(~~
Marvin J. Johnso
Manager

ab

"--
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/(UNESTONE
~LECTRICASSOCIATION
.,. ESTABLISHED 1935

ALEXANDRIA, MINNESOTA 56308

Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, State Capitol
St. P a u 1, HN 5 5 1 5 5

Dear Hr.'Reagan:

. - .... _.-....-~ ....;-' ~~")'

tw:;m :wr' ': '-Co"' K~"'itt::~··~1!tf.~
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~~~J ·Service is Our Only Product"

~li:U~l~\~'/ PHONE (612) 763·6641... ,,1".

October 2 6, 1"'"

(G

(

c

This is in reply to Representa[~v2 VC-'0 1~~ter of October
6th. It is refreshing to be asked for input prior to the govern
mental process; I compliment you for asking.

Since Runestone Electric Association is a Rural Electric
Cooperative (distributio~ only), I will only comment on the
questions that are applicable.

(1) Our professional engineering is done by an outside
professional engineering firm, with the assistance ·of our
staff, and the advisory and inspection assis[~.. ~e of the
Rural Electrification Administration.

(2) Need for new facilities (substations, tie lines, etc.)
is determined by voltage conditions, load to be served, and
conditions necessary to maintain the best of reliable service
to our consumers.

(3) This question is best answered by referring to #2 above.
Timing for all facilities is planned to provide service to
the customer, yet avoid the premature investment of capital
in order to keep energy costs to a minimum.

(4) Refer to #2 above.

(5) Location factors; ecological, scenic, historical, and
many others do affect our decisions, especially in whether
lines shall be routed in a particular location and whether
they shall be overhead or underground.

Esthetics are important to us; recently we completed a new
low profile substation, with underground transmission as
well as distribution that is as pleas~,.o dS such a facility
can be.
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( 6 ) Ref e r toilS abo v e .

(7) In a di~nribution system this will rarely present a
problem; the citizenry involved can reach intelligent
conclusions. Legal processes will only rais~ the cost of
the particular facility and also the cost of energy ~~ the
consumer.

(8) We are actively engaged in conservation; it is the
major concern. We believe that since Minnesota is an
"energy island", that we will be replacing petroleum
products with electrical energy, generated with coal or
lignite which is in plentiful supply.

We will be putting a maximum effort into energy conserva
tion programs of ~ll types, but expect electrical load and
consumDtion to increase in spite of our best efforts.

Enclosed is a copy of our cooperative's policy on energy
conservation.

c-

( 9 ) No co mm en t .

(10) See 115. (

(11) I believe they are. A group of people with environ
mental concerns do not agree; they have put power suppliers
in the unfortunate position of proving a negative situation
which is almost impossible and very, very expensive.

(12)

(13)

EIS be made first Qe:O~2 everything else is d~~e.

Everything.

(14) Yes - planning is essential - EIS is necessary to
planning.

(15) We forecast based on our experience - growth pattern 
projected use of known and new accounts and each classifica
tion of accounts and each area within o~ service area.

(16) To the best of our ability and with knowledge we have
available.

(17) We haven't forecasted through the year 2025.

(18) Yes, we determine rate increases to provide us with
monies only to meet our requirements. He finance capital
investments almost 100%. Our net is set to meet our finan
cing repayment schedule only. Depreciation reserves help

~
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finance some of our capital investments. Costs continue to
rise each year and we contemplate this trend to continue.
Our budget for 1978 is (was) over 4~ million dollars. This
includes investments in plant, plus operations and repayment
of principal.

(19) Not applicable.

(20)We own no other companies or interest in any.
etc. attached.

By-Laws,

(

l

(210 Two rate increases in the last 10 years; none in progress;
however, we anticipate higher wholesale power costs and
consequently increased power costs to the end user is a
realistic result.

(22) No.

(23) Inflation and high fuel costs are the major concerns.
Incentives for holcli~g ~sts down in any cooperative are
obvious. Since we are consumer-owned and non-profit, the
consumer's net cost is our major concern.

Since our inception it has been Runestone Electric Assoc.ia
tion's policy to furnish electric service to its members at
the lowest possible cost consistent with sound business and
good management practices.

(24) The utility should make ~~~ 2ecision, with input from
various other segments. It all depends on what facility you
are talking about - generating plant, transmission plant,
distribution plant, overhead facilities, underground facilit
ies. That is why the utility should be the one who decides
after input from others, but not control by others.

(25) At the EIS stage - no funding for people who want
to have input. Let them do it at their own expense, (at
hearings). Funding these people only adds costs and delays.

(26) Regulatory bodies and non-utility - non interested input
from people - eliminate all this if input is made at the EIS
stage.

(27) Minnea?olis should not buy N.S.P and, furthermore, aside
from the fact that the city does not h~cr~ the expertise to
handle this kind of operation, what can they gain? political
power? Electricity is a necessity, not a political tool.
America was built on the free enterprise system and works
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best when it is left alone to function without government inter
ference.

(28) Again, I say EIS is the place for all input, then everything
else follows - Cerficate of Need, siting process, pertmits, etc.

r-

..
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,/ Gen~eral Manager/.Jo,/
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muniiCjpcl utilities association

P.O. Box "B", 10 Central Ave., Buffalo, Minnesota 55313 612/682-4104

October 30, 1978

(

l

Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Technology Project
Room 17, S~ate Capitol
St.· Paul, 11innesota 55155

RE: Your request of October 6, 1978
for input.

Dear Hr. Reagan:

The Hinnesota Hunicipal Utilities Association represents the Cities in Minnesota
which own and operate the electric and gas utilities as a municipal enterprize
rather than receive service under a franchise from the investor-owned or co
operatively-owned suppliers.

As an association, we have had little input into the development of the existing
procedures for plant siting and certificate of need, and until 1976 we had little
interest in them. The reasons for this were (1) the laws and regulations did not
2.p;::}.:' Z;".~~~-::'2_2_:r -:;) "::':.? type and size of generating facilities that municipals
typically con~tructed, (2) the municipalS, because of size, were not able to
seriously contemplate participation with the other segments of the industry in
joint projects even should the others be amendible to that idea •.

In 1976, the Legislature passed legislation which permitted the municipals to
form municipal power agencies for the purpose of developing power supply. Toese
MPA's would become large power suppliers to the smaller individual municipals
which formed the MPA membership, much the same as Generation and Transmission
Cooperatives, such as United Power Association (UPA) and Cooperative Power
Association (CPA), are to the individual rural electric cooperatives. This, of
course, changed the relationship between the municipals and the SLate agencies
involved in Certificate of Need and Power Plant Siting activities.

As we started to look into the processes, it became immediately apparent to us
that:

1. the processes were designed to control the activities of the large
power suppliers such as N.S.P., partiCUlarly N.S.P.;

2. the processes did not, and do not take into account new power
suppliers coming onto the scene;

3. the state has been and continues to be unable to deal with the law
as the Legislature passed it and has at various times amended it.

AffiliiltP.rl with American Puhlic Power Association and American Public Gas Association
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Certificate of Need - We seen no reason why the Certificate of Need process
needs to concern itself with the type of facility or location. It would .
seem to us that these issues ;.-..;.;:.. .. _-, .:::;:.": directly to siting and that logically (
determination of need preceeds concerns over process and location. We are
finding that the Certificate of Need process as it relates to the municipal
power agencies coming into existance causes considerable problems ?nd expense
as the application addresses location and type. The process also causes
problems as the municipal power agencies att8mpt to work out joint p~~;er and
transmission arrangements with the other power suppliers.

The botton line on this is that we feel that the Certicicate of Need procedure
would be clearer and more pertinent if it is just that. That it deal with how
a utility projects its load requirements and is an early indication as to the futu~e

necessity for generation and transmission facilities without concerning itself with
a type and only generally with location as location may reflect the geographie
location of load centers to be served by the facilities necessary to meet the needs.

Within the limits of my experien~e a::c.. )~T:o'dl"J:';~, I l·,ill attem:;",= to address the
questions. Please take into account in reading my answers, the above comments
on the Certif~cation of Need process.

1. The type of facility must be determined ultimately by the people who will
build it. Hithin certain parameters, the public and the government may
affect the type of facility to be ~ui~t. It g:es without saying that
there would be nothing useful accomplished for the State to say that the
next plant, N.S.P. or someone else is to build, would have to be a geo-
thermal unit. 'It is unlikely that a power supplier would be able to raise .
the funds outside federal financing to construct such a project if the ~
economic feasibility of that project alone was to support the indebted-
ness. Certainly, the state can effect the type of facility through
regulations on wa~er availability, air quality standards, etc. Through
this type of ~egulation, the type of facility can be affected hy the
state as can location. Minnesota is using this kind of regulation as
to type and location at present. This is a legitimate function of the
state and the only question in my mind Hould have to do with the severity
of the criteria. Certainly, the overriding factor must be the protection
of people and property.

("-.

2.

3.

Location ~actors do and should affect size and type decisions. Proximity
to a population center or natural resource such as a wilderness preserva
tion area should certainly affect the location and type of facility.

The question might better be: How is the utility responsibility going to
be shared? In the past, the utilities were entirely responsible for their
decisions and accepted the consequences of their actions. In the Certificate
of Need process, who is responsible if the state agency does not accurately
predict the demand for energy and curtailments beyond that which can be
met by conservation ~easures? Is the utility responsible if it cannot get
the necessary Certificate of Neea: Is the state responsible? The same
questions arise on type and location questions. If the state approves a
type and location that later is shovm to be wrong, who stands the loss?
Who is responsible?
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4.

5.

It seems to me that making the decisions involves all of the factors
listed. Ranking as to weighing who should have the most say and what
factors should receive the highest rating should reflect who will bear
the most responsibility and be most ef£ec~~d by the decision.

At the siting phases, the process should be divided into two phases~

(1) Need; and (2) Siting. In the Heed phases, only need should be
established and in the Siting phases, location and type should be
addressed.

Basically, end use requirements is an economic ques~ion. Government
regulation of the results of use, of course, affect the economics of
the use. In the past, the prime source of end use energy were electricity,
natural gas, propane and fuel oil. Cost and applicability determined
which source was used. More recently, availability has been an added factor
of great concern and solar is becoming an additional source.

Through taxes, either punative or incentive, and regulation, the govern
ment can effect the availability and cost. I am not certain that govern
ment should go beyond that to determine the "right" technology to meet end
use energy requirements.

(

l

6. Beyond my expertise.

7. The EIS should be part of the siting process. A preliminary EIS could be
a part of the application on each site and type of facility. This would
assure that only those sites which had a chance of being acceptable would
be considered. The State should then perform a final, more detailed EIS
on the preferred site or sites.

8. The Certification of Need process should address the question of conserva
tion whether by price incentive, load management or whatever, the EIS should
cover the impact of the proposed project at the proposed site using the
proposed technology. Unless the government is willing to finance the use
of 3 t2~;,nology 2~d accept responsibility for its possible failure, either
technically or economically, it should not be a proposer of technology, but
a regulator of technological use as it affects the health and welfare of
the people and the protection of property.

9.;, ..;Not qualified to answer.

10. If I understand the question correctly, the answer is a qualified no. In
the first place, I do not think such a study would be meaningful. The
scope of such a study would be such that.; providing someone could accurately
put it together, I doubt that what it might show could be implemented before
the whole situation would change anyhow. Secondly, many of the decisions
affecting end use energy requirements are made outside Minnesota and in an
environment where the state has no control.

11. The procedures must allow for public inspection at every step in the pro
cess through hearings. Also, the courts must remain available to redress
wrongs.
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At first look, it may seem desireable to have a point beyond which the
avenue of using the courts for nuisance suits, etc. could be shut off, c-
however, I do not know if that could be done without shutting out some
legitimate issued that the courts may be the last avenue of redress for.

The idea of a public advocate for assisting the public is conducting
and addressing the issues of the process is a good one Hhich should be
expanded. Beyond that, public intervention and participation should
not be funded. The government in a representative democracy is charged
with protection of the public interest, it seems to me that to also
fund thi~d party activities contravenes that philosophy. If the govern
ment is not the representative of the people, who are they?

12. The only market force and incentive worth mentioning is competition. The
only competition in the eleetive industry is the competition between the
private and public sector. If the municipal rates get out of line with
the rate of the private companies, the people in the community will soon
decide to be served by the private companies and visa-versa.

In order for the people of Minnesota to continue to enjoy the responsible
pricing of electric energy they now enjoy, it is necessary that these two
sectors of the industry remain strong and viable.

13. The separation of the Certificate of Need and the Siting Process is
stated earlier.

14. Reference back to question 12., the people of each subdivision of state
government should be allowed to make that decision on their own. If your
question is should state government or the federal government operate
the utility, the answer is a qualified no. There are some good arguments
for government at the sta~e and federal level to operate a competing re
source such as is done - New York State with PASNY and the federal hydro
power systems. This provides utilization of resource competition. As an
exclusive monopoly, I am opposed to either private industry or government
monopolies.

15. People who have been through the process are better qualified to answer
this question.

~;:~I----d":a: Kirkham
Executive Director

RGK:me

cc: Joe Vumbaco, MHUA President

(

~
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PHONIt (ARItA 21B) 722.2"41
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(

L

November 3, 1978

Mr. Patrick Reagan, Consultant
Science and Tec~~clo~7 P=~~2ct

Room 17, State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Dear Mr. Reagan:

Supplementing my letter to you of October 26, 1978, and in
response to your recent inquiry, enclosed is a statement
from the Environmental Committee of the Minnesota/Hisconsin
Power Suppliers Group, the membership of which is described
therein.

We realize that this is a rather lengthy statement, but
nevertheless hoping that it will be helpful in your analysis.
If you decided to have any legislative oversight hearings on
this subject, we would be very receptive to participating in
them.

Thank you for giving us this opportunity to c.omment.

Yours very truly,

/4tF~J
K.A. Carlson, Chairman
Environmental Committee
Minnesota/Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group

rt

cc Representative Gordon O. Voss
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The Environmental Committee of the Minnesota/Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group

(M/WPSG) consists of representation from the following public, private and

cooperatively owned electric utilities serving Minnesota and Western

Wisconsin:

(

Cooperative Power Association

Dairyland Power Cooperative

Interstate Power Company

Lake Superior District Power Co.

Minn-. Municipal Utilities Assn.

Minnesota Power &Light Company

Minnkota Power Cooperative

Northern States Power Company

Otter Tail Power COffipQny

United Power Association

We are writing to provide you with a group response to, the questionnaires

recently sent out from your office pertaining to the environmental process for

power p12uts in Minne~0ta. Although this is on behalf of the entire M/WPSG,

each of the individual utilities have retained the privilege of responding

individually regarding specifics that they feel are important. (

After a thorough review of the questions attached to your letter of October 6,

1978, we have concluded that the detailed and complex information necessary to

address many of the questions could not be assembled in the time frame

proposed. However, we felt that a general response, providing an overview of

the existing statutory-regulatory structure and identifying some of the

problem areas and difficulties that have arisen would be helpful to your

review of the permitting process for Large Electrical Power Generating Plants

(LEPGP's). That is the purpose of this letter.

At the outset, we wish to point out that the process (existing regulatory

statutory structure) is generally sound although in practice it has not worked

too well. The main problems -- which are discussed in more detail in the

following paragraphs -- are lack of predictability in timing "decisions"

l-
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(primarily EIS' s) and the nwnerous opportunities to challenge "decisions"

under other than power plant siting statutes.

With that as a foreword, we respectfully offer the following discussion of and

experience with the regul~tory-3tatutoryprocesses.

An Overview of the Regulatory Process

The regulatory permitting process for Large Electrical Power Generating

Plants (LEPGP's) consists of three separate and sequential steps prior to

permitting or licensing. These are:

1) Certification of Need (existing time frame: Six months from

c 2)

receipt of substantially complete application)

Site Certification (existing time frame: One year after ~mQB

acceptance of application)

l.

3) Site specific EIS (existing time frame: Minimum eight months

depending on review. Without inadequacies, the rules provide for a

time frame of about one year for preparation and formal review.)

Each of these stages require the preparation of environmental documentation by

the proposer, public input (through formal hearings), and a decision by state

agencies. The process is intended to assure public input and to provide a

predictable process that settles issues as they arise.

A similar process exists for routing High-Voltage Transmission Lines (HVTL's)

beginning with a Certificate of Need. In some cases the HVTL process has

worked better than the LEPGP process and in others it has not. The individual

Power Suppliers that have had experience with transmission line permitting
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will provide specific cpmmcnts to you in this r~gard. The comments in this

letter, however, will be limited almost exclusively to power plant permitting.

A short discussion of the three steps in the process is provided below. More

det~il on the requirements for all three steps is included in Attachment No.

1. It must be emphasized that this entire process precedes the general

licensing and permitting process that must be completed prior to plant start

up under State and Federal regulations. In this regard, it now appears that

the tota~ of the environmental and licensing processes could take as much as

seven years prior to start up of construction. Thus with 4~ to 5 years for

construction, the process can require 11 to 12 years to bring a new plant into

service.

Certification of Need

The first step in the environmental review and permitting process for LEPGP's

and HVTL I S in the State of Minnesota is that of the applic<1tionfor a

Certificate of Need. The Certificate of N.eed is requested from the State

Energy Agency (EA) and detailed rules specify the contents of the application

and the criteria for assessment of need. The process of determining need

involves 1) an application by the utility, 2) the preparation of an

environmental report by the EA and 3) public hearings and a review process

carried out by the EA after the public hearings. Following the hearings and

review, the director of the Energy Agency mayor may not issue a Certificate

of Need. The Energy Agency's Findings and decision are submitted to the

Minnesota Envirnomental Quality Board (~ffiQB) for review.

There are seven items included in the environmental report which are also

specified content requirements for Minnesota EIS (rffiIS) and a discussion of

(.

(

L
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each of these items is required at all three stages of the regulatory

permitting process. Consideration of these items is less extensive and

detailed in the early stages. These requirements are identified and discussed

in Attachment No.1.

MEQB acceptance of the Energy Agency's decision and the issues determined by

the Certificate of Need prohibit those issues from being considered in

subsequent environmental review. For LEPGP's these issues include need, the

size of ~he facility, the fuel type to be used, and the expected in-service

date.

The rules and regulations require that a decision on the application for a .

Certificate of Need be made no later than six months from the receipt of the

application -_. provided that tL.c application is received substantially

complete. The £~rmal public hearing must commence no later than 80 days after

the receipt of a "substantially complete" application. Al though the formal

review of the application is required to' take place in six months, the

information requirements are such that from six months to one year lead time

is needed for the proposer to prepare the documentation to support the

application and the environmental report. This is necessary to assure that

the application is accept~d ;>.s bein~ "substantially complete" and that

sufficient information is submitted to provide a basis for the environmental

report. Thus the total process may range anywhere from one to two years from

time of initiation of the preparation of the application to final approval of

the Certificate of Need.
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Site Certification

The second step in the environmental review and permitting process is an

application requesting a Certificate of Site Compatibility. Under the

Minnesota Po~~= ?~2~~ Siti~3 Act. the ~ffiQB has the authority to evaluate and

select the sites for larger electric generating facilities (SO ~1W and

greater). Once a Certificate of Need has been obtained (or application has

been made), a utility proposer may apply for a Certificate of Site

Compatibility. The regulations specify in detail the content of the

application and the process that must be followed. The process includes 1)

receipt of the application, 2) appointment of a citizen Site Evaluation

Committee, 3) preparation of an environmental report by the MEQB Po~ver Plant

Siting staff to accompany the application, 4) public hearings and 5) a site

decision. These steps are described in more detail in Attachment No.1.

When an application is submitted to the ~ffiQB, it is reviewed and must be

accepted by the Board before the regulatory revie'N process begins. The

regulations specify the content of the application. ~Vhen the application is

accepted, the MEQB initiates the regulatory review process. This review

process includes a detailed study of the site application and public

participation through public hearings and the appointment of a citizen Site

Evaluation Committee. The =eview at this stage cannot reconsider decisions of

need, fuel type or any information not related to site differentiating

impacts.

The site evaluation is based on a detailed set of criteria which includes:

Exclusion Criteria -- those areas designated where power plant sites shall not

be located; Avoidance Areas -- those areas that shali not be approved for

plant sites if there is a feasible and prudent alternative with lesser adverse

(

(

l.-
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human and environmental effects; and Site Selection Criteria -- site

(

L

differentiating criteria. The exclusion criteria, avoidance criteria and

site selection criteria are specified in the rules.

The environmental report prepared by the MEQB staff and documenting their

evaluation of the sites accompanies the proposer's application through the

remainder of the process. This environmental report includes a detailed

evalU2tion of the exclusion criteria, the avoidance criteria and the site

differentiating criteria as required by the regulations. The report also

provides an evaluation of any site that is introduced by any other party than

the proposer (all sites evaluated are considered for designation at the siting

public hearing). In addition, the environmental report at this s~~~e must

contai~ a continuing evaluation of the seven items in the need application

which are the basis of the contents of an EIS. However, any information not

related to site differentiating factors and as mentioned previously, any

questions of need, size or fuel type cannot be reconsidered as a part of the

site environmental report nor in the associated hearings.

Following the hearings, the MEQB reviews the record of the hearings and the

hearing examiner's findings and adopts findings of fact. The findings of the

~mQB must either designate a site or refuse to designate a site. In any case,

the Board must give the reasons for its decision in the written findings of

fact. If the Board refuses to designate a site, it must indicate the reasons

for the refusal and the changes necessary to allow site designation.

Following issuance of a Certificate of Site Compatibility, the Board may

require the applicant to supply such plans and information as it deems

necessary to determine whether the plant, as proposed, is in compliance with

the conditions of the Certificate of Site Compatibility.
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The regulations require that a decision on the application for a site must be

made within one year. Although formal review of the application is required

to take place within one year, the information and analysis requirements are

such that abouc one year lead time is required by the proposer for the

preparation of the documentation to support the application and the

environmental report. Since the proposers are reluctant to start site

identification studies until a Certificate of Need has been acquired, the time

from the initiation of need studies until site certification can be about

three to four years.

Site Specific EIS

(

The final step in the ~nvironmental review process is the' ~1innesota

Environmental Impact Statement following the designation of a site. The EIS

is prepared by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, the designated (,

Responsible Agency within the state. No construction can commence until a

:~~al EIS has been accepted by the ~mQB as adequate.

The preparation of the EIS is initiac~~ by an EIS preparation notice ~~ the

State Register. The draft EIS is prepared by the Responsible Agency and filed

with the ~mQB. Following the filing of the draft EIS, the Responsible Agency

schedules public information meetings to receive comments on the draft EIS.

Following these public meetings, a final EIS is prepared and filed with the

Board.

The Board may review any final EIS to determine whether the procedures and

policies have been adequately complied with. Failure to review a final EIS

constitues its acceptanc~. If the Board determines that a final EIS is

inadequate, it must notify the Responsible Agency and must identify in writing

"-
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the improvements or additions necessary for Board acceptance of the final EIS.

The Board must make a final decision on the adequacy of the final EIS prior to

any start of construction.

The draft ErS is prepared by the Responsible Agency, but the Agency can

require the proposer to submit any relevant data or information that the

proposer as in its possession or to which it has reasonable access. For power

plants this has generally meant at least one full year of site ~]~~i~ic

environmental monitoring and an environmental report that addresses all the

issues pertinent to the EI8. Alternative sites, the need for the facility,

and any other issues previously determined by the Energy Agency or the ~lliQB

~dnnot be reconsidered in the EIS. The environmental reports prepared at the

siting and need stages and the issues previously determined are to be

referenc.ed and summarized in the ErS.

In addition to the seven content items which are common to the ER's for need

and siting, the draft EI8 must include: A summary sheet· describing the

action, maj or environmental impacts (adverse and beneficial), reasonable

alternatives, and the federal, state, and local permits required; and a

detailed description of the proposed plant including type, size and location,

and the environmental setting of the action. The evaluation of the seven

items which have been considered, beginning with the Certificate of Need, are

intended to receive more detailed and extensive consideration with each step.

The EIS consideration is intended to be the most detailed and complete.

CASE HISTORIES EXPERIENCE A1\l) PROBLEHS

L
In order to provide a background of existing experience with the power plant

environmental process, three case histories related to need, siting and EIS
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will be discussed. Each of these case histories is discussed in more detail

in Attachment No.2. These histories are representative of the power plant

si~illg ~~u~:e~s in the State of Minnesota. The three cases illustrate the

complications encountered for three different faciE ties and represent

essentially the total history of the power plant permitting process in the

State of Minnesota.

Case History on Need

One of the major problems encountered in the Certificate of Need process is

illustrated by Case No.1. It is obvious that the need process has been

unpredictable. While the Energy Agency has been most rigorous in maintaining

the proper time schedules, the uncertainties that are inherent in need

(

forecasts that are being made ten to twelve years in the future create a

situation where exact timing is impossible to. predict. Relatively minor C.
changes in forecast variables may result in large changes in forecasted need

ten years hence. Since the whole question of need is related to an analysis of

forecasts (both the proposer, the EQ and on occasion others) these

uncertainties pose significant difficulties in definitively specifying the

timing of need for syz~:~s.

A second problem encountered at the determination of need also invo1.yes t'"'e

siting process. This is one of those chicken-versus-egg questions; i.e.,

should need be decided early (recognizing that this maximizes the uncertainty

in the forecast) or do "'~', ~~'_ect a site before the plant is shown to be

needed. In either case the process raises issues and questions of public

acceptance. The way the process is now designed, the proposed site for a new
~

facility is not required at the need portion of the process; thus, public

participation in the hearing process by the affected parties (site neighbors)
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L

is not possible. Then, since need has already been determined at the time of

siting hearings, it cannot be considered again, thus, to many, providing

inadequate input from the affected public.

While the application for a Certificate of Site Compatibility can be made once

the application for a Certificate of Need is found to be substantially

complete, the proposer is reluctant to start site identification studies_until

the Certificate of Need has been acquired because of the large amount of

unnecessary expense that could be incurred if the Certificace is uo~ granted.

This could largely be overcome under the existing process if 1) we recognize

the uncertainty in forecasts and allow some time flexibility in the

Certificate of Need and 2) get some progress on the i::sentory of candidate

areas. This would assist the proposer in starting earlier on the site

identification process without needing to worry that the Certificate of Need

will be ',7i thdraHn. It would aJ.so allow those persons tha t would be affected

by a site in one of the candidate areas to participate in the need process

where" the need is to occur in some general geographic area.

We suggest that better use of information that is already required may help to

alleviate these difficulties. Section 116C.54 of the Power Plant Siting Act

requires biennial reporting of the IS-year forecasts of the electrical

utilities and a forecast has been prepared for the period 1978-1992 by the

M/WPSG. This IS-year advance forecast gives an overall view of electrical

power requirements in Minnesota, and must be updated at least every two years.

It appears to us that the forecast requirements in the Certificate of Need

application could be simplified by making better use of this forecast with

some supplemental information for a specific system addition. This would

avoid the duplication of preparing two separate forecasts and would provide a
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complete pictura of the elecc~ical puwer requirements for Minnesota (which

should assist the director of the EA in his determination of need). If we

recogniz~ that there is uncertainty in the advance forecasts and allow some

time flexibility in Certificates of Need, these problems could be resolved

with the existing structure.

Case History on Siting

,C'

The second case history illustrates the two most significant problems that

have been encountered with the siting process. These are 1) the legal

requirement that any site other than those proposed by the applicant be

selected from the inventory of candidate areas and 2) the process can continue

'for an indefinite period of time without a site being selected bec3use of the

numerous appeals and delays that can be used (there is not now a point in the

process where the decision is final). The secofid problem also applies to the ~

EIS process as shown in the third case history.

The legal requirement for an inventory of candidate areas poses a great

uncertainty in the siting process. As long as an inventory has not been

completed and the requirement exists that at least one of the proposed sites

is included in the inventory, legal challenges 'can extend the siting process

indefinitely. There is a real need to complete the inventory if the existing

structure is going to work.

The challenge to the final siting decision in the case history presented

occurred under the power plant siting laws and regulations. It is important

to recognize that additional challenges to a final decision may be made under

other environmental laws -- specifically the Minnesota Environmental Rights

Act (~ffiRA) and the National Environmental Rights Act (XER.~). Thus, while the

L
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cou~~ ~ccisi~~ ill ~~e case history presented was based on rulings under the

Power Plant Siting Act, additional challenges are still possible under ~ffiRA

and NERA.

Some discussicn of this general problem as it relates to specific transmission

line siting cases will be provided by individual power suppliers.

Case History on ~mIS

Problems encountered in the EIS process are illustrated by Case History 3. In

this case (and in other EIS's), the time for preparation of draft EIS greatly

exceeded the time frame specified by the regulations. In addition to the

delay in preparation of the draft EIS, delays have occurred because of

inadequacies in the final EIS and in procedural problems that have arisen ~vith

the Responsible Agency. There have been delays in completion deadlines and

there have been attempts to reconsider issues. Additional procedural problems

have occurred which create more delays in theEIS process.

Most of the difficulties in the EIS process ~ould be eliminated by a more

reasonable timing structure and by the Responsible Agency respecting

statutory and regulatory requirements.

It should be recognized that the entire environmental process for pOHer plants

is in fact an extended EIS process. Thus, although many of the issues such as

need, type, size, alternative sites and any other issues previously determined

by the EA and MEQB cannot be reconsidered in the EIS, the information relative

to these issues is a part of the EIS process and is intended to be summarized

in the EIS document itself. Further, a1 though permitting and licensing

questions are not.normally a part of the EIS process, these issues have been
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NSP REGULl\TORY EXPER!~!CE IN POHER PLl\NT SITING AND TR1\NSMISSION
ROUTING

With passage of the utility-related state environmental legisla

tion of the last five years, the regulatory process for plant

s1. tii ... .; ar;.:;' tra.-:'::::lission routing for utilities has entered a ne'.V

dimension. What was once largely a unilateral decision by a

utility to site facilities is now a state administered public

process with increasing citizen involvement. NSP has been, and

continues to be, an advocate of the open planning process for

the development of major power facilities. Because of the'varied

impacts of these facilities, we support the public process for

evaluating and weighing the technical, environmental, social, and

econonuc factors necessary to achieve reasonable and bulanced

decisions on projected energy facilities.

( In a separate document, the Minnesota/~~isconsin Po,ver Suppliers
'-

Group, of which NSP is a member, is submitting co~~ents about the

overall process. Our remarks are intended to suwmarize NSP's

experience with the need, siting, routing, and permit phases,

together with some thoughts for improving the process.

The regulatory and construction lead time for a fossil fuel

power plant in Minnesota is now approximately 10 years. The

regulatory processes - Need, Siting, EIS and Permits - now

account for over five years of this time. In general, NSP

has encountered the following problem areas with the present

regulatory system:

1. Time delays

L Cl The most significant example of this has been the

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process for

SHERCO 3 and 4 which has' been under consideration for

over two years.
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2. Non-finality of decisions

o Decisions of state agencies are sUbject to

judicial review which lengthen the total process.

This problem occurred with the ~win Cities-Forbes

500 kv line and resulted in signif·icant delays.

3. Duplication of effort? at the state and federal levels

• On the Forbes-~~innipeg 500 kv line, the state

completed an EIS, and the Federal Department of

Energy also \vas required to prepare an EIS. This

has caused a timing and scheduling problem; hO~lever,

it is unlikely the state legislature could have

prevented it. What it does Eoint out is the need (

for close coordination among all entities involved

in a project.

Surnma:C'lzed below are some of our experiences with the various

phases of the process: (1) Need, (2) Plant Siting, (3) Plant

EIS, (4) Permits, and (5) Transmission Routing.

NEED PROCESS

Planning major facilities is a complex process. It involves

preparation and analysis of electrical load forecasts; on-going

study of ::::-:::.: .. ::,··r~ reC:::':irements; ecc:-:.::~i.: and technical analysis

of power supply alternatives; coordination of plans with menfuers

of the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool, of which NSP is a member;

and coordination with other power suppliers. "--
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Hirmesota Energy Agency (HEA) rule EA502 states that any person

desiring to construct large electric generating facilities and/or

high voltage transmission lines shall receive a Certificate of

Need prior to commencing construction of such a facility. A

utility usually begins prepara-::ion of the necessary applications

6 to 12 months prior to their submittal. Once stilimitted, the tiillA

Director has six months in which to make a decision on the size,

type and timing of the proposed facility.

NSP has applied for three Certificates of Need. In all three

cases decisions were received in 6-9 months, as sho~~ below:.

SHERCO 1986 WTC-
3 & 4 Unit 500

.Application Submitted
Date 10-14-75 8-30-76 12- 5-75

Certificate of Need
Receipt 4-12-76 5-24-77 6- 4-76

Elapsed Time 6 months 9 months 6 months

In December 1977, after the Certificates of Need for SIillRCO 3 & 4

and the 1986 unit had been issued, NSP advised the ~mA of a re-
~

vision of our forecast. Since that time the SHERCO 4 and 1986 Unit

Need Certificates have been revoked and a hearing on the timing

of the SRERCO 3 facility has been scheduled. In general, our

experience with the Need process indicates that it has worked

as originally intended in a timely manner.
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PLl\NT SITING EXPERIENCE
(

The only site for which NSF has received a Certificate of Site

Compatibility is for .the SHERCO 3 and 4 units. We filed an

application on November 1, 1974, and approximately one year late~;

on NoveIT~er 10, 1975, we received a Certificate. This process

has flowed quite smoothly in our limited experience \'lith it.

The second stage in the regulatory process fo~ a power plant is

to receive a Certificate of Site Compatibility from the Minne

sota Environmental Quality Board (HEQB). At l22.'· ··· ... ne to three

years pr~or to submittal of an application, NSF undertakes a

systematic study of certain geographic areas to select alternate

locatio~s for a projected facility. Analysis includes use of

the ~lliQB Rules 71 - 82 and other factors as a guideline to

narrow the siting study are~. An application, which must include

consideration of at least two sites, is prepared and submitted

to the ~lliQB. MinnAso:ta plant siting rules state that the HEQB

will issue a decision within one year, with provision for a six

month extension .if necessary.

PLANT EIS PROCESS

c

The next step in the regulatory process for power plants is

preparation of an EIS. The MEQB administers the EIS process;

however, for power plants the Minn~sota Pollution Control Agency.

(MFCA) is designated the responsible agency and actually prepares

the EIS. The MPCA has 120 days in whicll to prepare a draft EIS,

which then is presented at ptililic hearing. Final approval of

the EIS is made by the t1EQB with the public hearing and t1EQB ~

approval processes taking approximately three months.
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The state Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) applies to many

projects which affect the environment, including power plants

and transmission lines. The purpose of an EIS as stated in

6MCAR § 3.021 is to:
....

" •••• provide information for agencies and private
persons to evaluate proposed actions which have
the potential for significant environmental effects,
to consider alternativ"'s to the proposed actions,
an'd to institute methods for reducing adverse environ
mental effects., An Environmental Impact Statement is
not a document to justify an action, nor shall indica
tions of adverse environmental effects necessarily
~qquire that an action be disapproved. It is to be
utilized as a guide in issuing, amending, and denying
permits and carrying out the other responsibilities of
public agencies to avoid or minimize adverse environ
mental ei£ect3 o.nd to restc::.-::: ':1:" enhance environmental
quality consistent with the Act."

NSP's experience with the EIS process for power plants hag been

limited to the proposed addition of SHERCO Plant Units 3 and 4;

however, the preparation ,of the SHERCO 3 and 4 draft EIS prp

vides a good illustration of the delays that can occur. An

example of the magnitude of the time delays is reflected in

the chart listed below:

l-

DATE

November, 1975

February, 1976

April, 1976

August, 1976

July, 1976

ACTIVITY

Designation of the PCA as the Responsible
Agency for preparation of the ElS.

Submittal by NSP of available information
(in the form of an Environmental Report)
to the HPCA.

EIS preparation notice issued to ~I~CA by the
t-1..EQB.

Expected completion date for draft EIS.

Request by the MPCA for a seven month extension
of the deadline for preparation of the draft EIS.
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DA'I'E

March" 1977

July, 1977

November, 1977

ACTIV~TY

Additional three month extension granted to
the MPCA for preparation of the draft EIS.

Distribution of draft EIS £or comment

Public hearing on draft EIS.

c

As indicated above, 20 months after the order to prepare an

EIS, the Final EIS had not been submitted to the MEQB for

approv2.)... '

The problem areas encountered and resultant delays have been

in the areas of: (l) the definition of an EIS, '(2) the undefined

tLme frame for EIS preparation, and (3) the adequacy of an EIS.

1. The Definition of an EIS

In our opinion there is a widespread misunderstanding of

the purpose of an EIS. Some of the public and agency

personnel believe an EIS is a decision document and not

an objective evaluation of impacts as it is intended 'to be.

In the SHERCO EIS process some groups opposed to the plant

believed the EIS itself could conclude that the units

could or could not be built. Other people thought the EIS

should discuss need and evaluate alternate sites. However,

both need and siting issues had been decided in previo~~

processes. The MEQB is presently developing a program to

increase public awareness and understanding of the entire

regulatory process for proposed power plants which hope

fully will help alleviate the confusion regarding the EIS.

(

L
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2. The Undefin~~ Time Frame for EIS Preoaration

NSP's experience on the SHERCO plant confirms that the

a~Dunt of time allotted for preparation of an EIS in the

regulations is unrealistic. The 120 days allowed for

preparation of a draft EIS may be appropriate for a s2~11

project but is inadequate for a large project. For a

large power plant eight to ten months is more appropriate.

In providing for a longer time period, a procedure should

be established to ensure that the druft EIS is prepared

in the allotted time. Currently, since there is no pro

cedure to cover progress on EIS prepnration, the ~illQn has

no alternati~7P but to grant an extension to the deadline

if the draft EIS is not finished in the allotted time.

3. The Adeguacy of an EIS

There is also considerable confusion on the content of an

EIS. The EIS regulations require thut information or

r~levant dat~ .~ich the prc~:ser has in its possession or

to which it has reasonable access be made available to the

responsible agency. However, the regulations do not define

the term "reasonable ll
•

In the SHERCO EIS process there have been numerous con

flicts over the amount of data that needs to be included

in the EI8. Agencies and intervening groups have perceived

that all questions need to be answered in an EIS. We recog

.lize the need for decision makers to have enough information

to make informed, and proper decisions on the issuance of

permits. However, we also realize that no document can ever

answer all possible questions regarding the impacts of a

generating facility. Information in an EIS should be limited
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to that which is needed to answer the vital questions

regarding the impact of the facility. The lack of

information that is ir.~2·~~ -"':i.ng but not vital to the

decision making process should never justify delay in

the completion of an EIS.

PERMIT ACQUISITION

(

Once an EIS has been approved, the next step is the issuance of

perrnit~ These include such permits as an air quality installa

tion permit, surface and ground water appropriation permits, a

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit (NPDBS),

and a Prevention of Significant Deterioration permit (PSD).

Acquisition of these and other permits nonnally takes 9 to 12

months after the acceptance of a Final EIS. . (

Delays that occur in the EIS and permit issuance stages ,become

critical to project in service dates and cost. This is because

the permits are the last items to be received before construction

begins. While the permits are being processed, NSP is establish

ing a construction schedule and approving bids for construction

materials and delivery. Delays can result in~missing a surr~er

construction season and forcing a compressed construction schedule.

If the in service date is to be met time has to be made up by

construction during winter and double shifting, both of which

escalate the cost of the unit and the energy used in construction.

L
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COST

NSP costs incurred for the regulatory process for SHERCO 3 and 4

through September 1978 have fuuounted to $1.4 million. Of this

amount $430,000 was contributed to the state for preparation of

a draft EIS. It is expected that an additional $600,000 will be

required to complete the regulatory process for SHE~qo 3.

TRANSMISSION LINE ROUTING EXPERIENCE

NSP's experience with transmission line routing under the POvler

plant Siting Act and the Environmental Policy Act has been some

what different from its experience in locat~g and licensing

ger.~ratins 'xnits. This is due, in large part, to the differences

in th~ types of permits that are required for' transmission lines

,versus pOT/Ter plants. The '~"SQB construction permit (Power Plant

Siting ,Act) is the only major state permit required for the

construction of a transmission line. In both the 1973 and 1977

versions of the act the legislature set time limits within \ihich

the ~lliQB is required to act on granting or denying the construc

tion permit. Since the ~QB construction permit is the final

permit required the EIS must be completed in the same time frame

that the ~QB has to act on the permits. This time req~irement

coupled with' the MEQB's efforts to adhere to the time limit has

resulted in fairly smooth and timely preparation of EIS and

decision on permits. NSP has had no experience since the law

was amended in 1977 but under the 1973 la\V' we received permits

in most cases within the time limits specl.iied (as shown in the

following table):
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Corridor

Application Submittal

Permit Acquisition

Elapsed Time

Route

Application Submittal

Permit Acquisition

Elapsed Time

Twin Cities 
Kettle Riv'?:"

345-500 kv Line

1-20-75 .

7- 8-75

6 months

2- 2-76

8_A_~r;

6 months

Forbes 
Intll Border
500 kv Line

12-12-75

5~ 7-76

6 months

6-24-76 *3- 3-77

2-8-77 *8-19-77

8 months l.J; H1UJ..li.:.u,""

(

. .<:>
* Because of some inaccuracies in the environmental information

the MEQB restudied a 15 mile long portion of this project.

Although the process has gone quite smoothly in the past, we a~e (

concerned about the increasing length of the regulatory activities.

The year long MEQB process with an EIS included is but one small

segment in the construction of a transmission line. Typically,

regulatory plus construction time for a long (100 mile) trans

mission line is six to eight years.

( Need Application preparation

* ( Certificate of Need Process

( Environmental Report Preparation

l'lEQB Process

Land Acquisition

Engineering

Construction

TOTAL

8 months

6 months

1 year

14 months

l~ years

6-8 months

2-3 ye2.2:'s

6-8 years
~

* Some overlapping of these activities occurs
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On the Twin Cities to Forbes project a group of citizens petitioned

to intervene under the ~tinnesota Environmental Rights Act on

August 4, 1976, the day pf the final MEQB decision. They (the

citizens) claimed that the MEQB did not properly weigh environ

mental factors when locating the transmission line. The MEQB

did not allow this intervention and the group sued the·MEQB.

ultimately the case was decided in favor of the citizens by the

Minnesota Supreme Court. The Supreme Court decision and the

administrative steps that followed were finally completed

October 12, 1978, more than two years after permit issuance.

This line was scheduled to be in service by November 1, 1978.

Fortunately, the court case involved only five miles of line so

construction could proceed on most of the remainder. We now

expect this line to be completed in the suwmer of 1979 (barring

any additional lawsuits). The cost to the customer because of

this delay will be approximately $50,000 to stop and restart

the contractor and $300,000 per month (for each month of delay)

in increased project costs due to interest accumulating on the

material and labor to build the line.
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On the Forbes-International Border, 500 kv line major permits

are required from both the state and federal S _"o'·"'nments. As

noted earJ.ier, the MEQB process was completed July 19, 1977. The

federal permits were applied for in April 1977 and we hope to

have these permits by January 1, 1979. In the last 1~ years the

Department of Energy has written a second EIS on the project and

circulated it for review. This part of the 500 kv project is

scheduled to be in service by May 1980 and this in service date

is in serio~3 jeopardy. The cost to the customer, if delays

result, will have two components: (i) Cost to purchase or gen

erate energy to replace the cheaper Canadian energy. That

cost is estimated to be $850,000/month for the months of April

October and $50,000 per month for the remaining monthsj (2)

Increased project costs due to interest on the ' ~,_>:, _ and I:"'.=J...~,-';."",.1_

needed to build the line which will run approximately $400,000/

month for each month of delay beyond May 1980.

It is unlikely the state legislature could have done anything

to help resolve these problems. We bring them up only as

illustrations of the types of problems encountered in building

a major transmission line. These and other uncontrollable

factors such as strikes, poor construction seasons, material

shortages, etc., will cause projects to have longer regulatory

and construction time than planned.

The long regulatory and construction process is causing us to

make premature decisions on the need for some facilities.

In turn, making these premature decisions may foreclc08 certain

viable options that would benefit both the environment and the

rate payer. ~

(
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SUM11ARY

~he requl~tory P~:=2SS for new power plants and transmission

lines, with the exception of the EIS, works reasonably well.

It provides for thorough environmental review, public input,

and a public for'..'..!':'. i.'!1 which discussion on the various impacts

of a large project can occur. It should be recognized that

the process is relatively new. With the exception of· the modi

fications listed below, we believe the procedures should be

allC'..;ec. to fD.!lctic~ as the legislature originally intended.

1. Our experience with the EIS process has sho\yn that

it is very t{me consuming. In the future, delays

of the magnitude encountered in SHEReO could result

in substantial cost and have the potential for

jeopardizing system reliability. The Responsible

Agency needs to be held accountable to complete

an EIS within a reasonable time period of 8 to 10

months. An additional three months for review and

hearings is an adequate amount of time for com

pletion of the Ers and transmittal to the MEQB.

2. The permit process for acquiring major permits for

power plants also has no speciz~c time frame for

completion. This creates problems for the utility

in scheduling a date to begin construction and to

place the plant in service. When reviewing the

entire regulatory time frame, a specific period

of time for permit procurement should be established.
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3. As was illustrated in the 500 kv transmission project,

the agency's final decisions often are not really final

since they are subject to judicial review. After agency

issuance of permits, there are time limits within which

parties can seek judicial review. However, no such time

limit applies for lawsuits brought under the Minnesota

Environmental Rights Act. In order to reduce the un

certaint:f over possible lawsuits ~ong after the "final ll

decision, the legislature should establish a 60 day time

period following an Agency decision within which a suit

may be brought under the Minnesota Environmental Rights

Act.

4. Decisions at all stages of the process affect the cost

of :f.?.ci:!.i ties, which ~n tU.G• .:...£fect electric rates.

Because the Minnesota Public Service Commission (PSC)

regulates those rates, the PSC, therefore, should

actively participate in the regulatory process.

In conclusion, we emphasize that we support the statement by the

Minnesota/Wisconsin Power Suppliers Group. We believe. the

process is basically sound and with the addition of some time

limits on parts of the process, orderly and timely decisions

will result.

A \'1 BENKUSKY, General ri~ana(T~::

Environmental & Regulatory
Activities Department
November 2, 1978
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SUMMARY OF RATE REGULATION PROCEDURES

NSP's electric and gas rates are regulated by the

PSC under Minn. Stat. 2l6B.16. Rate filings are made when

needed pursuant to the Commission's comprehensive fili.ng

rules.

A rate increase request is commenced with a notice

to the Commission of the increase proposed together with the

ns0 ~ates~ supporting testimony and exhibits and back-up

data. NSP's most recent electric rate case filing was about

475 pages.

The Commiss'ion's normal procedure in general rate

increases is to issue an order bvo to three weeks after the

filing setting the matter for hearing before the Office of

Hearing Examiners, suspending the effective date of the rates

within the three-month statutory period, and providing for a

bond or corporate undertaking to insure that refunds will be

made if ordered at the end of the twelve-month hearing process.

In this way, the utility is given the opportunity to actually

receive in revenues the amount that the PSC has determined

it is entitled to after a year of hearings. without rates

under bond, there would be unreasonable regulatory lag and
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potential deterioration of utility 'credit ratings and service.

with recent inflationary trends, several courts have held

that if rates under bond are not allowed, the Commission must

give the utility an allowance in its rates to compensate

for this attrition in earnings. Minnesota regulation addresses

the problem directly and positively. A summary prepared for

state legislative commissions 2.-.-1 r:ommitteesdiscussing this

in more detail is enclosed.

Questionnaire Numbers 18-23 include inquiries about

how a utility determines the need for a rate increase. NSP

determines its revenues, expenses and investment for rolling

two year budget periods. Cost of service studies are developed

from this data to determine the anticipated rate of return

for the period under study. When thes'3 sb1dies sho',7 ::hat

the Company will be earning a rate of return significantly

below the rate of return granted by the Commission for the

gas or electric business, the Company prepares for a rate

increase filing. This process is based on the detailed

budgets prepared by the supervisors and managers who are

actually responsible for the expenditures. Budgets are

extensively scrutinized and reviewed by NSP's budget control

personnel as well as by various levels of management,

-?-
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including the chief executive officer. A rate case is based

on cost data for a l2-month period called the "Test Year"

which is usually coincident with the period of time that

hearings are in progress and rates are collected under bond .

. The'questionnaire also asks about current rate

i~c~ease fili.~gs. We have a gas rate increase pending ~efore

the PSC: NSP did not file an electric rate increase application

during 1978 and hopes that the next request can be deferred

until mid-1979. This has been possible in part by tight

control of labor-related expenses. The Company will achieve

its goal of no growth in number of employees during 1978.

Ot~7.r m~~~gement efficiency initiatives and external

circumstances with a positive financial impact contributed to

good performance. NSP operates on the premise that costs

incurred must produce a commensurate positive benefit.

PSC rate determinations are by law supposed to give NSP the

opp;::; ...: i.:..mity to earn a return' commensurate with bt:s inesses

with similar risks in the competitive sector. In no way are

public utilities "cost plus" businesses nor do they have a

guaranteed return. The Company does its best to actually earn

the return set by the PSC. Since the Company came under

regulation in Minnesota in 1975 and filed on a budget test
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year, it has never actually earned for its investors the

rate of return found by the PSC to be fair and reasonable.

As to future proceedings, these will be dictated

by inflation and to some extent the in-service dates for new

plants. ~SPIS experience has been that because no current

earnings have been allowed by the PSC on constr~ction

expenditures made over the ten or more years required to build

a power plant, when a plant does go on line, the rates must

be adjusted at that time to provide depreciation and return

on both the dollars invested in the plant and the accumulated

interest on the funds used to construct the plant. The 1978

legislature amended Minn. stat. 216B.16 to specifically

authorize the PSC to cons ider putting some construc,tion work

in progress (CWIP) in the rate base so that current earnings

and cash flow could be improved. Minnesota Power and Light

Company's severe financial problem was explained to the

legislature during that session. The PSC Staff, however, has

recommended against inclusion of CWIP in rate base with

current earnings on said investments in the pending MP&L

case. The questionnaire asks what rate requests have been

made and granted in the past ten years. A summary is attached.

Good regulation depends primarily on the quality

of the regulators. One can have imperfect statutes but fair

-4-
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regulation, and one can have a statute designed to treat all

interests as fairly as possible while the regulators exercise

"judgment" in ways that produce widely varying and often

'.l:lfair results. The Minnesota s ~atutes for th~ mos t part

provide a reasonable- framework for fair regulation. There

are some problem or potential problem areas~

1. Appeals by strangers. Minn. Stat. 216B.52(l)

provides:

"Any party to a proceeding before the
commission or any other person, aggrieved
by a·decision and order and directl~

affected thereby, shall be entitled to
appeal from such decision and order of the
commission. The proceedings shall be
instituted by serving a notice of appeal
personally or by registered mail upon the
commission or one of its members or upon
its secretary, and by filing the notice in
the office of the clerk of the district
court of the county of Ramsey or of the
county in which the appellant resides or
maintains his principal place of business,
all within 30 days after the service of the
order and decision of the cc~mission or in
cases where a rehearing is requested within
30 days after service of the order finally
disposing of the application for the rehearing,
or within 30 days after the final disposition
by operation of law of the application for
rehearing. The notice shall state the
nature of the appellant's interest, the
facts showing that the appellant is aggrieved
and directly affected by the dec is lon, and
the grounds upon which the appellant contends
that the decision should be reversed or
modified. copies of the notice shall be
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served, personally or by registered mail, not
later than 30 days after the institution of
the appeal, upon all parties who appeared
before the commission in the proceeding in
which the order sought to be reviewed was
made. The commission and all parties to the
proceeding before it, shall have the right
to participate' in the appeal. The court, in
its discretion, may permit other interested
parties to intervene."

Similarly, the rehearing section Minn. Stat. 216B.27(l)

states:

"within 20 days after the service by· the
commis:s ~.on of any decision constituting an
order or determination, any party to the
proceeding and any other person, aggrieved
by the decision and directly affected thereby,
may apply to the commission tor a re:nearing in
respect to any matters determined in the
decision. The commission may grant and hold a
rehearing on the matters, or upon any of them
as it may specify in the order granting the
rehearing, if in·its judgment sufficient reason
therefor exists."

Under these statutory provisions, anyone affected

by a rate case presumably can take an appeal even though he

did not participate at ·t;'8 administrative level. 'I';1is is an

c

(

unusual procedure in Administrative Law. It can create

serious problems when one can circumvent the fact finding

function of the PSC and seek court review of an Qrder. These

problems could be eliminated by making the following changes

in these provisions of the Minnesota Public utilities Act:

c
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2l6B.52 (1)

"Any party to a proceeding before the
c~~mission who is er-afly-e~Rer-~erseR,

aggr~~,~q by a dec~='~~ ~nd order and
directly affected thereby, shall be entitled
to app~al from such decision and order of
the commission."

216B.27 (1)

"within 20 days after the service by the
commission of any decision constituting an
order or determination, any party to the
proceeding aRe-aRT-e~fle~-pe~50R,who is
aggrieved by the decision and directly
affected thereby, may apply to the commission
for a rehearing in respect to any matters
determined in the decision."

~ Charitable P?nations. Although the 1978

legislature amended Minn. stat. 2l6B.16 (9) in a way that

compromised the positions of the advocates for no charitable

donations in rate case expenses and the charities who wanted

reasonable charitable donations as a part of the utility cost

of service by splitting the differenc~ since that amendment,

the psc in both NSP and Minnegasco's rate cases have allowed

no charitable donations. The statute seerns clear as drafted

t~at 50% of qualified donations shall be allowed if the

amounts claimed are prudent. In view of the PSC orders,

the legislature should clarify the issue. The following

amendment could be used:

-7-
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"Subd. 9. The Commission shall allow as
operating expenses 50 percent of the
charitable donations of the utility which
qualify under Minnesota Statutes, Section
290.21, subdivision 3, Clause (b), except
tha~ ~12 commission may disallow a portion
of those charitable donations if the
Commission finds that the amount expended
is imprudent, but the Commission may not
find that all expenditures for charitable
donations are imprudent ...

3. Used and Useful Test•. The PSC has decided

under Minn. Stat. 216B.16(6) that it must find that expenses

or investments must be used and useful to current ratepayers

before they can be considered in the costs or investments

used to compute rates. This unreasonably narrow standard

has precluded utilities 'from recovering research expenses

for peat gasification and methanol production,· has excluded

from rate base (as construction work in progress) the

preliminary design and survey expenses for plants and

expenditures for specific projects not fully licensed· or

approved, and has excluded from rate base property acquired

for future use. The term "used and useful" is a vestige

from the ratemaking period when some utility property was

valued at its current cost under "fair value" ratemaking.

In that context, it made sense not to hypothecate utility

plant at present day costs for the purpose of calculating

-8-
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a rate base if the plant was not used and useful. Our

statute mandates that only the original cost of public utility

plant can be included in the rate base. It should then be

the objective of regulation to give the utility a return on

the ;,,':::1ay thClt i:::.•:::3 prudently inves:::::'. for the benefit

of its customers, present and future. Competitive businesses

surely ~rice that way. The Commission's current practices

mean that the utility investor is told that adequate utility

service must be provided in Minnesota for the indefinite

future as part of ,the public utility obligation, but:

1) you can't earn on that investment until
. it is shown that there is a direct
usefulness to present ratepayers,

2) when you do earn on that investment, it
will be at a profit margin that is lower
than industrial and commercial enterprises,
and

3) even though the investment is prudently
made, you can never earn a return from it
until it becomes used and useful.

This type of regulatory treatment is not only shortsighted

and out of date, but it can adversely affect the quality,

quantity, cost and risk of providing utility service in

Minnesota. The statute should be amended because the PSC

now feels tha~ it is c=~s~~ained legally by a used and useful

standard. The prudent investment test should be the standard

-9-
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in Minnesota when the PSC is bound to an original cost

depreciated valuation method. The applicable change is:

Minn. Stat. 2l6B.16

"Subd. 6. The commission, in the exercise
of its powers under this chapter to determine
just and reasonable rates for public utilities,
shall give due consideration to the public need
for adequate, efficient, and reasonable service
and to the need of the public utility for
revenue sufficient to enable it to meet the
cost of furnishing the service. In setting
said rates, the commission shall provide the
utility a fair and reasonable return on its
public utility investments prudently made,
an adequate provision for depreciation of its
utility property, and shall give due
cons~l..leration to construcci0,~. ,,01.";< ~~O~· progress,
to offsets in the nature of capital provided
by sources other than the investors, and to
other expenses of a capital nature. For
purposes of determining rate base, the
commission shall consider the original
cost of utility property included in the base
and shall make no allowance for its estimated
current replacement value."

3. "Legislative" or Administrative Agency Posture

of the PSC. Although the Commission is an administrative

agency of the state and its jurisdiction over electric and

gas utilities is set forth in Minn. Stat. 2l6B, the Comrn~ ss:iJ"'1':l

proceedings and court review indicate a trend to far-reaching

legislative and social welfare activities which to some extent

are fostered by Ch. 2l6B, are not constrained by judicial

review under Minn. Stat. 15.0425,· and generally not supported

by evidence in proceedings before the Con®ission.

~ 1 "
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These include the Commission's initial decision in

NSP's 1977 electric rate case that lifeline rates be instituted

(subsequently changed to tr:2 con3ervation ~ _':? break); the

refusal to follow Minn. stat. 216B.16(9) on charitable

donations; the policy set forth in North Central Public Service

Company Docket 77-221, (December 30, 1977) wherein the utility

rate of return will mechanically be set at the level

testified to by the low~st expert witness, unless there has

been a "knock-out" scored on cross-examin.3.tion of that

witness i an.d the "Catc:1-22" on working capital studies which

for three successive rate cases gave NSP ~ return for working

c~pital requirements.

The problem to some extent stems from the Supreme

Court ruling in St. Paul Area Chamber of Commerce v. Minn.

Public Service Com t n I (1977) MN 251 NW2d 350, where the

Commission's rate tilt in favor of the residential class was

upheld as an action "in a legislative capacity balancing

cost and non-cost factors." Basically, the court has said:

"Combining this rule with that adopted
above for factual determinations, we may
summarize as follows:
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(a) When the Public Service Commission acts
in a jUdicial capacity as a factfinder,
receives evi~~nce in order to make factual
conclusions, and weighs that evidence as
would a judge in a court trial, it will be
held on review to the substantial-evidence
standard.

(b) When the Public Service commission acts
in a legislative capacity as in rate increase
allocations; balancing both cost and noncost
factors and making choices among public
policy alternatives, its decisions will be
upheld unless shown to be in excess of
statutory authority or resulting in unjust,
unreasonable, cr discriminatory rates by
clear and convincing evidence." 251 NW2d
at 358.

This sounds good in general, but in a rate case the

point at which the Commission shift~ from "judicial" to

"legislative" functions is not clearly delineated in its

orders, and it is quite clear that legislative considerations

are being imposed onto purely factual issues for social

purposes.

Some of the statutory provisions that foster this

thinking and which can be ch~nged to give the PSC policy

direction from the legislature at this time include:

1. Remove from Minn. Stat. 216B.03 which generally

provides that rates shall not be unreasonably preferential,

prejudicial or discriminatory, the sentence "Any doubt as to

the reasonableness should be resolved in favor of the

consumer."

-1?-
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Although we believe this was meant to resolve

problems concerning individual customers where the

applicability of a specific rate or service rule might be in

doubt, it has been used in rate case determinations to move

from a weighing of the available evidence for decision making

purposes, to summary disregard of substantial dollar impact

cost of service issues because the PSC had "doubt" as to

whether the utility had carried the burden of proof. In other

words, if the issue were whether the utility's cost for an

item was $100 or some lesser amount, the PSC would choose

zero because of "doubt" rather than analyzing the components

of cost and attempting to find the proper amount based on

the underlying evidence.

Under Minn. stat. 216B.16(4), the burden of

proof is always on a pUblic utility seeking to establish a

rate change, as is the burden "in all proceedings before the

cOTh~ission in which the modification or vacation of any order

of the commission is sought, the burden of proof shall be on

the person seeking such modification or vacation" under

Minn. Stat.216B.56, so no additional presumption concerning

customers is really necessary.

2. In Minn. stat. 216B.27(5) concerning rehearings,

l change the words "legislative powers" to "administrative

-13-
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agency powers" so as to clarify the basic status of the PSC.

3. Add to Minn. stat. 2l6B.08 concerning duties

of the Commission a sentence which would require the

commission to have factual evidence as the basis for its

decisions.

"The Commission shall base its deter;:ninations
and orders in contested cases and rulemaking
upon substantial evidence presented on the
record in such proceedings."

In this way, the Commission will have a firm anchor on which

to exercise its duties and all parties will have the

obligation to back up their proposals with the facts that

are necessary to make hard decisions correctly.

-14-
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. Northern States Power Company (Hinnesota)
State of Hinnesota
GAS AND ELECTRIC RATE INCREASES
1"968 - Present
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! REGULATORY REVIEW ,AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATIONI '

Public concern about energy develop'ffi€nt has grown dramatically in

the last few years. Expression by the p~t:~c of concern for how

and where we build ne~v facilities has had significant,impact on

Northern States Power Company in many areas. NSP was a leader

among utilities in developing the open planning process for energy

siting and "we are convinced it helps in reaching better decisions.

The first citizen plant siting task force was initiated by NSP in

1971 to help select what eventually became known as the Sherco

site. ~ublic concern about the visual impact of transmission lines

has led us to use of more aesthetically designed structures and to

Ie
more careful routing studies. We believe the public that does

participate has something to say of importance and we ought to

listen and be as responsive as practicable.

Minnesota's regulatory review process for energy facility approval

and for ratemaking proviJ6~ ~:~ ~~~~d p~blic participation. It

has been our experienc.e that various segments of the "public" do

take part in these procedures and contribute to the record upon

which these important decisions are based.

All of the utility regulatory procedures are governed by the

Administrative Procedures Act. This means that our applications

for certificate of need, site compatibility, construction permit

for a transmission route and rate increases all go through

'- the relatively formal procedures of a hearing officer presiding,
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sworn testimony, intervenors, cross examination of witnesses, etc. 'C
The Hearing E:.~miners Office has generally given broad latitude to

the public in allowing statements to be made without being sworn,

questions to be asked of utility witnesses and agency staff, and

has made other accommodations to ensure that citizens have a chance

to take pa~t. Although this is perhaps necessary, it has at times

created a sense of expectation by those participating that many
.

times is not fulfilled when the final decision is made by the agency.

Perhaps those administering the process could do a more thorough

job of explaining the different ways to participate and ho\v one

way may have more impact than another. The new public Advisor may

help this situation in siting and routing by providing a better

explanation of the difference between carefully prepared testimony ~

directed at the criteria to be used in making a decision and testi-

mony which merely vents one's anger, frustration or displeasure

with the proposal. There also seems to be some perception that

public participation means the same as decision making.

Many members of the public expect to see the Environmental Quality

Board members at the hearing listening to the testimony on a site

or route. They expect to see the Director of the Energy Agency at

Certificate of Need hearings and the Public Service Commissioners

at the rate hearings. I believe this contributes to the creation

0= a feeling of distrust oDout the process because the ultimate

decisioM-makers are not there to hear what they have to say.

l-
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This past year NSP and other utilities publicly announced all of

the site areas that were being considered for a ~:ant ~n the ~2te

1980's. ~~e purpose of that effort was to seek public participation

and reaction'from people in those locations before an application

for site certification is prepared. T~c ~esult was that opposition

developed at all the sites being considered but in some locations

support also surfaced. Concerns were expressed that will eventually

be helpful in how and where we propose a plant and although the plans

for that plant have been delayed due to a revised forecast, the

knowledge we gained will eventually be beneficial. On the other

hand, those who will organize to oppose the plant will have been

given that much more time to do it.

~ Finally, we need to recognize that providing i~r broad public

participation does not necessarily mean that such will be construc

tive. Many of the directly affected citizens do not want to parti

cipate in a constructive manner because that will help make a

decision. Many simply aG not wane a decision at all. Some citi 4ens

have positions that simply cannot be satisfied, i.e.; (1) we do not

need any more electricity, (2) put it someplace else and (3) lower

rates for me. Changing the methods of providing for pUblic parti

cipation will not satisfy these kinds of concerns.

Each time one of these procedures is completed the public becomes

better informed and understands more about how to participate.

However, when constant statutory or rule changes a~d made it creates

l
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confusion and misunderstanding, partic~larly for those who are
(

on~y involved part time. Stability in these processes is needed

and will help the public to know what is going to happen next and

how to more effectively be a part of it.

M L Anderson, Manager
Public Affairs
November I, 1978
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